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CHAPTER I 
GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
1-1 Context of this thesis 
Interactions between proteins and DNA play a crucial role in a great 
number of processes in living cells. This is particularly evident for 
processes in which proteins controll the expression of the genetic infor-
mation stored in DNA. By binding at the proper time and right sites these 
proteins can perform their specific tasks and thereby ensure a correct 
progress of e.g. replication or transcription processes (Wickner, 1978). 
In addition these proteins function in forcing the DNA in a required con-
formation (Champoux, 1978) or protecting it against external influences. 
Investigators have been able to isolate and characterize a great number 
of these proteins, both from procaryotes and from eucaryotes, with some-
times intriguing properties. These proteins can be classified according to 
their function and way of action. These classes include the histons (Korn-
berg, 1977; Isenberg, 1979) the RNA and DNA polymerases (Kornberg, 1980a) 
the nucleases (Yuan, 1981) and the topoisomerases (Cozzarelli, 1980; 
Geliert, 1981), a group of proteins that controlls the degree of super-
coiling of circular double stranded DNA. 
The subject of this thesis, the gene-5-protein encoded by bacteriophage 
M13 as well as by the related phages fd and fl, belongs to the group of 
socalled DNA helix destabilizing proteins (Von Hippel et al., 1977; 
Coleman & Oakley, 1980; Falashi et al., 1980; Romberg, 1980; Gelder & 
Hoffmann Berling, 1981). This group of proteins is characterized by a 
much larger affinity for single stranded DNA than for double stranded 
DNA. As a result, these proteins have a tendency to unwind double strand-
ed DNA. Contrary to the helicases, which also have DNA unwinding capaci-
ty, (Abdel Monem & Hoffmann Berling, 1980; Falashi et al., 1980) the 
action of the helix destabilizing proteins is ATP independent. Further-
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more they do not show a strong specificity for certain bases or base se-
quences . 
As of this writing very little information is available regarding the 
actual structural details of the interaction between DNA and DNA-binding 
proteins. It is not known for instance which interactions determine speci-
fic versus non specific binding although a number of proposals have been 
advanced in this area. Neither do we have available thermodynamic and ki-
netic data in sufficient amount to obtain a basic understanding how pro-
teins interact with DNA in an orderly way to bring about e.g. replica-
tional and transcriptional processes. At this moment the gene-5-protein is 
one of the best structurally characterized DNA binding proteins. It may 
therefore serve as a good starting point for studying the general charac-
teristics of DNA-protein interactions. 
In this thesis the interaction of the gene-5-protein with oligonucleotides 
is investigated by H NMR experiments (chapters III, IV, V and VI). With 
the aid of fluorescence experiments binding parameters for the gene-5-
protein polynucleotide binding are quantitatively determined (chapter 
VII). The theoretical background needed to derive molecular information 
from the results of the experiments described in chapters III - VII is 
given in chapter II. In chapter VIII the conclusions derived from the ex-
periments are collected together with their implications for the in vivo 
way of action of the gene-5-protein. In the following sections of the 
present chapter we will review general aspects of protein-DNA binding and 
the data currently available about the gene-5-protein and its role in the 
replication of phage M13. 
1-2 Bacteriophage M13 
Bacteriophage M13 is a class I filamentous virus which infects E.coli 
bacteria with F-pili. It is closely related to the phages fl and fd (for 
reviews see Denhardt, 1975; Ray, 1977). A collection of monographs on 
these phages has appeared in 'The Single Stranded DNA Phages', 1978. 
(Denhardt, D.T., Dressier, D. 8c Ray, D.S. eds) . The genetic information 
of this phage is contained in a circulair single stranded DNA which con-
sists of 6407 nucleotides of which the sequence has been established re-
cently (Van Wezenbeek et al., 1980). The viral DNA encodes ten proteins of 
which the physiological role has been indicated except for the gene-X pro-
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duct. (Kornberg, 1980c ; Simons et al., 1981a,b). The mature phage particle 
Is rod shaped with a length of 8700-8900 A and a diameter of 60 A. (Torbet , 
1979; Banner et al., 1981). The circular single stranded DNA is encoated by 
a capsid protein which is the product of gene-8. The virus contains one 
gene-8-protein per 2.3 nucleotides (Berkowitz & Day, 1976). Moreover per 
virus particle there are five gene-3- and five gene-6-protein molecules 
present at one end and three to four gene-7- and gene-9-protein molecules 
at the other end of the virus (Day & Wiseman, 1978; Simons et al., 1981a, 
b). The circular DNA forms two antiparallel running chains over the 
length of the phage particle with an average axial separation of 2,72 X 
between the nucleotides. The gene-8-protein forms 30 A long helical cylin-
ders which run fairly parallel to the axis of the virion. The gene-8-
proteins are arranged in such a way that the virus particle has a five 
fold rotational symmetry axis and a two fold screw axis with a pitch of 
32 S(Banner et al., 1981; Makowski & Caspar 1981). 
The replication process of the viral DNA has been extensively studied 
in vitro as well as in vivo and excellent reviews are available (Ray, 
1977; Staudenbauer et al., 1978; Komberg, 1980b). It is reviewed here 
in order to illustrate the role of the gene-5-protein in the replication 
process. 
Suga I SS • RF ( -0 -1 miri 
Figure 1-1 Scheme for M13 DNA replication in three successive stages. 
I Conversion of parental single stranded DNA to (double stranded) RF DNA. 
II RF rep1ication. 
III Single stranded viral DNA synthesis. 
From 'DNA Replication' by Arthur Komberg, W.H. Freeman and Company. 
Copyright © 1980. 
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The infection of the E.coli cell takes place by adsorption of the M13 
virion to the F-pili by means of the gene-3-protein molecules located at 
one end of the M13 virion (Goldsmith & Königsberg,1977, Woolford et al., 
1977, Gray et al., 1981). Subsequently the M13 virion including the cap-
sid protein (which is retained in the inner cell membrane) penetrates the 
cell. The decapsidation is coupled to the formation of the double 
stranded RF DNA. The events following infection are schematically present-
ed in Fig. 1-1. The process is subdivided in three stages namely (I) the 
conversion of parental DNA into RF DNA, (II) the RF replication, and (III) 
the single stranded viral DNA synthesis. 
The first stage involves the synthesis of an RNA primer at a unique loca-
tion of the DNA circle (the origin of complementary strand synthesis) 
which is extended by DNA polymerase III. DNA polymerase I is required for 
removal of the RNA primer and so that the circular double stranded RF DNA 
can be formed by ligase. The circular double stranded RF DNA is subse-
quently converted to a supercoiled form by a gyrase. The viral gene-3-
protein appears to be involved in this stage 
In the second stage, starting about one minute after infection, RF DNA is 
replicated. This process is started by the gene-2-protein which cleaves 
the viral strand at a location in the DNA close to the origin of comple-
mentary strand synthesis, in a non-coding region of the DNA (designated 
the intergenic region). Presumably this is followed by unwinding of the 
double helical DNA by the E.coli rep protein (an ATP dependent DNA heli-
case). Subsequently E.coli DNA binding protein I binds to the unwound DNA 
to keep the strands apart and facilitate DNA polymerase action The inter-
mediates found during the replication process indicate that a rolling 
circle mechanism (schematically shown in Fig.I-1 stage II) is involved 
in this stage. (Kessler-Liebscher et al., 1978). Complementary strand 
synthesis may start either immediately or after completion of the viral 
strand. 
Stage III of the viral DNA replication starts after formation of an RF 
pool of 100 - 200 copies per cell. This process proceeds via a rolling 
circle mechanism. It leads to the synthesis of single stranded viral DNA 
required for the production of progeny phage particles. In this stage 
gene-5-protein is required; it binds tightly to the newly synthesized 
viral strands, preventing synthesis of the complementary strand. In addi-
tion gene-5-protein appears to repress the synthesis of gene-2-protein 
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(Horiuchi et al., 1978). The start of the single strand synthesis de-
pends on the amount of gene-5-protein present in the cell (Mazur 8t Model, 
1973). The gene-5-protein viral DNA complex formed in this final stage, 
migrates to the cell membrane where the gene-5-protein is replaced by the 
gene-8-protein, which has been accumulated in the cell membrane, and by 
minor coat proteins. The progeny phage is then extruded from the cell 
without leading to lysis. 
1-3 Molecular interactions in DNA protein complexes 
The complicated sequence of events observed for the replication process 
described above, is regulated basically according to physico-chemical 
principles. The factors influencing this process may vary from simple 
chemical equilibria to extremely sophisticated recognition reactions 
about which virtually nothing is known. However it can be surmised that 
the interactions basic to protein-DNA interaction are hydrogen bonding, 
ionic interactions, and Van der Waals interactions. For the existence of 
some of these interactions evidence is available (Von Hippel, 1979; 
Record et al., 1981; Helene & Maurizot, 1981). 
The nature of the molecular building units of DNA and protein, the nu-
cleotides and the amino acids, determine which type of interaction can be 
formed. The DNA, consisting of a sugar phosphate backbone with the bases 
adenine, guanine, cytosine and thymine attached to the sugar moiety 
(see Fig.I-2A), comprises elements which make all of the interactions 
mentioned above possible. The negatively charged phosphates are good 
candidates for interaction with positively charged amino acids of a pro-
tein, the lysines and arginines (Fig.I-2B) and possibly the histidines. 
In principle the bases can take part in both hydrogen bonding and Van der 
Waals interactions. The occurrence of Van der Waals interactions is anti-
cipated to arise from the stacking of the bases upon aromatic amino acid 
residues of the protein. Therefore residues that are apt to be involved 
in these interactions are tyrosine, phenyalanine, tryptophane and histi-
dine (Fig.I-2C). When in the interaction of a protein with a base(-se-
quence) more than one hydrogen bond can be formed the interaction may be-
come very specific (Von Hippel, 1979). Since the interaction of the gene-
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f igure 1-2 Building units of DNA and protein that may be involved in 
non-base specific DNA protein interactions. 
A. Part of the sugar-phosphate backbone of DNA. The DNA bases are drawn 
separately at the right. 
B. The basic amino acids lysine and arginine. 
C. The aromatic amino acids tryptophan, tyrosine, phenylalanine and histi-
dine. 
The ammonium and carboxyl groups of the amino acids form (under elimina­
tion of HO) the peptide bonds in the protein. 
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5-protein with DNA is such that the protein covers the whole viral DNA 
chain irrespective of the type of base or base sequence, we consider the 
presence of hydrogen bonds between the protein and the DNA less important. 
The stability of the protein DNA complex is not solely determined by the 
newly formed interactions. The protein as well as the DNA have more or less 
well-defined structures, stabilized by intramolecular interactions. Forma-
tion of protein DNA complexes may be accompanied by breakage of intramole-
cular interactions and distortion of the original structure. Until recent-
ly DNA was assumed to be a molecule with a rather restricted conformational 
freedom. Recently crystallographic (Shindo et al., 1979; Wang et al., 1979; 
Wing et al., 1980; Dickerson & Drew, 1981; Drew et al., 1981; Cohen et al., 
1981; Pardi et al., 1981) and NMR studies (Patel et al., 1979) have 
shown that small variations in individual torsion angles may give rise to a 
substantial change in overall structure for double stranded DNA. This 
variation of torsion angles can be induced by the base sequence. It is 
therefore conceivable that interaction with a protein also may give rise 
to such changes. Another effect that may influence the stability of the 
complex is a change of the direct environment of the reaction partners. For 
instance the negatively charged phosphates of the DNA are partly neutrali-
zed by a shell of screening counterions. These may be replaced by positive-
ly charged protein residues upon complex formation. In summary, for complex 
formation it is neccessary that AG. . . + AG <0, where AG, . . can be de-
bind conf bind 
fined as the AG associated with the newly formed protein-DNA interactions 
and AG . is the AG belonging to the changes in environment and conforma-
conf 
tion of the two individual reaction partners. 
Several model systems have been studied in which the effects mentioned 
above prove to be important. As an example we mention Nuclear Magnetic Re-
sonance studies of the binding of the tripeptides LysTrpLys and 
LysTyrLys to poly(A), which have provided evidence for the formation of 
stacking interactions between the aromatic residues and the adenine bases. 
Concomitant with this, the stacking between adenine bases is diminished 
(Dimicoli & Helene,1974a,b). The binding process is a two step process,the 
first step characterizing the electrostatic interactions between the lysines 
and the phosphate groups and the second step the stacking interaction 
(Brun et al., 1975; Maurizot et al., 1978). The kinetics of this second 
step are relatively slow suggesting that this process involves a rearrange-
ment of the sugar phosphate backbone of the poly(A) (POrschke, 1980). 
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Extension of these experiments to other peptides and polynucleotides shows 
that even the strength of electrostatic interactions is modulated by the 
peptide and nucleotide sequence (Maunzot et al., 1978, Schott & Eckstein, 
1980) confirming the importance of a conformational fit. 
Formation of electrostatic interactions is associated with a favorable en­
tropy, which results from the release of counterions from the DNA surface 
(Record et al., 1976, 1978, Lohman et al , 1980). Stacking interactions 
give rise to a favorable enthalpic term (Ross & Subramanian, 1981). The con­
tribution of both interactions to the stability of the gene-5-protein DNA 
complex will be discussed in chapter VII. 
1-4 The gene-5-protein 
1-4.1 DNA binding properties The gene-5-protein and its interaction with 
DNA is the central subject of this thesis. It belongs to the group of DNA 
helix destabilizing proteins which have also been designated 'melting 
proteins' or 'unwinding proteins'. The melting or unwinding capacity of the 
gene-5-protein is a result of its large affinity for single stranded DNA 
and not for double stranded DNA. The melting temperature of several natural 
double stranded DNA's IS lowered by ^ 40 degrees in the presence of the gene-
5-protein, irrespective of the nucleotide composition (Alberts at al., 
1972, Oey fc Knippers, 1972). In addition CD studies demonstrate that the 
base-stacking of poly(dA) is sharply reduced in a complex with gene-5-
protein (Day, 1973). The relative affinity of the gene-5-protein and other 
proteins to the DNA was inferred from competition experiments. The gene-5-
protein protects DNA effectively against the action of exonucleases (Oey & 
Knippers, 1972) and endonucleases (Gelder, 1978), it is able to displace 
E.coli DNA binding protein I completely from single stranded DNA (Gelder, 
1978). Furthermore it inhibits the action of DNA polymerase III (Gelder к 
Kornberg, 1974, Gelder, 1978) although at low concentrations it is able to 
stimulate DNA replication (Van Dorp et al., 1979). Before the gene-5-
protein could be purified its in vivo role as a repressor of RF replication 
was established (Salstrom & Pratt, 1971). Staudenbauer & Hofschneider 
(1973) also found indications for a positive role for the gene-5-protein in 
single strand synthesis which is probably related to the above mentioned 
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ability to stimulate DNA synthesis. After the development of the DNA affi-
nity chromatography technique (Alberts & Herreck, 1971) the gene-5-protein 
was isolated independently by Alberts and coworkers,(1972) and Oey & Knip-
pers, (1972), thus making the gene-5-protein available for physicochemical 
studies. 
1-4,2 Structurai features The amino acid sequences of the gene-5-proteins 
encoded by fd (Nakashima et al., 1974a,b) and M13 (Cuyper et al., 1974) 
have been determined and proved to be identical. The protein contains 87 
amino acids in the sequence: 
(I) Met-Ile-Lys-Val-Glu-Ile-Lys-Pro-Ser-Gln 
(II) Ala-Gln-Phe-Thr-Thr-Arg-Ser-Gly-Val-Ser 
(21) Arg-Gln-Gly-Lys-Pro-Tyr-Ser-Leu-Asn-Glu 
(31) Gln-Leu-Cys-Tyr-Val-Asp-Leu-Gly-Asn-Glu 
(41) Tyr-Pro-Val-Leu-Val-Lys-Ile-Thr-Leu-Asp 
(51) Glu-Gly-Gln-Pro-Ala-Tyr-Ala-Pro-Gly-Leu 
(61) Tyr-Thr-Val-His-Leu-Ser-Ser-Phe-Lys-Val 
(71) Gly-Gln-Phe-Gly-Ser-Leu-Met-Ile-Asp-Arg 
(81) Leu-Arg-Leu-Val-Pro-Ala-Lys 
From this sequence a molecular weight of 9689 is calculated. Chemical and 
physicochemical studies have yielded some information about the spatial or-
ganisation of the protein. From ultracentrifugation experiments it follows 
that at low ionic strength, the gene-5-protein predominantly exists as a 
dimer (Oey St Knippers, 1972; Pretorius et al., 1975; Cavalieri et al., 
1976). Some controversy exists about the dissociation into monomers at 
higher ionic strength. Oey & Knippers (1972) found monomers already at 0.2 
M KCl, while Pretorius and collaborators (1975) presented data which indi-
cate that 0.35 M NaClO. or 0.68 M NaCl is needed for dissociation. 
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Cavalieri et al., (1976) observed no monomers in a wide variety of solution 
conditions. At high protein concentrations the protein tends to aggregate: 
at a protein concentration of 1 mg/ml 8% aggregates higher than the dimer 
were observed (Cavalieri et al., 1976). Also interaction with oligonucleo-
tides enhances the aggregation. With the aid of cross linking experiments 
Hashed & Pohl (1974) found that oligomers of up to 8 protein molecules are 
formed upon addition of small oligonucleotides. 
Chemical modification studies (Anderson et al., 1975) have shown that three 
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out of the five tyrosines (i.e. residues 26, 41 and 56) are accessible for 
nitration in the free protein. In the gene-5-protein fd-DNA complex all tyro-
sines are protected against nitration. A similar conclusion was obtained 
from solvent perturbation fluorescence studies by Pretorius and collabora-
tors (1975) who found that three tyrosines are located at the outside of 
the protein. Also in CIDNP experiments performed in our laboratory it was 
found, that three tyrosines are accessible to the flavine dye giving rise 
to the CIDNP effect (Garssen et al., 1978). NMR studies from our laborato-
ry and of others have also indicated that surface tyrosines are involved 
in DNA binding (Coleman et al., 1976; Coleman & Armitage, 1977; Garssen et 
al., 1977, 1978). In addition it has been demonstrated by NMR experiments 
that at least one phenylalanine is involved in the binding process (Cole-
man & Armitage, 1978; Hilbers et al., 1978; Garssen et al., 1980). In sum-
mary it can be concluded that three tyrosyl and at least one phenylalanyl 
residue are situated at the the surface of the protein. 
Conclusions regarding the secondary structure have been obtained from CD 
experiments (Day, 1973) and from predictions by the method of Chou & Fas-
man (1971), (Anderson et al., 1975). Both studies led to the conclusion 
that the protein contains little or no helical regions and presumably a 
large percentage of ß-pleated sheat structure. A more detailed insight 
into the structure has recently been obtained from crystallographic 
studies. McPherson and collaborators (1976) succeeded in crystallyzing the 
gene-5-protein and from the electron density map obtained to 2.3 A resolu-
tion the course of the protein backbone is now available (McPherson et 
al., 1979, 1980a,b). In accordance with the findings in solution the 
protein is observed in the crystal as a dimer. In the protein monomer 
three basic elements of secondary structure are distinguished: a three-
stranded antiparallel 3-sheet constituted by residues 12-49 (I) a two-
stranded antiparallel β-ribbon running from residue 50 to residue 70 (II) 
and another twostranded anti-parallel S-ribbon from residue 71 to 82 
(III). The presumed DNA binding groove is 30 A in length and parallel to 
sheet I having opposite polarity in the two halves of the dimer. Loop (II) 
is involved in the interactions between proteins in the dimer and loop 
III is proposed to have a function in cooperative protein-protein inter­
action occurring during the DNA binding process (see below). Of the aro­
matic residues tyrosines 26, 41, 34 and 56 and phenylalanines 13 and 68 
may be present in the DNA binding groove. Tyrosine 41, 34 and phenylalanine 
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13 appear to stack upon each other, tyrosine 34 being interposed between 
the two other residues. In addition the lysines 24 and 46 and arginines 21, 
80 and 82 are in a position to interact with the DNA. 
Also structural features of the gene-5-protein DNA complex are available. 
Crosslinking of the gene-5-protein to the bound DNA in vivo by UV irradia-
tion results in a covalent bond between the protein fragment of residues 
70-77 and the DNA suggesting that this fragment is close to the DNA in the 
complex (Lica & Ray, 1977). In a similar experiment performed in vitro 
however a crosslink was found between the DNA thymine and Cys 33 (Paradiso 
et al., 1979). As to the stoichiometry of binding, the number of nucleo-
tides covered by a protein monomer has been reported to be 5 (Pratt et 
al., 1974) 4.5 (Oey & Knippers, 1972) or 4 (Alberts et al., 1972; Day, 
1973; Pretorius et al., 1975). Pretorius et al., (1975) have observed a 
difference in the stoichiometry of binding for the in vivo complex (4.7 nu-
cleotides per protein) and the in vitro complex (4.0 nucleotides per 
protein) . The complex of the gene-5-protein with the fd DNA has been visua-
lized in the electron microscope and has been studied by neutron diffrac-
tion. This complex is observed as a helical rod with a width of 100 A and a 
mean helical pitch of 91 X (Torbet et al., 1981; Gray et al., 1982). Al-
though a difference in structure between the in vivo and in vitro com-
plexes has been reported (Alberts et al., 1972; Pratt et al., 1974) no 
such difference was observed in the most recent studies (Torbet et al., 
1981; Gray et al., 1982). 
The observed rodlike structure of this complex formed with the circular 
viral DNA and the known mechanism for viral single strand synthesis (see 
Fig. 1-1, stage III) have made Cavalieri et al (1976) propose a model for 
the in vivo binding process (Fig. 1-3). If the gene-5-protein binds to the 
viral DNA immediately after synthesis, (which is not unambiguously esta-
blished) the mechanism proposed by Cavalieri provides a method to fold the 
circular DNA in a rodlike structure. Another model in which both 
halves of the dimer interact instantly with the anti-parallel running DNA 
chains would require rearrangement of the proteins during the process of 
the viral DNA synthesis. 
Additional structural information comes from X-ray diffraction studies. 
Recently the complex of the gene-5-protein with oligonucleotides could be 
crystallized and subjected to crystallographic analysis (McPherson et al., 
1980a,b). The complex is observed as a disklike aggregate consisting of 
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f igure 1-3 Proposed model FOT the in vivo formation of the gene-5-protein-
DNA complex. The DNA viral strand is represented by the larger outer circle, 
the complementary strand is represented by the smaller innrr circle. Free 
gene-5-protein binds to the s i n g l e - s t r a n d tail of the rolling circle inter­
mediate until the duolex region is formed. At this point m the synthesis 
of viral DNA, bound gene- 5-p rotei η with free DNA binding sites begins to 
bind to the replicating DNA, forming the double-stranded complex observed 
by electron microscopy. 
(a) The rolling circle intermediate, with half of the uni t length of viral 
DNA synthesized. The duplex region has been formed. 
(b) Л rolling circle intermediate m which the viral DNA has begun to fold 
into a double-stranded structure. 
(c) A rolling circle intermediate with a few gene-5-protein molecules 
bound, shortly after the cleavage of a unit length of viral DNA (d) . 
From S.J.Cavalieri et al., (1976). Journal of Molecular Biology 102, 697-
711. Copyright by Academic Press Inc. London Ltd. 
Reproduced with permission. 
s ix p r o t e i n dimers (Fig.1-3) arranged in a c i r c l e . This disk has a diame­
t e r of -v, 100 A and a height of ^ 80 A. The arrangement of the p r o t e i n s in 
t h i s d i s k l i k e s t r u c t u r e i s d i f f e r e n t from the h e l i c a l arrangement of the 
p r o t e i n s in the complexes formed with polynucleot ides observed in the 
e lectronmicroscope. A d i s k - h e l i x t r a n s i t i o n , s i m i l a r to the one occurring 
for TMV (see Durham, 1972; Durham & Finch, 1972, Durham & Klug, 1972) has 
been proposed (McPherson e t a l . , 1980b) to r e l a t e the two s t r u c t u r e s . The 
proposed h e l i c a l s t r u c t u r e i s given in Fig .1-5 . In the proposal of 
McPherson the DNA chain i s wrapped about the p r o t e i n cy l inder . This has 
been shown to be improbable from the neutron d i f f r a c t i o n (Torbet e t a l . , 
<Q> 
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Figure 1-4 Proposed model for 
the structure of the gene-5-
protem oligonucleotide complex 
as found m crystals. Six gene-
5-protein dimers are arranged 
m a circle. The disklike 
aggregate has a diameter of 
ъ 100 A and a height of ъ BOA. 
The DNA binding groove is be­
lieved to face the outside of 
the circle. 
Reproduced from McPherson et. 
al., (1980). Biophysical Jour­
nal 32, 155-173 by copyright 
permission of the Biophysical 
Society. 
Figure 1-5 A proposed model for 
the structure of one turn of the 
gene-5-protein DNA double helix. 
This arrangement is produced by 
opening the disk structure (Fig. 
1-4) between any two adjacent 
dimers and displacing the free 
ends along the unique axis di­
rection. The stacking of these 
lockwasher units results m a 
double-helical structure that has 
a sixfold screw axis with perpen­
dicular dyads, 12 gene-5-monomers 
per turn, and dimensions consis­
tent with the helices observed by 
electron microscopy. The two DNA 
single strands are spooled around 
this spindle of gene-5-protein. 
Reproduced from McPherson et al., 
(1980).Biophysical Journal 32, 
155-173 by copyright permission 
of the Biophysical Society. 
1981) and electronmicroscopic studies (Gray et al., 1982) which demonstrate 
that the DNA phosphates must be located at a smaller radius than the bulk 
part of the protein. 
1-5 Comparison of the properties of three DNA helix destabilizing proteins 
To place the behaviour of the gene-5-protein in a broader perpective its 
properties are compared with those of two other helix destabilizing 
proteins, the E.coli DNA binding protein I and the gene-32-protein encoded 
by bacteriophage T4. All three proteins play a role in the DNA replication 
process. Extensive information about the in vivo function and physicochemi-
cal properties of the E.coli and T4 proteins has been collected in a number 
of recent reviews (Gold et al., 1977; Von Hippel et al., 1977; Champoux, 
1978; Coleman & Oakley, 1980; Kornberg, 1980c; Gelder & Hofmann-Berling, 
1981). A comparison between the currently known properties of the gene-32-
protein in the E.coli DNA binding protein I and the gene-5-protein is pre­
sented in Table 1-1. This table is taken from Kornberg (1980c) and has been 
supplemented and corrected to give the information currently available. 
The properties of E.coli DNA binding protein I, which is an extremely heat 
stable tetrameric protein (Weiner et al., 1975) are of particular interest 
to us, since it is present in the E.coli cell simultaneously with the gene-
5-protein. Apart from its function in the replication of infecting virusses 
(see 1-2) it is also essential for replication in the (uninfected) E.coli 
cell (Meyer et al., 1979) and involved in repair processes (Glaasberg et al., 
1979). Contrary to the gene-5-protein fd DNA complex (see 1-4) the E.coli 
DNA binding protein fd DNA complex is visible in the electron microscope as 
a circle. Whereas the two halves of the dimer of the gene-5-protein most 
likely bind to the two antiparallel DNA chains the subunits of the tetra­
meric E.coli DNA binding protein 1 interact with the same DNA chain, which 
may be wrapped around the tetramer (Krauss et al., 1981). This results in 
the strong reduction of the rise per nucleotide unit as listed in Table 1-1. 
The binding to DNA is very strong and cooperative, apparent binding 
8 11 
constants of 10 -10 have been observed (Molineux et al., 1975; Ruyechan 
Ь Wetmur, 1975, 1976; Krauss et al., 1981). Also, the binding of the 
gene-5-protein to DNA has been shown to be cooperative (Alberts et al., 1972) 
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Table I-l Comparison of the properties of three DNA binding proteins 
Property 
Biological 
Functions 
T4 gene-32-protein E.coli DNA-
binding protein I 
stimulates 
replication 
recombination 
stimulates 
replication 
repair 
M13 
gene-S-protein 
inhibits 
complementary 
strand synthe­
sis 
Copies per cell 
(in monomers) 
Copies per 
replication fork 
DNA strands in 
protein complex 
10,000 
340 
3200 
1,080 
120,000 
binding to 
single stranded DNA >> yes 
double stranded DNA 
yes yes 
Melting of 
DNA no 
Melting of polyCdAT) yes 
Nucleotide spacing 4.6 A 
when bound to protein 
Nucleotides bound 
per monomer 
Cooperative binding 
Native form 
Mass per monomer 
(k dalton) 
Isoelectric pH 
7 
yes 
monomer 
35 
5.5 
yes 
yes 
1.8 S 
8 
yes 
tetramer 
19 
6.0 
yes 
yes 
3.75 X 
4 
yes 
dimer 
10 
8 
Involvement of Туг 
in binding yes 
Tendency to aggregate strong 
no 
weak 
yes 
weak 
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and even able to displace E coli DNA binding protein I completely 
from single stranded DNA (Gelder, 1978). Fluorescence experiments on the 
E.coli protein (Bandyopadhyay & Wu, 1978) show that tryptophan residues are 
close to the DNA binding sites; chemical modification experiments (Anderson 
& Coleman, 1975) suggest that no tyrosines are involved in the binding. 
This is in contrast to the gene-5-protein where tyrosine residues are 
thought to contribute to the binding (vide supra). A remarkable result of 
the binding studies is that the affinity for oligo(dT) is two orders of 
magnitude larger than the affinity for oligo(dA). The same is observed for 
the T4 gene-32-protein (Newport et al., 1981). The DNA binding properties 
of the T4 gene-32-protein have been most extensively characterized 
(Kowalczykowski et al., 1981, Newport et al., 1981). The various characte-
ristics of the binding (cooperativity, stoichiometry, intrinsic binding 
constant, ionic strength dependency) to a wide variety of nucleic acid 
oligomers and polymers have been determined. Limited tryptic digestion of this 
protein breaks specifically two peptide bonds (Anderson & Coleman, 1975, 
Hosoda & Moise, 1978, Tsugita & Hosoda, 1978). The modified proteins have dif-
ferent binding properties, so that several binding characteristics could be 
assigned to the different domains of the protein (Spicer et al , 1979, Williams 
et al., 1979, Lonberg et al., 1981). In this manner the cooperativity of the 
binding has been assigned to arise largely from protein protein inter-
actions (Lonberg et al., 1981). The binding to short oligonucleotides is 
different from the binding of polynucleotides as judged by the stoichio-
metry of binding and the ionic strength dependence (Kowalcykowski et al., 
1981). The C-terminal part of the protein appears to be responsible for 
this difference. Kinetic studies suggest that the protein may be able to 
slide along a polynucleotide chain (Kowalczykowski et al., 1980, Lohman, 
1980). We will compare the binding data for the gene-5-protein presented 
in chapter VII with the above mentioned information about the E coli DNA 
binding protein I and the T4 gene-32-protein. 
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CHAPTER II 
THEORETICAL ASPECTS 
II-l Introduction 
The gene-5 protein DNA binding process is representative of a class of 
protein DNA binding phenomena which are central to a number of areas in 
molecular biology (see chapter I). 
Such binding exhibits special statistical features and it is only during 
the last decade that a number of theoretical investigations have appeared, 
which bear upon these problems. 
It is not our intention to give an exhaustive account of all papers that 
have been published in this field. Rather we will briefly review some of the 
theories which have been used to evaluate the results obtained in later 
chapters. 
An elegant theory that makes use of conditional probabilities and has 
found wide application has been formulated by McGhee & Von Hippel (1974). 
For the binding of large ligands to infinite chains this approach leads 
to closed analytical expressions for the degree of saturation of a linear 
lattice. In chapter VII extensive use will be made of this theory; it is 
reviewed in section II-2. 
During DNA replication the gene-5-protein displaces the E.coli binding 
protein from the DNA. Moreover we have found that the gene-5-protein can 
bind in more than one way to a DNA lattice (chapters V and VI). This 
means that different competitive binding modes have to be considered in 
the binding equilibria. Such effects are considered in a theory developed 
by Schwarz and Stankowski (1979)(section II-3) Again the theory, which 
employs the socalled doublet closure (Schwarz 1977) , is applicable to in-
finite lattices only. It does not lead to closed analytical expressions. 
For the description of the gene-5-protein binding to oligonucleotides 
one cannot make use of the conditional probabilities because of end 
effects. Using a combinatorial approach Epstein (1978) has treated these 
problems. We have extended this approach to account for the possibility 
of more than one binding mode. This is described in section I1-4. 
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In addition to these binding theories, this chapter presents the theore­
tical background needed to derive from NMR-data information about the 
structure of the gene-5-protein and the protein-DNA complex. Section 11-5 
contains the procedure for calculation of the magnitude of Nuclear 
Overhauser effects using a three spin approximation (Wagner & Wiithrich, 
1979). Finally in section II-6 the theoretical background is given of the 
ring current calculations performed to arrive at a proposal for the orien­
tation of the adenine bases in the protein-poly (dA) complex in chapter VI. 
II-2 Description of the binding of a protein to a nucleotide lattice of 
infinite length. 
The binding of a protein to a nucleic acid chain is in two respects more 
complicated than a simple protein-ligand binding. 
The first is the occurrence of overlapping binding sites, illustrated in 
Fig. II-l. The nucleotide monomers are numbered a to h and the protein 
monomer covers four nucleotides. 
ОТ 
«I 
'in 
o> 
с 
Ό 
С 
LE 
ι— 
5 
Figure II-l Illustration of the phenomenon of overlapping binding sites. 
The possible binding sites or the part of the lattice shown (nucleotides 
a-h) are numbered 1-5. 
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The intrinsic equilibrium constant (K ) for binding may be written as 
[ complexed protein ] 
[free protein ] [free binding sites ] 
Before binding of the protein, the nucleotide chain drawn in Fig. II-l 
comprises five different (overlapping) binding sites. After binding of 
one protein monomer in the manner shown in Fig. II-l, no binding site is 
left. Hence binding of one protein may decrease the number of binding 
sites with more than one, and the actual number of binding sites is not 
only dependent upon the degree of saturation of a nucleotide chain but 
also on the distribution of the complexed proteins. 
The second characteristic of this type of binding is its cooperativity. 
When a protein molecule binds adjacent to an already bound protein, in 
addition to the protein-DNA interaction, also protein-protein interactions 
are formed. The factor by which the binding constant increases in conse­
quence of this is named the cooperativity factor ω. Therefore distribu­
tion of complexed protein molecules over isolated, singly contiguous and 
doubly contiguous binding sites (see Fig. II-2) depends on the coopera­
tivity factor (ω), the number of nucleotides covered by a protein monomer 
(n) as well as the degree of saturation (v). 
To describe the ligand binding behaviour McGhee & Von Hippel (1974) cal­
culate the number of binding sites as a function of v. A polymer of 
M nucleotides comprises M-n+lbinding sites when no protein is bound. For 
a partially saturated lattice the number of gaps between the bound proteins 
determine the number of binding sites and are therefore examined. If 
between two bound proteins there is a gap consisting of g nucleotides 
the number of binding sites in this gap is g-n+1 if g ^  η but zero if 
g < n. The average number of binding sites per gap, s, can now be written 
27 
isolated binding 
doubly contiguous binding 
Figure II-2 Illustration of the three binding processes that may occur 
during protein DNA binding. 
4 
as s = Σ (g -n+1) Ρ 
g=n ε 
where Ρ is the probability of finding a gap of exactly g free lattice 
residues in a row. When there are N ligands bound there are (N+1) gaps 
(counting all gaps where g >_ 0) . Hence there are (N+1)8= Ns binding 
sites. 
Hence the problem of counting the number of binding sites has been re­
duced to the determination of the probability Ρ . This function can be 
expressed as the product of conditional probabilities where a conditional 
probability is defined as the probability of finding a lattice unit in 
an occupied or unoccupied form given a certain state of the adjacent 
lattice unit. We shall not elaborate this any further (see McC-hee and 
Von Hippel (1974) and merely note that in this way the average number of 
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isolated, singly contiguous and doubly contiguous binding sites can be 
determined. The results are substituted in the laws of mass action for 
each of the situations 
К 
[ isolated complexed protein] 
int [ free protein) [ isolated sites] 
[ singly contiguous complexed protein] 
К 
(11.2a) 
( I I . 2 b ) 
i n t [ free protein] [ s ingly contiguous s i t e s ] 
[doubly contiguous complexed p r o t e i n ] 
K u2 . . (11.2c) 
int [free protein] [doubly contiguous sites] 
Combination of these expressions eventually leads to an analytical ex­
pression for the degree of saturation: 
/(2ω-1)(1-ην)+ V - R N " " 1 /ΐ-(η+1)υ +R V 
K i n t ( 1 " n V ) \ ""2(^i)(l-nv) ) \ 2(l-nv>- ) 
2 h 
with R= {[l-(n+l)v] +4л (1-п ) } 2 
and L= [free protein] 
This equation is formulated in the form of a Scatchard plot (Scatchard, 
1949). 
The effects of cooperativity and overlapping binding sites are illustrated 
in Fig. II-3. Without overlapping binding sites (n =1) and cooperativity 
( и. =1) the Scatchard plot is a straight lino with slope -1 and intercept 
К ^ on the v/L axis. For n>l and ω =1 a convex plot is found with the 
m t 
same intercept. This shows that complete saturation is difficult to 
achieve because at increasing degrees of saturation more gaps with 
length < η appear, and rearrangement of complexed protein is required 
to bind additional protein. 
Humped Scatchard plots are characteristic of cooperative binding.(Fig. 
ΙΙ-3;ω =5). The larger the cooperativity factor the higher the hump in the 
Scatchard plot. 
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хП 
Figure II-3 Theoretical 
Scatchard plots for a 
'normal ' binding process 
(n=l ,ΐύ=1) ι a noncoopera­
tive binding process with 
overlapping binding sites 
Сл=5, ω=1) and a coopera­
tive binding process 
(n=l , ω=5; 
For an infinitely long DNA chain the average binding constant is Κ. ω. 
int 
Just as for a 'normal' binding process, Κ ω is equal to the гесітэгосаі 
int 
of the free protein concentration at half saturation (for ω>>η). The effect 
of ω is to diminish the increase of the free protein concentration re­
quired to proceed from completely unsaturated to fully saturated chains. 
In other words the binding isotherms become steeper for increasing ω. 
For example, for noncooperative binding the free protein concentration 
at 95% saturation is a factor of 361 larger than the free protein concen­
tration at 5% saturation. For ω approaching infinity this factor goes to 1. 
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I"I-_j Binding of a protein to a linear lattice m more than one binding mode 
The theory formulated by McGhee & Von Hippel is a powerful tool for 
analysing the protein DNA binding process A similar approach was followed 
by Schwartz & Stankowski (1979) who incorporated in their theory also the 
possibility of more than one binding mode. Since the presence of several 
binding modes includes the possibility that proteins are bound in diffe­
rent modes adjacent to one another an extended set of conditional proba­
bilities is needed. To facilitate the description Schwartz & Stankowski 
relate the equilibrium binding properties to variables describing the 
frequency of various contacts between different modes. In correspondence 
with the treatment in the next section we shall call those contacts 
adjacencies. An adjacency is defined as a contact between two bound pro­
teins, two unoccupied sites or between a protein and an unoccupied site. 
2 
For m different binding modes (m+1) different adjacencies are possible 
2 
and (m+1) different conditional probabilities are needed to obtain a 
complete description of the possible binding situations. 
A simplification arises by making use of the doublet closure which yields 
a direct relation between absolute and conditional probabilities 
{ ri T2 ••• Γ η } = { Γ 1 } ( Γ 1 Γ 2 > ( r2 V • ( V l ГП > 
where r defines the state of the lattice, {г. r„ · • г ^ is the absolute 
1 ¿ η 
probability of finding a sequence of η sites in a state r , ( г г ) is 
the conditional probability of finding site j in state г when site i is in 
state r. In this way the complicated procedure of counting gaps can be 
avoided. 
By elegant algebra, Schwartz Si Stankowski (1979) are able to express all 
о 
(m+1) conditional probabilities in the binding parameters and one 
of the conditional probabilities This is the probability of finding a va­
cant nucleotide next to a vacant nucleotide. This latter parameter is 
'th found as the only physically reasonable root of an η order equation 
r 
(n is the sum of the n's of all possible binding modes). 
The advantage of the theory of McGhee & Von Hippel over the one of 
Schwartz & Stankowski is that the former leads to an analytical ex­
pression for the binding process whereas in the latter for each point of 
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f .1.1. 
the binding curve the mentioned η order equation must be solved. 
Therefore for calculations where only one binding mode is considered, we 
have used expression 11-3. 
An interesting conclusion from the work of Schwartz & Stankowski is that 
the ratio of protein molecules bound in binding modes with different 
stoichiometry depends on the free protein concentration They prove that 
for very large protein concentrations the binding mode having the smallest 
η is always preferred A typical example of the consequences of this theory 
is given in Fig. II-4. Although the binding mode with n=3 is characterized 
by a Κ ω that is a factor of 1000 smaller than the Κ ω belonging to the int int 
n=4 binding mode, all protein is predicted to bind in the n=3 mode, at very 
high (experimentally unrealistic) protein concentration. 
5 10 
U>90<¡nt-l"ll.) 
15 
Гід. II-4 Calculation of the degree of saturation of a polynucleotide 
in a binding mode with η = 4 ( ) and m a binding mode with 
η = 3 (- - - ) as a function of the free protein concentration multiplied 
bu Κ ω, ,· Κ ,ω. /К ,_
 Λ
ω_ .is assumed to be lOOO. 
mt-l 1 mt-l 1 int-2 2 
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II-4 Binding of a protein to a nucleotide lattice of finite length. 
Upon binding of large ligands to a linear lattice of finite length, end 
effects become important that cannot be neglected as was implicitly done in 
the description of the binding to infinite lattices. In the presence of end 
effects the approach of McGhee and Von Hippel and of Schwartz & Stankowski 
becomes impractible.The binding process can still be treated analytically 
by a combinatorial method. (Epstein,1978). 
A ligand of length n> 1 is considered which can bind to a lattice of 
length M. As in the theory of McGhee & Von Hippel an intrinsic binding 
constant К and a cooperativitv factor ω are defined. The maximum num-
int y J 
ber of protein molecules that can bind to a chainlength M is given by M/n. 
In this way not all sites may be covered by the protein and various 
arrangments of the ligand on the chain are possible. Any configuration 
can be characterized by the number of ligands bound ν and by the number 
of adjacencies, j. Note that in this description the contacts with unoccu­
pied sites are not considered as adjacencies in contrast to the treatment 
of Schwartz & Stankowski. 
The binding constant for a particular configuration with ν ligands 
bound with j adjacencies is just equal to(K L) ω so that the eaui-
int 
librium binding constant for the binding of ν ligands and j adjacen­
cies ( j £ ν -1 ) with unspecified configuration can be written as 
ρ , * W K , У J [ C O m p l e X ( V*- J )] (II.4) 
Ρ ( ν , j ) ( K i n t L ) ω = [ f r e e n u c l e ü t l d e] 
where Ρ ( ν , j ) is a statistical factor equal to the number of distinct 
ways a complex with J proteins bound with j protein-protein adjacencies 
can be formed. The overall degree of saturation ν (expressed per mono­
nucleotide) is then equal to 
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5' Γ υ [ complex ( ν , J )] 
ν j 
M [ total nucleotidel 
(II.5) 
and 
[total nucleotide] = Σ» Σ.[ complex (ν ,j)] + [free nucleotide] 
ν J (II.6) 
Substitution of (II.6) and (II.4) in (II.5) yields 
* . (II.7) 
Τ Σ V* P(v*,j ) ( К L ) V aìJ 
ж. int 
V J
 M/n > v* > ι 
M = • « · — - — 
M {7 Σ P( V*,j ) ( К. L ) υ ü)J + l} j < M* - 1 
* int 
ν J 
Equation II.7 is written somewhat differently from eq 6 of Epstein (1978), 
The P(\J .j) can 
(Epstein 1978): 
be calculated using combinatorial methods yielding 
( M-nv*+i ):(v*-i): 
Ρ ( v*,j ) = 
( M-nv*-v*+ j+i):(ν*-^)·.α:(ν*-α-ΐ): (ΐι.β) 
Equation II.7 can be used to deduce the degree of saturation as a function 
of chainlength. In particular it can be used to check to what extent the 
infinite lattice approximation is valid. It turns out that deviations can 
become large when for large values of ¡J, K. IOL^I. Since this is exactly 
m t 
the stage in the binding process that is decisive for the determination of 
the binding parameters it is necessary to use Epstein's approach to des-
cribe the binding of the gene-5-protein to oligonucleotides. 
An important situation arises when more than one binding mode is involved. 
Therefore we have extended Epstein's approach incorporating the possibility 
of two binding modes. 
Let ν be the number of protein molecules bound to a lattice of length M, 
in binding mode 1, characterized by Κ. ,ω,, and η ( ν < Μ/η ). ω 
int-l li ι ι — ι il 
is the cooperativity parameter for binding of a protein in mode 1 next to 
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another protein bound in mode 1. If a protein binds in mode 2 next to a 
protein bound in mode 1, the cooperativity parameter will have a value ω . 
The number of adjacencies between two proteins in binding modes i and j 
can be defined as a. . (i=l,2;j=l,2). The overall degree of saturation is 
then 
T. v*7 Ρ Q Γ ν* Ρ Q 
I ll' ¿ ¿ I ZL L L (II.9) 
\) =v,+v„ = — + 1 2
 M o: P Z Q ? +i ) M a P ¿ Q ¿ + I ) 
where the summation extends over all possible combinations of values of 
V V »11' ai2· a21' and a22 W l t h 
niVÎ + n2V2 - M : V! + V2 - 1 : 
and 
ail + ai2 + a21 + a22 ^  VÎ + V2 - 1 
and Qiis the effective binding constant for a particular configuration 
characterized by Z: 
* s ( ν ν a a a a ν 
1 2 11 12 21 22 \ 
( Kint-l L ) ( K i n t - 2 L ) ( U11 "12 Ш21 ω22 >) 7 
(11.10) 
To illustrate this,in Table II-l an example is worked out for the binding 
of protein to a tetranucleotide in two binding modes with η =2 and η =4. 
For this case the overall degree of saturation is ν = ν + ν with 
V * ^ int-l^^int-l" 2-!!» { l + 3 Kint-l L + ( Kint-l L )4l + Kint-2 L ) "' 
(11.11) 
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and 
ν 
_ 1 2 ., .τ-1 
2- i ^ n t ^ { l + 3 K 1 n t - l
+ ( K
1 n t - l
L ) Ull + Kint-2 L } (11.12) 
ГаЬіе jr-í Calcuiatíon of Ρ, and £). for the terms of the summation of 
Eg (II.9) for M=4 η =2 and η =4 
7 V U V2Z ail ai2 a21 a22 Pl QZ structure(s) 
1 1 0 0 0 0 0 3 K ,L 
i n t - l 
J A A L и
=
4І»_* А_ЛААІ 
2 2 0 1 0 0 0 1 ( K J i ^ ) 2 ω , , 
i n t - l 11 
3 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 K „L 
i n t - 2 
In this example the value of P 7 has been evaluated for each separate term 
of the sum in equation II.9. The expression for P 7 in the case of one 
binding mode is given in II.8. For two binding modes it is somewhat more 
difficult to evaluate P7 . 
In the same manner as done by Epstein it can be derived that 
(M-v 1 7n 1 - v 2 7n 2 +1).. 
P, =
 S z — _ _ . _ 
{ (
 1'/ 2г- аіГ аі2- а2Г а22 ) : ( М- ( П1 + 1 ) іГ ( П2 + 1 ) 2г + 1 + 
+ а11 + а12 + а21 + а22 ) , Л 
=
 s
z
p ¿ 
(11.13) 
Where S7 is the number of ways (vl7+ \>~-, -a -a, „-a„1-a„„) runs of 
proteins can be formed with the I particular set of adjacencies 
(i.e. values of a a a and a ). We were not able to obtain 
closed analytical expressions for S, and therefore in our calculations 
S7 was evaluated by hand. 
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The calculated values of S, can be checked by making use of the con­
straint that the sum over all terms with identical values for ν , υ and 
(a +a +a +a ) must be equal to 
Σ Ρ, = 
[ V ν2· ^ и ^ і г ^ г і ^ 1 
(11.14) 
( ν 1 + ν 2 )'.( ν ι + ν 2 -1)'. P ¿ 
v., : ν ia +a +a +a ) '. (v + ν -1-a -a -a -a ) ! 
χ-
 υ2· 11 12 22 21' v 1 2 11 12 22 21 
and that the sum over all terms with identical values of ν and ν must 
be equal to 
{ M-v* (n-1)- V* (n -l)}'. 
1 1 2 2
 (11.15) 
ν
ΐ·
 ν2· (M-V1 П Г 2 ' 
The number of terms I increases considerably when going from one to two 
binding modes, e.g. there are 24 terms for M=16 and one binding mode with 
n=2 and 158 terms if we assume an additional binding mode with n=4. For 
the example presented m Fig. VIII-1 (M=16, η =4 and η =3) 75 terms were 
required. 
The curves displayed in Fig.II-5 give an illustration of the effect that 
the length of the oligonucleotide may have on the binding. In section II-3 
it was already stated that for infinitely long nucleotides the binding 
mode with the smallest η prevails at high protein concentrations. Fig. 
II-5 illustrates that shortening of the nucleotide chain reinforces 
this effect. 
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Figure IJ-S Piots of the degree of saturation (ν) m binding mode 1 (-
-) 
with η =2 and ω =10 and in binding mode 2 ( ) with η =4 and ω =100 as 
cj function of К .lo.L. The ratio Κ , „ω., : К , ,ω, is assumed to be 16. 
mt-l 1 int-2 2 mt-l 1 
A. Lattice length M=4 
B. Lattice length M=8 
C. Lattice length M=16 
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Jjr-5 Caicuiation of time dependent Nuclear Overhauser Effects using a three 
spin approximation. 
The Nuclear Overhauser Effect (NOE) is a change in the intensity of the 
NMR signal of a certain nuclear spin upon saturation of another nuclear 
spin (Noggle & Schirmer, 1971). This effect originates as a result of coupled 
relaxation (cross relaxation) of the spins in question. Below it is 
assumed that dipolar relaxation is the predominant relaxation mechanism 
for the systems considered. 
For a two spin system the dipolar cross relaxation consists of zero (flip 
flop) and double quantum transitions. For the gene-5-protein and the 
DNA molecules discussed in this thesis the flip flop term predominates. 
Because more than two spins interact in these systems the flip flop term 
gives also rise to spin diffusion effects. For short enough saturation 
times NOE's can be calculated using a three spin approximation (Wagner & 
Wüthrich, 1979) This treatment yields the following expression for the 
magnetization of spin 2 that is dipolary coupled to a spin 1 which is 
saturated during time t· 
Μ.
 σ21 , -at -bt4 
_ J 2 _ _ (e -e ) + 
о 
M, b-a 1 
σ 2 1 Ρ 3 - α σ23 σ31 
(a - b)ab 
^ -at -bt , . . η 
be -ае
 +
(.-Ь) ]
+ ( І І Л 6 ) 
σ 2 1 Γ 3 - α σ23 σ31 
(a-b)(b-c)(c-a) 
-at -bt -cti (b-c)e + (c-a)e + (a-b)e 1 
021 
(a-b)(b-c)(c-a) 
[ с (a-b)e +a(b-c)e +b(c-a)e ] 
о 
M stands for the equilibrium magnetization minus the residual magneti­
zation in the steady state of spin 1, which is saturated by the pre-
irradiation pulse. M„ = M „(t)-M Ч, where И „(t) is the ζ component of 2 z2 ζ z<2 
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eq 
the magnetization of the observed spin 2 and M is its equilibrium 
magnetization. Spin 3 is providing an additional relaxation mechanism 
for spin 2. 
a = è { (P 2 + P 3 ) - [ ( P 2 - P3)2+ 4CW23 ] } ( I I . 1 7 a ) 
b = І { ( o 2 + p 3 ) + [ ( p 2 - p 3 ) 2 + 4 α σ 2 3 ] } ( I I . 1 7 b ) 
w i t h 
2 4 by l / 3r 6 : 
. / с
 L с 
Ρ = Σ — s - τ + ñ + 
10 J*i r i . VC 1 - С - / 1 * 4 ( - V 2 / (11.18a) 
and o 
»2 4 , 
f l 7 1
 f 6 T c > ( 1 1 . 1 8 b ) 
1
· ' 10 r . \ 1 + 4( ωτ ) 2 
Where r . i s t h e d i s t a n c e between p r o t o n s i and j ,ui i s t h e Larmor p r e ­
c e s s i o n f r e q u e n c y and τ i s t h e i s o t r o p i c r o t a t i o n a l c o r r e l a t i o n t i m e . 
с 
The constant с in eq. 11.15 is given by c= 1/2(1/T +1/T ) where Τ and 
Τ are the longitudinal and transverse relaxation times of proton 1. 
2 .. 
In the systems considered in this thesis /T is much larger than /T 
sothat с can be estimated from the linewidths. For the gene-5-protein 
с is estimated to be 30 s . The other symbols in eq.II.16 have their 
usual meaning. We have added the parameter α to account for the fact 
that spin 2 can be relaxed by more than one relaxing spin 3. In the pre­
sent derivation, it was assumed that α is time independent. For short 
times, this is a reasonable assumption. For longer times, this assump­
tion is only justified if spin 2 experiences equal dipolar interaction 
with all spins 3. For example, when spin 2 is equally coupled to two 
spins 3, the factor α will be 2. 
In chapter III Overhauser effects will be calculated for the aromatic 
ring protons. This requires some additional comments. Aromatic rings 
in proteins are not necessarily rigidly fixed to the molecular frame. 
For the gene-5-protein,we have good evidence that some of the tyrosyl 
and phenylalanyl rings are rapidly flipping around the С -С bond 
40 
(Garssen et al., 1980) In the calculations, two extreme situations have 
been considered. First.tyrosyl and phenylalanyl residues are assumed to 
rapidly reorientate about the С -С bond As a result, the 2 and 6 and 
the 3 and 5 ring protons, which are symmetrically related by a 180 flip 
around this axis, become equivalent and resonate at the same frequency. In 
that situation, the 2,6 protons (or the 3,5 protons) will be affected to 
the same extent by a preirradiation pulse, and these spins can be consider­
ed as a pseudo-one-spin system. Second, if the reorientation of the rings 
is slow relative to the chemical shift difference between protons 2 and 6 
(or 3 and 5), the ring protons will, in general, be individually resolved. 
A preirradiation pulse at one of the ring protons 2 or 3 will not affect 
the other ring protons 6 or 5, if it is assumed that the reorientation is 
so slow that cross-saturation effects can be neglected. The most simple 
situation occurs when in the latter case proton 4 in the phenylalanyl 
ring is irradiated. Then an NOE can be observed on the 3 and 5 protons 
(spin 2 in eq. II .leghile the 2 and the 6 protons serve as the neighbo­
ring relaxing spins, respectively (spin 3 m equation II. 16) In most 
other situations, protons outside the aromatic rings will have to serve 
as the relaxing spin (spin 3) For instance, when a tyrosyl ring is rapid­
ly rotating around the C0-C bond and the 3 and 5 protons are irradiated 
ρ Y 
and the adjacent 2 and 6 protons are observed, then the β protons are 
considered to be the most obvious spins 3. In this particular case of rapid 
rotation, it can be shown easily that also the 2 and 6 protons as well as 
the β protons can be approximated as pseudo one spin systems. 
If on the other hand the ring is fixed with respect to the β protons while 
the 3 or the 5 ring proton is irradiated, then again the relaxing proton 
will be one of the β protons. However, due to the short distance between 
the ß protons, they are strongly dipolar coupled, and to a good approx-
imation the magnetizations of the two β protons will remain equal In the 
calculation of the distance between a β proton and an aromatic ring proton, 
the plane of the ring is assumed to be parallel to the vector connecting 
the two ß protons. This is the most probable conformation for an aromatic 
residue (Janin et al., 1978). 
Finally, one other situation has to be considered of which the following 
situation provides an example. When the 2 and/or 6 protons of a tyrosyl 
residue are preirradiated and the 3 and/or 5 protons are observed, then 
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none of the protons within the tyrosyl residue is adequate to serve as 
the relaxing spin 3. We assume that there will always be a proton belong-
ing to another residue near the observed proton. Therefore, in such cases, 
a hypothetical spin 3 at 3.5 Â from the observed proton was incorporated in 
the calculations. The results of the calculations are presented in 
chapter III together with the experimental data. 
rj-6 Ring current shift calculations 
In chapter VI a proposal is presented for the orientation of the 
adenines in the gene-5-protein poly(dA) complex. This proposal is ba-
sed on the results obtained from electron microscopy and neutron 
diffraction of the gene-5-protein fd DNA complex, on the measured NOE's 
and on the chemical shifts of the H and H protons in the gene-5-protein 
d(A) complex. The ring current induced shifts were calculated by 
the methods of Giessner Prettre Ь Pullman (Giessner Prettre fc Pullman 
1970; Giessner Prettre et al., 1976). 
lì} / 2 
aN 4 ( 1 + P ) 2 + Z 
2 2 
1-p - Ζ 
AS = I 2 .130 χ — — — - r (K_
 + E ) 
r i n g s  M d + P ) +Z ] г ( 1 - p ) + Ζ 
2 
[ ( l + p ) 2 + Z ^ 1* 
, 2 „ 2 
1-R -Z 
ΠΓ ,
 + 
(
 + 2 2 
( i - p ) 2 + z 2 . , ) 
(11.19) 
where a = ringradius equal to 1.343 for the sixmembered and 1.154 Ä 
for the fivemembered ring. 
I = intensity factor which is 0.9 for the sixmembered and 0.66 
for the fivemembered ring. 
ρ = radial distance from the center of the ring. 
Z+ = Ζ ± <Z> 
with Ζ = vertical distance from the center of the ring 
^Z>= distance of the ring current loop to the plane of 
the ring atoms taken as 0.566 A in the calculations. 
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Ζ and Ζ are expressed in ring radius units. 
К and E are elliptic integrals of the first and second kind with modulus 
k2+ = 4p[(l+p)
2
 + Ζ ^ Γ
1 
The summation is over the five and six membered rings of the two nearest 
neighbor and the two next nearest neighbor adenines in the helical struc­
ture . 
The atomic coordinates of the adenyl bases used in these calculations 
have been taken from Arnott (Arnott & Hukins, 1972). 
In the complex the adenyl residues are assumed to be arranged in a 
regular helix with an axial rise of 3.75 A and 15 degrees of axial ro­
tation per nucleotide unit. Within this structure the position and 
orientation of the adenyl rings with respect to the helix axis can still 
be varied. Using Eq. 11.19 the chemical shifts of the Η and Η protons 
were calculated for a number of different positions and orientations 
(corresponding to different values of ρ and Z) and compared with the ex­
perimental results 
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CHAPTER III 
DOUBLE-RESONANCE EXPERIMENTS AT 500 MHz ON GENE-5-PROTEIN I AND ITS 
COMPLEX WITH OCTADEOXYRIBOADENYLIC ACID 
III-l Introduction 
Studies on model peptides have shown (Dimicoli & Helene, 1974 α,ο; Brun 
et al., 1975; Durand et al., 1975; Mayer et al., 1979) that aromatic amino 
acid residues may interact with DNA bases. For the gene-5-protein indeed 
several indications have been found for the involvement of aromatic residues 
in the protein-DNA interaction. Nitration experiments have shown that the 
tyrosyl residues 26, 41, and 56 are situated at the protein surface but be­
come inaccessible for nitration when the protein binds to DNA (Anderson et 
al., 1975). Fluorescence, circular dichroism, and NMR studies also indicate 
that surface tyrosines are involved in DNA binding (Pretorius et al., 1975, 
Day, 1973; Garssen et al., 1977, 1978; Coleman et al., 1976, Coleman & 
Armitage, 1977) . In addition, recent NMR studies have shown that at least 
one phenylalanyl residue plays a role in the binding process (Hilbers et al., 
1978, Garssen et al., 1980; Coleman & Armitage, 1978). These aromatic amino 
acids are presumed to stack upon the DNA bases. 
These conclusions were based on experiments carried out at 270 and 360 MHz. 
The experiments were performed under solution conditions where the protein 
is mainly present as a dimer. Although the molecular weight of this species 
is still relatively low, the measured spectra exhibited insufficient reso­
lution so that only a few individual resonances could be assigned (Garssen 
et al., 1978, 1980; Hilbers et al., 1978, Coleman & Armitage, 1978). Raising 
the temperature to improve the spectra is not feasible because at higher 
о 
temperatures, i.e. above 40 C, the protein rapidly denatures. 
In this Chapter we describe the elucidation of the aromatic part of the 
H NMR spectrum of the protein using 500 MHz NMR. The improved resolution 
obtained at this frequency permits a detailed study of this spectrum using 
selective decoupling and NOE experiments. In the same way, the aromatic H 
NMR spectrum of the protein-d(A)„ complex is examined, yielding detailed 
insight into the changes occurring upon protein-DNA complex formation. For 
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the protein-d(A) complex, NOE experiments show that saturation of adenyl 
ring protons and sugar H protons causes a change of magnetization at certain 
aromatic ring protons of the protein. This demonstrates that these latter 
protons are close to the oligonucleotide in the protein-d(A) complex. These 
results confirm the conclusions regarding the involvement of the phenylalanyl 
and tyrosyl residues in the protein-DNA interaction drawn in this chapter and 
earlier papers. 
III-2 Materials and Methods 
III-2.1 Materials. The isolation and purification of gene-5-protein were 
essentially as described previously (Garssen et al., 1977). The protein con­
centration was determined from the absorption at 276 nm with a molar absorp­
tion coefficient of 7100 M cm (Day, 1973). For NMR measurements, the 
protein solution was concentrated by ultrafiltration and lyophilized 2 times 
from 99.75% D O . 
The octanucleotide d(A) was synthesized with the phosphotriester method 
о (Arentzen et al., 1979; G. van der Marel and J.H. van Boom, unpublished 
experiments). It was used as the Na salt. Excess salt was removed by pass 
over a Sephadex G-10 column. For concentration determination, a molar ab-
4 
sorption coefficient at 260 nm of 8.25 X 10 was used. This number was oh 
tained via a phosphorus determination (Böttcher et al., 1971). For NMR 
measurements, the oligonucleotide was lyopl 
All other materials were of reagent grade. 
philized 3 times from 99.75% D O . 
III-2.2 Instrumentation. Ultraviolet absorption measurements were carried 
out with a Zeiss PMQ II spectrophotometer. The pHs reported are the un-
corrected pH meter readings in D O solutions. 
1 2 
H NMR spectra at 500 MHz were recorded on a Bruker WM-500 spectrometer 
operating in the Fourier-Transform mode with four-phase quadrature detec-
tion. Chemical shifts are quoted relative to DSS. Downfield shifts are de-
fined as positive. Spectra were resolution enhanced by a Lorentzian to 
Gaussian transformation (Ernst, 1966; Ferrige & Lindon, 1978). NMR spectra 
of the protein were obtained with samples containing 1.0 mM gene-5-protein, 
55 mM NaCl, and 1 mM cacodylate, pH 7.0, in 99.75% D O . NMR samples of the 
protein-d(A) complex contained 1.0 mM gene-5-protein, 0.6 mM d(A) , 55 mM 
NaCl, and 1 mM cacodylate, pH 7.2, in 99.75% D O . All spectra were recorded 
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Figure III-l H NMR spectrum (500 MHz) of gene-5-protein. In (a), the total 
protein spectrum is given. An expansion of the spectral region in the box 
is given in (b). Note that the C2 proton resonance at 8.03 ppm of the single 
histidine in the protein is not included in (b). Peaks are numbered 1-14. 
The number of protons resonating under each peak is given within parentheses. 
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at 30 С. In decoupling experiments, resonances were selectively irradiated 
by pulsed horaonuclear decoupling to give decoupled spectra with a steady-
state NOE. Nuclear Overhauser effects were measured by employing the pulse 
sequence [ RD-Dec(t, , u! , )-FID(+)-RD-Dec(t, ,ω ^J-FIDC-)! . After a relax-
1 A 1 off η 
ation delay (RD) (1-2 s), a selective presaturation pulse of duration t is 
1 
applied by the Η decoupler at a chosen resonance A with resonance frequen­
cy ω . This Is followed by the nonselective observation pulse, and the resul­
tant FID is recorded. After a second relaxation delay, a presaturation pulse 
of the same duration t, is applied at an off-resonance position, ω (at 
1 off 
the edge of the spectrum). Subtraction of the second FID from the first 
yields the NOE difference FID. The sequence is repeated appropriately for 
the desired signal-to-noise ratio. All measured NOE's were negative, but 
transformed NOE difference spectra were phased so as to give positive peaks. 
Contrary to the normal spectra, NOE difference spectra were not resolution 
enhanced. 
The groups of Redfield (Johnston & Redfield, 1978, Stoetz et al., 1979) and 
Wuthnch (Wagner & Wiithnch, 1979; Dubs et al., 1979) have successfully 
employed this pulse sequence to measure selective NOE's in macromolecules. 
Essential is that the preirradiation pulse used is of sufficiently low 
power (40-50 dB below 0.1 W) to achieve selective saturation at site A and 
short enough to eliminate strong spin-diffusion effects outside the sphere 
of nearest neighbors to A. The optimal preirradiation time therefore depends 
on the molecular weight of the substance under investigation. In our case, 
a preirradiation time of 0.15 s was chosen. The preirradiation time was 
lengthened to 0.3 s for the observation of NOE's between the protein and the 
oligonucleotide. For a theoretical treatment of the NOE we refer to chapter 
II. 
III-3 Results and Discussion 
III-3.1 Assignments 
II1-3.1.1 Aromatic Part of the 500 MHz H NMR Spectrum of gene-5-protein. 
In Figure III-la, the overview 500 MHz H NMR spectrum of gene-5-protein is 
given. A resolution-enhanced expansion of the region 6.5-7.5 ppm, enclosed 
in the box in Figure III-la, is depicted in Figure III-lb. As an aid in the 
discussion, the peaks have been numbered. The number of protons resonating 
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at a certain spectral position is given within parentheses. These numbers 
were obtained by integrating the spectrum and taking signal 1 as a two-proton 
doublet. The total number of aromatic resonances expected on the basis of 
the aromatic amino acid content (5 Tyr, 3 Phe, and 1 His) is 37. One of these, 
the resonance of the C2 proton of His-64, resonates at 8.03 ppm (see Figure 
III-la) and falls outside the region displayed in Figure III-lb. 
Several of the resonances in the aromatic region have been assigned to dis-
tinct residues earlier (Garssen et al., 1978, 1980, Hilbers et al., 1978). 
Using the technique of photochemically induced dynamic nuclear polarization 
(photo-CIDNP), we assigned the doublet 1 at 6.52 ppm, as well as resonances 
in peaks 3 and 4, to the 3,5 ring protons of tyrosyl residues at the sur-
face of the protein (Garssen et al., 1978). The assignments were further 
aided by the isolation and purification of a gene-5-protein in which the 
phenylalanines were deuterated. With the help of the spectrum of this protein, 
it could be shown that the peaks resonating below 7.3 ppm, i.e. peaks 11-14, 
arise from ring protons of phenylalanine (Hilbers et al., 1978; Garssen et 
al., 1980). Comparison of the spectrum at 500 MHz with the spectrum of the 
deuterated protein now allows us to assign resonance 9 and tentatively reso-
nance 6 to phenylalanyl ring protons. 
The interpretation of the aromatic spectrum can be extended by performing 
selective decoupling and NOE experiments, which are made possible by the 
improved resolution at 500 MHz. 
III-3.1.2 Selective Decoupling in the Aromatic Spectrum of gene-5-protPin. 
All peaks in the aromatic spectrum were successively irradiated, and the 
resulting spectra were examined for differences with the undecoupled spectrum. 
For two reasons, we cannot expect that in all cases these decoupling ex-
periments will reveal the coupling pattern of the lines. The first is that, 
in spite of the improved resolution, there are still a number of overlapping 
lines present in the spectrum. Second, the widths of some of the lines in 
the spectrum (e.g., peak 2 m Figure III-lb) are much larger than the coupling 
constant of adjacent protons in phenylalanyl and tyrosyl rings (J = 7-8 Hz). 
Decoupling of such lines is not expected to cause detectable changes in the 
spectrum. 
In Figure III-2, two examples of successful decoupling experiments are given. 
The irradiation frequency is indicated by an arrow, and the spectral changes 
caused by the irradiation are marked with an asterisk. Figure III-2b shows 
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Figure III-2 Selective decoupling experiments m the aromatic part of the 
500 MHz H NMR spectrum of gene-5-protein. Arrows indicate the spectral 
position at which irradiation was applied. Differences with respect to the 
undecoupled spectrum induced by the irradiation are marked with an asterisk. 
(a) Undecoupled spectrum;(b) irradiation of peak 1; (c) irradiation of peak 
11. 
the spectrum recorded during irradiation of doublet 1. As a result of the 
irradiation, peak 5, which is a doublet in the undecoupled spectrum (Figure 
III-2a), has become a single line. Since peak 1 had been assigned already 
to the 3,5 ring protons of a surface tyrosine, it can be concluded from 
this experiment that peak 5 arises from the 2,6 protons of the same sur­
face tyrosine. It should be noted in passing that the integrated intensity 
of peak 5 decreases when peak 1 is irradiated. This is a result of the (in 
this case negative) NOE that accompanies this kind of decoupling experi­
ment. Figure III-2c shows the spectrum recorded during irradiation of peak 
11. The difference of this spectrum with the undecoupled spectrum (Figure 
III-2a) is less pronounced. However, the narrowing of peak 6 as a result 
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of the irradiation of peak 11 can only be explained if components of peak 11 
and peak 6 are coupled. Since peak 11 is positively assigned to phenylala-
nyl ring protons, our tentative assignment of (at least part of) peak 6 to 
phenylalanyl protons is confirmed by this experiment (vide supra). 
The results of the decoupling experiments are summarized in Table III-l. 
Table III-l Decoupling experiments m the Aromatic Part of the 500 MHz 
H NMR Spectrum of gene-5-proteina 
irradiation of effect on 
peak number peak number 
1 -^ ,.- 5 
5 "" 1 
7 3 
8 4 
11 6 
12 14 
13 ^
>;Г
- 14 
14 """" 13 
a " ~ ~ " ' ' ~ "" "
 —
 ~~ 
Peak numbers correspond to those m Figure III-lb. When one of the 
peaks not listed here was irradicited, no changes could be detected jn 
the spectrum. The dashed lines indicate that a decoupling effect could 
be observed for either of the coupled resonances. 
This table shows that the irradiation of eight of the fourteen peaks re­
sulted in changes in the spectrum. The relatively narrow peaks, exhibiting 
clear splitting(peaks 1, 5, 13, and 14), lose (part of) their splitting 
pattern when a coupled resonance is irradiated. In these cases, effects 
of decoupling could be observed after irradiation of either of the coupled 
peaks This is indicated in Table III-l by a dashed line. The results ob­
tained for peaks 12, 13, and 14 indicate that these peaks contain resonan­
ces of one phenylalanyl residue, with the 2,6 protons resonating m peak 
13, the 4 proton in peak 12, and the 3,5 protons in peak 14. This inter­
pretation could be confirmed by a spin simulation of the phenylalanyl spec­
trum. Irradiation of peaks 7, 8, and 11 results in narrowing of peaks 3, 
4, and 6, respectively. As is seen in Table III-l, no changes in peaks 7, 
8, and 11 could be detected when peaks 3, 4, and 6 were irradiated. For 
peaks 7 and 8, this is understandable in view of the width of these peaks. 
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The absence of decoupling effects on peak 11 will be discussed below. 
III-3.1.3 Selective NOE in the Aromatic Spectrum of gene-5-protein. 
If the experimental conditions are chosen properly, NOE's can be expected 
primarily on the protons in the aromatic rings that are adjacent to the 
preirradiated protons. In conjunction with the decoupling experiments dis-
cussed above, this permits a detailed interpretation of the spectrum. A 
first example of the effects, which can be expected, is presented in 
Figure III-3. 
In the NOE difference spectrum (see Materials and Methods) measured after 
preirradiation of resonance 1 (Figure III-3a), an NOE is observed for re-
sonance 5. 
75 70 6.5 
Figure III-3 Aromatic part of the 500 MHz NOE difference spectrum of gene-
S-protem. Peak numbers correspond to those in Figure III-lb, The negative 
NOE'swere phased so as to give positive peaks, (a) Peak 1 is preirradiated; 
an NOE is observed for peak 5. (b) Peak 5 is preirradiated; an NOE is ob-
served for peak 1 and to a smaller extent for peak 11. The reason for the 
occurrence of the latter effect is explained in the text. 
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This NOE is very specific; no other peaks appear in the difference spectrum. 
Since we already know that resonances 1 and 5 belong to the 3,5 and 2,6 
protons of the same tyrosyl residue, this experiment demonstrates the magni­
tude of the NOE's that can be expected for adjacent protons in an aromatic 
ring. The reverse experiment, i.e., preirradiation of peak 5, results, as 
expected in an NOE for peak 1 (Figure III-3b). In addition, a small effect 
is observed for peak 11. This additional NOE arises because of the over­
lap between peaks 5 and 6 (note that the spectrum in Figure III-lb has 
been resolution enhanced). The preirradiation pulse applied to peak 5 
also affects to some extent peak 6, which in turn gives rise to an NOE on 
peak 11. If there is no severe overlap of lines, as in this case, the addi­
tional NOE's are small and can be distinguished easily from the main NOE's. 
In cases of stronger overlap, this distinction can be made with the aid of 
the supplementary information provided by the reverse experiments. 
This is demonstrated in Figure III-4. Figure III-4a shows that NOE's are 
observed for peaks 2, 7, and 8, when peak 3 is preirradiated. These effects 
are small compared with the intensity of peak 3 in the difference spectrum 
since peak 3 consists of resonances of four protons. The results of the 
reverse experiments were examined to determine whether one of the measured 
NOE's is due to the overlap of peak 3 with peak 4 (see Figure III-lb). The 
NOE measured for peak 3 when peak 2 is preirradiated is shown in Figure 
III-4b and confirms the coupling present between peaks 3 and 2. When peak 
7 is preirradiated (Figure III-4c), an NOE is observed for peak 3 and peak 4. 
This means that peak 7 indeed contains a resonance that is coupled with 
a component of peak 3. In addition, another resonance in peak 7 is probably 
coupled with a component of peak 4. The NOE difference spectrum recorded 
when peak 8 is preirradiated (Figure III-4d) only shows an NOE for peak 4 
It is therefore concluded that the effect measured for peak 8 in Figure 
III-4a originates because of the partial overlap between peaks 3 and 4. 
Thus, the experiments shown in Figure II1-4 lead to the conclusion that 
the four resonances composing peak 3 are each coupled to either peak 2 
or peak 7. 
The results of the NOE experiments are summarized in Table III-2 The mag­
nitude of the measured NOE is listed as 
area of observed peak in difference spectrum 
• χ number of protons 
area of irradiated peak in difference spectrum irradiated 
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Figure ІІІ-4 Aromatic part of the 500 MHz NOE difference spectrum of 
gene-5-protein. Peak numbers correspond to those in Figure III-lb. The 
negative NOE's were phased so as to give positive peaks, (a) Peak 3 is 
preirradiated;NOE's are observed for peaks 2, 7, and 8. (Ъ) Peak 2 is 
preirradiated; an NOE is observed for peak 3 only, (c) Peak 7 is pre-
irradiated;NOE's are observed for peaks 3 and 4;a small effect might 
be present for peak 9 (see text). (d) Peak 8 is preirradiated;an NOE 
is observed for peak 4, but not for peak 3. 
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ТаЫе III-2 Selective NOE's m the Aromatic Part of the 500 MHz H NMR 
a Spectrum of gene-5-protein 
irradiated 
peak 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
obsd 
peak 
5 
3 
7 
7 
1 
11 
4 
4 
obsd obsd 
NOE peaJc NOE peak NOE 
0.37 
0.88 
(0.45) 
(0.36) 
0.36 
(0.41) 
(0.59) 
0.76 
0.55 
(0.41) 
(0 62) 
(1.17) 
8 
8 
11 
1 
3 
7 
14 
6/7 
9 
(0.20) 
(0.36) 
0.09 
(0.17) 
(0.55) 
0.23 
(0.22) 
(0.08) 
(0.35) 
(0.17) 
(0.09) 
9+10 14 5 3 4 0.17 
11 6 
13 14 
14 12/13 
a 
Peak numbers correspond to those m Figure III-lb. The listed values of 
the NOE's are equal to [Carea of observed peak m difference spectrum)/ 
(area of irradiated peak m difference spectrum)] χ (number of protons 
irradiated). Underlined NOE's could be confirmed by a reverse experiment. 
The values within parentheses are not suited for comparison with calcu­
lated values because of peak overlap (see text). 
In the ideal situation, that the peaks do not overlap, these values are 
equal to -Σ M /M° (see chapter II) where the summation extends over all 
protons (all observed spins 2) that contribute to the observed NOE peak. 
The symbols used are the same as those in eq.I1-16.The observed NOE may de­
viate from its ideal value. In case of preirradiation of a peak consisting of 
several overlapping or partly overlapping resonances, the irradiation may 
saturate not all of the resonances to the same extent. As a result, too 
small a value for the NOE of protons coupled to the less saturated protons 
will be calculated and too large a value for the NOE of the remaining 
protons. This occurs when a preirradiation pulse Is applied to peaks 3, 
4, 7,or 14. Partial saturation of peaks adjacent to the irradiated one, 
due to peak overlap, will cause similar effects. 
Therefore, the values of the NOE measured after irradiation of peaks 
that strongly overlap with other peaks or consist of more than three reso­
nances are placed within parentheses in Table III-2. These values are not 
suited for a quantitative interpretation. The NOE's that could be confirmed 
by a reverse experiment are underlined. For the moment, we leave the exact 
values of the NOE's out of consideration, and for the reasons indicated 
above, we disregard the NOE's that could not be confirmed by a reverse 
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experiment. If we then take all other NOE's to come from protons adjacent 
to the irradiated protons in the same aromatic ring, these results can be 
summarized as follows. In accordance with the conclusions derived from the 
decoupling measurements, peaks 1 and 5 and peaks 12, 13, and 14 are coupled. 
Furthermore, the results confirm the interrelations between peaks 7 and 3, 
peaks 8 and 4, and peaks 11 and 6 which were observed in the decoupling 
experiments only as a narrowing of a peak. In addition, the NOE experiments 
reveal several interactions that could not be detected in the decoupling 
experiments. These are the couplings between peaks 2 and 3, between peaks 
4 and 7 already mentioned above, and a coupling between a component of 
peak 14 and peak 9. The NOE observed for peak 7 after irradiation of peaks 
9 and 10 needs further comment. This effect cannot anse as a result of 
overlap of peaks 9 and 10 with peaks 8 or 11 since neither peak 8 nor 
peak 11 is coupled with peak 7. A reexamination of the NOE difference 
spectrum obtained after preirradiation of peak 7 (Figure III-4c) discloses 
a small effect at the resonance position of peak 9. Therefore, we conclude 
that there is in fact a coupling between a component of peak 9 and a compo­
nent of peak 7, the small value of the NOE being a result of overlap as 
outlined above. 
III-3.1.4 Evaluation of the Magnitudes of the Overhauser Effects. 
The values of the observed Overhauser effects contain information on the 
distance between the irradiated and the observed protons and in addition 
on the dynamics of the protein. As has been shown in the previous section, 
the Overhauser experiments were conducted in such a way that NOE's were 
only observed for protons adjacent to the irradiated proton(s). In order 
to see whether the observed effects are in accordance with theoretical 
expectations and to what extent dynamical effects are important, we have 
calculated the NOE's along the lines indicated in Chapter II. Under our 
solution conditions, the gene-5-protein is expected to be present pre­
dominantly as a dimer. Sykes et al. (1978) have given an empirical relation 
between protein molecular weight and experimentally determined rotational 
-8 
correlation times from which we estimate a τ of about 10 s for the gene-
5-protein dimer. In order to obtain an impression of the sensitivity of 
the NOE's for variation of τ around this value, NOE's were calculated for 
-9 C -8 
τ = 8 χ 10 s and τ = 1.4 χ 10 s and listed in Table III-3. All possible 
с с 
combinations of preirradiated and adjacent observed aromatic protons were 
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Table III-3 NOE's Calculated by Using Equation II .16 
label residue 
proton proton 
preirradiated obsd 
limit of 
flipping 
rate around τ =8 χ 
C„-C 
NOE per proton 
bend' 10
 9
s 
с 
io' 
=1.4 χ 
A 
В 
С 
D 
E 
F 
Туг 
Туг 
Tyr/Phe 
Phe 
Phe 
Phe 
Phe 
Tyr/Phe 
2+6 
2 or 6 
3+5 
4 
3 or 5, 
2 or 6 
3+5 
2+6 
3 or 5 
3+5 
3 or 5 
2+6 
3and/or 5 
adjacent 
4 or 3 or 
4 
3+5 
2 or 6 
F 
S 
F 
F/S 
S 
5 
F 
F 
S 
-0.204 
-0.183 
-0.189 
-0.363 
-0.186 
-0.195 
-0.329 
-0.280 
-0.292 
-0.541 
-0.284 
-0.307 
Assumptions in the calculations are described m Chapter II. The prc-
irradiation time used m the calculations was 0.15 s. 
b F =fast;S =slow. 
examined while also the absence or presence of rapid rotation was taken into 
account (see Chapter II for a further description). From the calculated 
NOE's collected in Table III-3, it is clear that under the conditions chosen 
the effects are mainly determined by the distance between the irradiated 
proton(s) and the observed proton and by the rotational correlation time 
rather than by the influence of the relaxing spin 3. For case D, where the 
phenylalanyl 3,5 protons are preirradiated and the 4 proton is observed, a 
notably larger NOE is calculated. This is obviously caused by the fact that 
the observed proton is coupled to two preirradiated protons. 
The dependence of the calculated NOE on the preirradiation time and on the 
rotational correlation time is shown in Figure III-5a,b. The curves are 
marked corresponding to the labels in Table III-3. For the reasons mentioned 
above, curve D differs from the curves for all other cases over the whole 
range of τ 's and preirradiation times. The difference between curves A and 
с 
В is caused by the different distances to the relaxing spin 3. Figure III-
5a demonstrates that for short preirradiation times the NOE is mainly de­
termined by the rate of magnetization transfer from the preirradiated proton 
to the observed proton, except for an initial lag phase due to the time it 
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Figure III-5 NOE'5 caJcuJated with eg 11.16 for the situations labeled A,B, 
and D m Table III-3. (a) Äs a function of the preirradiation time with 
τ = 1.4 χ 10 s, c,= 30s ;(b) as a function of the rotational correlation 
с "1 
time with с = 30 s and a preirradiation time of 0.15 s. 
takes to saturate spin 1. Figure III-5b shows that for a preirradiation time 
of 0.15 s the magnitude of the calculated NOE varies from "^ O 1 to "ЬО.Э with 
-9 -7 
τ increasing from 10 to 10 s. The calculated values in Table III-3 can 
с 
now be compared with the experimental results listed in Table III-2. As 
pointed out above, only the values without parentheses can be used to this 
end. Moreover, it should be realized that in Table III-3 the Overhauser 
effects are given per proton whereas in Table II1-2 the total observed NOE 
at a given resonance position is listed. If we transfer the results of 
Table III-2 to a one-proton Overhauser effect, we find for resonances 1 
and 5, which are from the 3,5 and 2,6 protons of the same tyrosine, res­
pectively, an NOE of 0.185. This is close to the value expected for a 
-9 
rotational correlation time τ = 8 χ 10 s (see Table III-3, A and B). On 
с 
the other hand, irradiation of resonance 2 which comes from a tyrosine 
that is not at the surface of the protein leads to an NOE of 0.44 on reso-
-8 
nance 3, which corresponds with τ = 2.5 χ 10 (compare Figure III-5b) . 
с 
Similar conclusions follow for the Overhauser effect observed for peak 4 
-8 
after irradiation of peak 8. Again, we find a τ of about 2.5 χ 10 s. As 
с 
the overall rotational correlation time of the protein is expected to be 
equal to or larger than the largest rotational correlation time measured, 
this value for τ may indicate that the protein is aggregated somewhat 
с 
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beyond the dimeric state. It is interesting to note that tyrosine I, which 
is at the surface of the protein, has a correlation time which is shorter 
than those of the tyrosines expected to be in the interior of the protein. 
о 
In relation to this, it should be realized that the kinetics of the 180 
flips around the С -C bond of an aromatic residue have no influence on the 
ß γ 
effective τ measured via Overhauser effects between adjacent 2,6 and 3,5 
с 
protons because the interproton dipolar interaction vector is parallel to 
the C„-C bond. 
ß Ύ 
III-3.1.5 Complete Interpretation of the Aromatic Spectrum of Gene-5-protein. 
Combination of the data obtained in the various experiments described leads 
to a complete interpretation of the aromatic part of the spectrum, which is 
presented in Figure III-6, above the spectrum in Figure III-6a. The residues 
are numbered arbitrarily. The number of protons of a residue at a given 
resonance position is denoted in italics. We shall go through the spectrum 
residue by residue. The assignment of peaks 1 and 5 to tyrosine I needs no 
further discussion. The NOE experiments showed that peak 2 was coupled ex­
clusively to peak 3 (Figure III-4b, Table III-2). Therefore, we assign 
peak 2 and part of peak 3 to tyrosine II. Peak 8 and part of peak 4 are 
named tyrosine III, as the coupling between them was observed both in the 
decoupling and in the NOE experiments. In the decoupling experiments, a 
coupling between peaks 7 and 4 was observed while the NOE experiments show­
ed that peak 7 is coupled both to peak 4 and to peak 3. In temperature-
dependent experiments, we observed that a two-proton intensity in peak 3 
shifts to low field upon raising the temperature and that two protons situ­
ated in the low-field flank of peak 7 do the same (data not shown). The 
resonances in peak 4 are temperature independent. We therefore attribute 
the temperature-dependent components of peaks 7 and 3 to a tyrosine numbered 
IV and the coupled parts of peak 7 and peak 4 to a tyrosine numbered V. 
All five tyrosines in the protein have now been assigned, and they account 
for the whole intensity of peaks 1-8 except for the intensity of peak 6 
and a one-proton intensity in peak 7, in accordance with our earlier 
measurements on gene-5-protein with deuterated phenylalanines (Garssen et 
al., 1980). Peak 10 is a one-proton singlet and can be assigned to the C4 
proton of His-64. 
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The only phenylalanyl resonances that are narrow enough to show J couplings 
are peaks 14, 13, and 12. Both the decoupling experiments and the NOE ex­
periments indicate that the 3,5 protons of this phenylalanine I resonate 
in peak 14, the 2,6 protons in peak 13, and the 4 proton in peak 12, which 
was also confirmed by a spin simulation. The 3,5 protons of phenylalanine I 
Dannot account for the whole intensity of peak 14. It is therefore not 
surprising that the NOE experiments show that peak 14 is also coupled to 
peak 9. Peak 9 is coupled to peak 7 in which still a one-proton intensity 
was missing. We will therefore assign peak 9, two protons in peak 14, and 
one proton in peak 7 to a phenylalanine numbered II. 
The only remaining intensity is situated in peaks 11 and 6, which were 
shown to be mutually coupled in the decoupling and in the NOE experiments. 
These peaks are therefore assigned to phenylalanine III. This phenylalanine 
deserves some extra attention. Peak 6 is too narrow to contain a two-proton 
doublet, and peak 11 would be expected to show some splitting. We can only 
reconcile the shape of both lines with the results of the described experi­
ments when we suppose that ring protons 2 and 3 (or 6 and 5) resonate in 
peak 6 and ring protons 4, 5,and 6 (or 2, 3, and 4) in peak 11. A spin 
simulation confirms this interpretation. In that case, only one proton in 
peak 11 is coupled with a proton in peak 6, which explains why no decoupling 
effects could be detected in peak 11 when peak 6 was irradiated. This inter­
pretation implies that phenylalanine III reorientates slowly about the 
С -С bond and is probably situated in the interior of the protein. 
III-3.2 The complex of gene-5-protein with d(ñ) . The aromatic part of the 
8 
gene-5-protein spectrum changes completely when an excess of the oligonu-
cleotide d(A) is added. This is demonstrated in Figure III-6, where the 
Figure ITI-6-Comparison of the aromatic part of the 500 MHz H NMR spectra 
of the free protein (a) and the protein-d(A) complex (b). Prominent shifts 
are indicated with dashed lines. The interpretation of the spectra is 
given above (a) and underneath (b). Residue numbers are arbitrary, but a 
particular residue has the same number m (a) and (b). The number of protons 
of a certain residue resonating at the indicated position is given in italics. 
The peaks labeled A-L m the spectrum of the protein-d(A) complex are , 
protein resonances. The triplet marked with an asterisk belongs to an H 
sugar proton of the d(A) . The number of protons resonating at a certain 
spectral position is denoted within parentheses. 
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aromatic spectrum of the protein (Figure III-6a) is compared with the 
spectrum of the protein-d(A) complex (Figure III-6b). The increased line 
widths in the latter spectrum indicate that the complex has a larger mole­
cular weight than that of the free protein. The peaks labeled A-L in Figure 
III-6b are protein resonances. The numbers within parentheses indicate the 
number of protons resonating at a certain spectral position. These numbers 
were obtained by integrating the spectrum, taking peak A as a two-proton 
peak. The triplet at 6.21 ppm marked with an asterisk is an H' sugar proton 
of the oligonucleotide. The adenyl ring protons resonate below 7.5 ppm. 
From earlier experiments (Hilbers et al., 1978; Garssen et al., 1980), it 
could be concluded that the tyrosyl peak 1 and phenylalanyl resonances 
around 7.3 ppm in the spectrum of the free protein shift to high field when 
the protein binds to nucleotide. We can therefore conclude in advance that 
peak A in the spectrum of the complex (Figure III-6b) corresponds to peak 
1 in the free protein spectrum (Figure III-6a). The spectrum of the complex 
could be further interpreted by proceeding in two ways. The first was to 
titrate the protein with d(A) and other oligonucleotides and to follow 
8 
the shifting resonances (details will be described in chapter V. During the 
titration, the free protein is in fast exchange with the protein in the 
complex. These titration experiments, which were performed at 360 MHz, 
lead to the conclusion that the resonances undergoing the largest shifts 
are those arising from the residues designated in Figure III-6a as Phe I, 
Туг I, and Туг IV (see dashed lines in Figure III-6). In addition, it 
followed that the histidyl proton resonances remain at their positions 
upon complex formation. 
In the second approach, NOE experiments were performed as for the free 
protein. In this way, the results mentioned above could be confirmed and 
the remaining part of the spectrum interpreted. In order to obtain satis­
factory signal-to-noise ratios in these NOE experiments, the same experi­
mental conditions were used as for the free protein. The preirradiation 
time of 0.15 s is fairly long to be used for the complex, because the 
enhanced spin diffusion can lead to less specific saturation transfer. 
Loss of specificity is also caused by the strong overlap of lines. Because 
of this, a quantitative discussion of the magnitudes of the measured effects 
is in most cases not possible. A qualitative discussion of the results 
nevertheless permits a detailed interpretation of the spectrum of the 
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protein-d(A) complex Measured NOE's are listed In Table II1-4 as strong 
(s) or weak (w) effects. 
Table III-4 Selective NOE's in the Aromatic Part of the 500 MHz H NMR 
Spectrum of the gene-5~protein-d(A)
 n
 Complex _ ^ _ _ ^ ^ _ _ 
preirradiated 
peak 
A 
В 
D 
ε 
F 
G 
H 
I 
к 
L 
obsd peaks 
В s (0.47) 
A s, D s 
В/С s, E s, К w, H w, G w 
B/C s, К s, H w, G w 
К s, B/C w 
E s, _! w 
E s, I w 
L s, F s, G w 
F s, L w, G w 
I s (0.98) 
Peak labels correspond to those m Figure III-6b. Underlined NOE's could 
be confirmed by a reverse experiment. The magnitudes of the NOE's are indi­
cated as strong (s) or weak (w). The magnitudes of the NOE's observed after 
preirradiation of peaks A and L could be evaluated quantitatively and are 
given m addition. 
As in the NOE experiments performed on the free protein, we will only take 
in consideration the NOE's that could be confirmed by a reverse experiment 
(underlined in Table III-4). We shall first discuss the resonances that do 
not shift upon complex formation. 
Preirradiation of the resolved peak L gives rise to a very specific NOE at 
peak I, and the magnitude is indicated in Table III-4. Note that the C4 
proton of the single histidine in the protein, which, as mentioned above, 
does not shift upon complex formation, also contributes to peak I. Since 
the resonance positions of peaks L and I correspond to peaks 14 and 9 in 
the free protein, we can (tentatively) conclude that peaks L and I belong 
to the phenylalanyl residue, designated Phe II m the preceding section. 
This conclusion is strengthened by the observation that upon irradiation 
of peak I NOE's are observed for peak L and peak G (see Table III-4). The 
latter resonance has the same position as peak 7, part of which m the spec­
trum of the free protein was assigned to this same phenylalanine II. Peaks 
H and E turn out to be strongly coupled. Their positions correspond to those 
of peaks 8 and 4 m the free protein, these peaks are also strongly coupled 
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(see Table III-2) and were assigned to a tyrosine named Туг III. Hence, we 
conclude that the resonances of this residue do not shift upon complex for­
mation. On the basis of identical arguments, the same conclusions were drawn 
for Туг II (resonance D and part of resonance B) and for tyrosine V (part 
of resonance G and of resonance E), details can be found in Figure III-6 
and Table III-4. The resonances of phenylalanine III undergo only small 
shifts upon complex formation, peaks К and F corresponding to peaks 11 and 
6. The resonances of the remaining residues, namely, Туг I, Tyr IV, and 
Phe I, shift significantly upon complex formation. This has been discussed 
already for Туг I, which gives rise to peak A and part of peak В in the 
spectrum of the complex. For the other two residues, this is concluded from 
the titration experiments mentioned above. The resonances of Phe I can be 
seen to shift from the position of peaks 14, 13, and 12 to the position of 
peak С while the ring protons of Туг IV, contributing originally to peaks 
7 and 3, most likely resonate in peaks E and C. Unfortunately, peak С was 
not preirradiated so that the NOE observed for peak С after preirradiation 
of peak E has not been confirmed by a reverse experiment. The interpretation 
of the aromatic spectrum of the protein-d(A) complex is given schematically 
о 
under the spectrum in Figure III-6b. The residue numbers correspond to those 
used in the interpretation of the free protein spectrum (Figure III-6a). 
The shifts that appear in the spectrum upon binding of d(A) are indicated 
in Figure III-6 with dashed lines. This interpretation implies that Phe I, 
Tyr I, and probably Tyr IV are involved in the DNA binding. The small shifts 
undergone by the resonances of Phe III can be attributed to an indirect 
effect of a protein conformational change. 
The fact that the interactions of the nonshifting resonances observed in 
the NOE experiments performed with the complex correspond with those in 
the spectrum of the free protein gives us confidence in the general correct­
ness of this interpretation. Yet, we present this interpretation with some 
reservation because of the severe peak overlap in the spectrum of the com-
o 
plex. Also, it was assumed that the kinetics of the 180 flips of the aro­
matic rings do not change significantly upon complex formation If such a 
change occurs, details of the interpretation may need to be readjusted. 
The NOE experiments were extended by preirradiating resonances of the oli­
gonucleotide. When the H' sugar protons at 5.84 ppm were preirradiated, 
small but specific and reproducible NOE's could be observed for some protein 
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Figure III-7 (a) Η NMR spectrum (500 MHz) of the gene-5-protein-d(A) 
complex recorded between 5.4 and 8.8 ppm downfield from DSS. (b) NOE differ­
ence spectrum of the gene-5-protein-d(A) complex. A preirradiation pulse 
of 0.3 s was applied to a peak at 5.84 ppm consisting of resonances of the 
H ' sugar protons of d(A) . NOE's are observed for peaks I, C/B, and A 
(lettering as m Figure III-6b) and resonances between 7.6 and 8.2 ppm 
belonging to base protons of the d(A) . 
8 
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resonances Figure III-7b shows the NOE difference spectrum obtained in 
this experiment. For comparison, a spectrum of the protein-d(A) complex 
о 
is given m Figure III-7a. The NOE's observed below 7.6 ppm arise from 
adenyl protons of the oligonucleotide. Considerable Overhauser effects were 
also observed for sugar protons H ', H i and H 'resonating at higher field 
(not shown). The protein peaks exhibiting NOE's are peaks I, B/C, and A 
(note that the latter is not coining from the H 'sugar proton starred in 
Figure III-5b which resonates at slightly lower field). Interestingly, peaks 
A and B/C contain just those protein resonances that have undergone the 
largest shifts upon complex formation (vide supra). For the same protein 
resonances, somewhat smaller NOE's were observed after preirradiation of 
the adenyl resonance at 8.06 ppm for which an NOE was observed in Figure 
III-7b. Preirradiation of the adenyl resonance at 7.78 ppm, which gives 
rise to the other predominant adenyl NOE in Figure III-7b results m an 
NOE on peaks I and B/C but not on A. After preirradiation of both adenyl 
peaks, NOE's were found for the sugar H 'protons and for H ' H ' H ¡ and 
H 'sugar resonances. 
While the NOE for peak A can be assigned to the 3,5 protons of Туг I, we 
cannot unequivocally determine which residue gives rise to the NOE's 
observed for peaks I and B/C. It is, however, most likely that the reso­
nances of phenylalanine I and/or those of tyrosine IV which have under­
gone large shifts upon complex formation (Figure III-6) are responsible 
for the NOE for peak B/C. 
In order to observe these NOE's, the preirradiation time had to be leng­
thened to 0.3 s. The magnitude of the NOE is a factor of 20-50 smaller 
than would be expected for adjacent protons in an aromatic ring under these 
experimental conditions. Because the effects are small and the preirra­
diation time is fairly long, there is a possibility that the observed NOE's 
for the protein resonances are secondary effects. This is indeed indicated 
by the observation that preirradiation of the protein peaks A, B/C, and I, 
using the same lengthened preirradiation pulse, does not result in NOE's 
for the sugar H 'and adenyl protons. Instead, small effects were observed 
at the resonance positions of the Η ', H ', and Η ' protons. At the same 
resonance positions, considerable NOE's were observed after preirradiation 
of the sugar Η 'and adenyl ring protons. Hence, we conclude that the NOE's 
for protein resonances observed after preirradiation of the sugar Η 'and 
adenyl ring protons are induced via the Η ', Η 'and/or Η 'sugar protons. 
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Preirradiation at these resonance positions cannot yield an unambiguous 
verification for this conclusion, because the С protons of the protein 
α 
also resonate in this spectral region. Irrespective of which of the protons 
of the d(A) is nearest to the protein, we can conclude from these NOE ex-
Θ 
periments that the oligonucleotide is located near the aromatic protons of 
Туг I and (most likely) of Phe I and/or of Туг IV. According to the X-ray 
diffraction data obtained for the gene-5-protein (McPherson et al., 1979, 
1980b), four tyrosyl residues (26, 34, 41, and 56) can be located in the 
DNA binding groove. Our data indicate that two of these tyrosines (desig­
nated Tyr I and Туг IV in the present paper) are actually interacting with 
DNA. In the X-ray structure, Tyr-41, Tyr-34, and Phe-13 seem to stack upon 
each other. Tyr-34 being interposed between Tyr-41 and Phe-13. In such a 
configuration, the resonances of Tyr-34 and Tyr-41 would be expected to 
shift upfield due to the ring current effects of their neighbors and there­
fore are candidates for Tyr I of which the resonances have shifted upfield. 
Since in nitration experiments Tyr-34 was not nitrated m contrast to Tyr-
41 (Anderson et al., 1975) and since Tyr I has been shown to be available 
for dyes that are able to induce photochemically induced nuclear polarization 
(Garssen et al., 1978). Tyr I may correspond with Tyr-41. Tyr IV will then 
correspond with Tyr-26, Tyr-34, or Tyr-56. With respect to the phenylalanines, 
the X-ray data suggest that both Phe-13 and Phe-68 are able to interact 
with the DNA. It is therefore tempting to conclude that either Phe-13 or 
Phe-68 corresponds with Phe I. Chemical modification experiments or addi­
tional double-resonance experiments are needed to establish these points. 
III-4 Conclusions 
The 500 MHz H NMR spectra of gene-5-protein display an improved resolution 
with respect to those obtained at 360 MHz. This allowed us to perform se­
lective NOE and decoupling experiments in the aromatic spectra of gene-5-
protein. With the aid of these techniques, a complete assignment of the 
resonances of the aromatic H spectrum to the different types of aromatic 
residues present in the protein could be made for gene-5-protein free in 
solution as well as for the protein-d(A) complex. On the basis of these 
assignments, it could be concluded that at least one aromatic residue 
(Phe III) reorientates slowly about the C.-C bond. The next stage of the 
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interpretation of the spectrum will be the assignment of the resonances to 
particular residues In the amino acid sequence. Calculation of the NOE's 
in a three-spin approximation (Wagner & Wuthrich, 1979) shows that under 
our experimental conditions the NOE's between adjacent protons in the aro­
matic rings are not very sensitive to the exact distance of the relaxing 
proton 3 so that the effects are determined mainly by the crossrelaxation 
rate between the preirradiated and the observed proton However, the effects 
are strongly dependent on the rotational correlation time τ and, there-
c 
fore, differences in NOE's observed for resolved resonances can be attri­
buted to different mobilities of the residues. On this basis, it turns out 
that Туг I is more mobile than Tyr II. This is in correspondence with our 
earlier observations that Tyr I is situated at the surface of the protein 
while Tyr II was expected to be in the interior of the protein (Carssen 
et al., 1978). Two of the five tyrosines in gene-5-protein, namely, Tyr I 
and Tyr IV, are involved in complex formation with d(A) . A phenylalanyl 
residue (Phe I) is also involved in complex formation. Its narrow reso­
nances suggest that it has a considerable degree of motional freedom so 
that we expect it to be also situated at the protein surface. The shifts 
observed after complex formation strongly indicate the stacking of the 
aromatic rings of Phe I, Tyr I, and Tyr IV on the adenyl rings. In part, 
such conclusions have been drawn in earlier work (Hilbers et al., 1978, 
Garssen et al., 1980; Coleman & Armitage, 1978). The observation of such 
shifts does not guarantee however that these aromatic residues are really 
situated in the DNA binding groove. Direct evidence for the proximity of 
protons of the oligonucleotide and aromatic ring protons of the protein 
could be obtained in NOE experiments. In these NOE experiments, magneti­
zation transfer was observed from sugar Η ', H ',and/or H ' protons of the 
oligonucleotide to aromatic protons of Tyr I and (most likely) Phe I and/ 
or Tyr IV. 
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CHAPTER IV 
500 MHz H NMR STUDY OF THE ROLE OF LYSINES AND ARGININES IN THE BINDING 
OF GENE-5-PR0TEIN TO OLIGODEOXYADENYLIC ACIDS 
IV-1 Introduction 
In the preceeding chapter we have shown that the molecular surroundings of 
two tyrosines and one phenylalanine are influenced by binding of DNA. In 
addition we have presented evidence that this phenylalanine and at least 
one of these tyrosines are located In close proximity to the DNA. On the 
other hand it is well known that the interaction of gene-5-protein with 
DNA is strongly dependent on ionic strength (Alberts et al., 1972). One 
therefore expects that electrostatic interactions are also important in 
the binding. The most likely candidates for the interaction with the nega­
tively charged phosphate groups of the DNA are lysines and argimnes. To 
investigate the influence of DNA binding on these residues we have perform­
ed H NMR experiments at 500 MHz with gene-5-protein and its complex with 
oligoadenylic acids. 
IV-2 Experimental 
IV-2.1 Materials The isolation and purification of the gene-5-protein were 
essentially as described previously (Garssen et al-, 1977). The octanucleo-
tide d(A) was synthesized using the phosphotriester method (Arentzen et 
о 
al., 1979), d(A)„ _ , a mixture of oligoadenylic acids ranging in length 
from 25 to 30 residues was purchased from P.L. -Biochemicals. Oligonucleo-
71 
tides were used as the Na salt. Excess salt was removed by passage over 
a Sephadex G-10 column. Concentrations were determined from UV absorption 
using the extinction coefficients ε„„- = 7100 M cm for the gene-5-
276 nm 
protein (Day, 1973) ε 0 „ = 10,325 M~ cm" for d(A)„ and ε„,.Λ = 9500 
1 1 ¿Ы) nm 8 260 nm 
M cm for d(A) . The extinction coefficients for the oligonucleo­
tides were determined by enzymatic degradation of the oligonucleotides 
with venom phosphodiesterase (Worthington) (Cassani & Bollum, 1969) using 
an extinction coefficient for AMP of 15,300 M cm . The concentrations 
are given in mol mononucleotide per liter. 
IV-2.2 Jnstrumentation Ultraviolet absorption measurements were carried 
out with a Zeiss PMQ II spectrophotometer The pH's reported are the un­
corrected pH meter readings in D O solutions. 500 MHz H NMR spectra were 
recorded on a Bruker WM-500 spectrometer operating in the Fourier Trans­
form mode. In decoupling experiments resonances were selectively satura­
ted by irradiating at the appropriate frequency in the pulsed homonuclear 
decoupling mode. Chemical shifts are quoted relative to DSS. Downfield 
shifts are defined as positive. Spectra were resolution enhanced by a 
Lorentzian to Gaussian transformation (Ernst, 1966, Ferrige & Lindon 1978). 
IV-3 Results 
The overall 500 MHz H NMR spectrum of gene-5-protein is shown in Figure 
IV-1. In the preceeding chapter we have assigned the resonances in the 
aromatic part of the spectrum (8.1 to 6.4 ppm downfield from DSS) to the 
protons of the single histidyl, the 5 tyrosyl and the 3 phenylalanyl resi­
dues in the protein (chapter III). We have also shown that the resonances 
of two tyrosyl and one phenylalanyl residues undergo large shifts upon 
binding of d(A) to the protein (chapter III) and that at least two of 
these residues are located close to the DNA in the protein DNA complex. 
In the present study attention is given to the aliphatic part of the 500 
MHz H NMR spectrum in particular to the region between 3.5 and 2.9 ppm, 
where the lysyl-e and arginyl-δ protons are expected to resonate. This 
region of the spectrum is expanded in Figure IV-2a. In addition to the reso­
nances of the arginyl and lysyl protons mentioned above, this region is 
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10 0 -2 
ppm 
Figure IV-1 500 MHz H NMR spectrum of J mW gene-5-protein in 50 mM NaCl, 
1 mM cacodylate pH 7.0 recorded at 28 C. The large resonance at Л/ 1.7 ppm 
originates from cacodylate. 
expected to contain several B-proton resonances and probably the resonan­
ces of the δ-protons of proline. Indeed photochemically induced nuclear 
polarization studies have indicated that the S-protons of the tyrosines 
are situated around 3 ppm (Garssen et al., 1978). Prominent in Figure 
IV-2A are two triplets centered at 3.052 and 3.297 ppm respectively. The 
presence of an extra narrow peak^0.03 ppm downfield from the triplet at 
3.052 ppm and the intensity distribution in this triplet suggests, that 
there is a third triplet centered at 3.065 ppm overlapping with the triplet 
at 3.052 ppm. This was verified by performing a decoupling experiment which 
is shown in Figure IV-2B. As a result of irradiation at 1.73 ppm the two 
overlapping triplets have become single lines, appearing at 3.052 and 
3.065 ppm respectively. The resonance position of the smaller decoupled 
73 
line deraonstratesthat the narrow peak observed at 3.082 ррш in Figure 
IV-2A is indeed part of a triplet. 
Comparison of Figure IV-2B with Figure IV-2A shows furthermore that there 
35 ЗА 3.3 3.2 31 3.0 23 
p p m 
Figure IV-2 Expansions of the 500 MHz H NMR spectra of gene-5-protein 
(1 mM) showing the spectral region between 2.9 and 3.5 ppm downficld from 
DSS. Conditions are as given in Figure IV-1. 
A. Undecoupled spectrum. 
B. Spectrum recorded during irradiation at 1.73 ppm. 
C. Spectrum recorded during irradiation at 1.79 ppm. 
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is a small influence of the irradiation at 1.73 ppm on the triplet at 3.297 
ppm. This is understandable in view of the experiment shown in Figure IV-
2C where the decoupling frequency was adjusted to 1.79 ppm. In this experi­
ment the triplet at 3 297 is fully decoupled whereas the triplets at higher 
field are slightly influenced (the triplet at 3.065 ppm is somewhat more 
perturbed in this experiment than the triplet at 3.052 ppm). Of the reso­
nances expected between 2.9 and 3.5 ppm only those belonging to the Lys-e, 
Arg-δ and (in some cases) Pro-6 protons may appear as triplets coupled to 
resonances at 1.8 ppm. The narrowness of the triplets makes an assignment 
to Pro-fi protons improbable In view of this and on the basis of the ob­
served chemical shifts we assign the triplet at 3.297 ppm to arginyl-'S 
protons and the triplets at 3.052 and 3 065 ppm to lysyl-ε protons. It is 
difficult to determine the exact intensity of the triplets because they are 
superimposed on a background of broad resonances. However, taking the iso­
lated methyl resonance at -0.51 ppm (see Figure IV-1) as an internal 
standard, a measure of their intensities can be obtained. We estimate that 
the two lysyl triplets account for all twelve (Cuyper et al., 1974, Nakashima 
et al., 1974) lysyl-г protons present in the protein. On the basis of a 
simulation of this spectal region we estimate that the smaller lysyl-ε 
triplet contains 2 to 4 proton resonances while the larger triplet accounts 
for 8-10 protons. Thus calibrated 4 to 6 arginyl-δ protons (out of the total 
of 8) contribute to the intensity of the triplet at 3 297 ppm. The inten­
sities of the resonances in the decoupled spectra shown in Figure IV-2B 
and in Figure IV-2C yield no reliable values for the number of protons re­
sonating in the different peaks, since the application of the decoupling 
power influences the intensity of the lines (Nuclear Overhauser Effect). 
Upon binding of d(A) to the gene-5-protein the most remarkable change in 
о 
the spectral region of interest is the broadening and 0.055 ppm (27.5 Hz) 
downfield shift of the arginyl resonance (Figure І -ЭВ). In addition 
the smaller triplet of the lysyl-ε protons is influenced by the binding. 
This is best seen in the decoupled spectrum shown in Figure IV-3C where 
irradiation was applied at 1.73 ppm. From comparison of Figure IV-3C with 
Figure IV-2B it is clear that the smaller lysyl-ε resonance broadens and 
shifts somewhat to low field upon binding of d(A) . By varying the irra-
diation frequency we verified that the increase in linewidth is not an 
artefact caused by incomplete decoupling. The broadening of the arginyl 
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35 ЗА 3.3 32 3.1 3.0 2.9 
ppm 
Figure IV-3 Expansions of the 500 MHz H NMR spectra of gene-5-protein 
(1 mM) and of gene-5-protein (1 mM) with excess d(A) added (4.8 mM in 
mononucleotides) . Conditions are as given in Figure IV-1. 
A. Same spectrum as shown in Figure IV-2A. 
B. Spectrum of the gene-5-protein d(A) complex, undecoupled, in which the 
shift of the arginyl-6 protons is indicated. 
C. Spectrum of the gene-5-protein d(A) complex recorded during irradiation 
at 1.73 ppm. The arrow indicates the spectral position of the smaller 
lysyl-ε resonance in the free protein spectrum (compare Figure IV-2B). 
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resonance in this complex is such that it proved impossible to sharpen this 
resonance by decoupling. 
The broadening effects observed upon binding of gene-5-protein to d(A) 
о 
are more dramatic upon complexation of the protein to oligo d(A) . The 
relevant part of the H NMR spectrum of this complex is displayed in Figure 
IV-4A. 
ал 
3.3 32 3.1 3.0 2.9 
ppm 
Figure IV-4 Expansions of the 500 MHz H NMR spectra of gene-5-protein 
(1 mM) with excess d(A) added (ъбтМ in mononucleotides) . Conditions 
are as given in Figure IV-1. 
A. Undecoxipled spectrum. 
B. Spectrum recorded during irradiation at 1.74 ppm. 
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The arginyl-5 proton resonances have broadened beyond detection This is 
also true for the low field triplet of the lysyl-c protons and can be ob-
served in Figure IV-4B in which again the lysyl-t protons have been de-
coupled from the lysyl-ó protons. The small peak has disappeared from the 
spectrum while the large peak remains relatively narrow indicating that 
the lysyl-ε protons contributing to this peak are to a considerable extent 
still free to move. 
IV-4 Discussion 
The long side chains of lysines are known to lend the ε-CH group a con-
+ 
siderable amount of motional freedom, allowing the hydrophylic NH group to 
interact with the solvent. Therefore most of the lysyl-r protons in a 
protein are expected to resonate at the position characteristic of a free 
lysyl residue. Lysines that are involved in (intramolecular) interactions 
with other residues appear at a different resonance position as was observed 
for Lys-41 m the Basic Pancreatic Trypsin Inhibitor which is interacting 
with a tyrosine (Brown et al., 1976). The shifted position of the smaller 
lysyl-£-proton triplet in the gene-5-protein indicates that these protons 
are in an environment slightly different from that of the protons of the 
larger triplet. The small downfield shift of this triplet upon binding to 
d(A) and the broadening observed for the complex with oligo d(A) 
a 25—oU 
also differentiate the corresponding lysyl residues from the remaining 
lysines. 
These remaining lysines of which the ε-protons resonate in the peak at 
3.052 ppm retain their motional freedom even m the complex with diA),,. 
25-30 
which has an estimated molecular weight of 140,000 daltons Therefore we 
conclude, in contrast with earlier conclusions obtained at lower resolution 
(Coleman et al., 1976) that one or two lysyl residues are in fact immobilized 
by the binding of oligonucleotides Our experiments also indicate that the 
arginines in the free protein can be divided into two groups of residues. 
The first group consisting of two or three residues has an important amount 
of motional freedom in the free protein as witnessed by the narrowness of 
their δ-proton resonances, the triplet at 3 297 ppm. The remaining arginines 
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give apparently rise to broad resonances. This is most likely the result of 
a restriction in their motion as a consequence of their involvement in 
intramolecular interactions. Upon binding of oligonucleotides the triplet 
at 3.297 ppm shifts downfield and broadens significantly. The broadening 
of this resonance was observed before by Coleman and collaborators in a 
270 MHz study (Coleman et al., 1976) but they were not able to resolve the 
shifted resonance in the spectrum of the protein-oligonucleotide complex. 
Just as for the smaller triplet of the lysyl-E; protons we interprete the 
increased linewidth to indicate that the corresponding arginyl residues 
are immobilized as a result of complex formation. 
Combination of the present findings with earlier experimental data makes 
it plausible to interprete the shifts and broadenings of the lysyl and 
arginyl resonances as to result from interaction of these residues with the 
DNA. McPherson et al.(1980) have concluded from their X-ray diffraction 
data that two lysyl residues (24 and 26) and three arginyl residues (21, 80 
and 82) may be situated at the inner surface of the DNA binding groove. 
Anderson et al. (1975)have shown that DNA binding is inhibited upon acetyl-
ation of the lysyl residues. The minor shift of the smaller lysyl-e triplet 
upon complexation with d(A) is consistent with the observations of Dimicoli 8
 ι 
and Helene(1974) in a 100 MHz H NMR study, who found broadening but no 
detectable shift for the lysyl-ε proton resonances upon binding of lysine 
containing oligopeptides to poly (A). Interaction between a phosphate and 
a lysyl-NH group may cause a change in the pK value of the lysyl group 
(Brown 8i Bradbury, 1975). Unfortunately this cannot be checked by titration 
experiments because of the instability of the protein at high pH. 
Since the observed changes in the spectral parameters of the arginyl-á and 
lysyl-ε protons form only indirect evidence for the proposed interaction 
with DNA ,it is important to consider alternative explanations for these 
changes. The cooperativity of the protein DNA binding is largely determined 
by protein-protein interactions and it could be that lysines and argimnes 
are involved in these interactions. This could explain the observed spectral 
changes equally well. 
However, we consider this possibility rather unlikely because in an exten­
sive series of fluorescence binding studies we found that the cooperativi­
ty of the binding is largely ionic strength independent. On the other hand 
the intrinsic binding constant is strongly salt dependent which means that 
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ionic protein-DNA interactions are formed Since the gene-5-protein has 
been shown to cover ' З nucleotides per protein monomer when bound to short 
oligonucleotides and л,4 nucleotides per protein monomer when bound to poly­
nucleotides (Alberts et al., 1972, Pretorius et al., 1975, Cavalieri et 
al., 1976, Day, 1973) in the binding groove about 4 positive charges are 
needed to neutralize the negatively charged phosphate groups. 
In summary, we have shown that it is possible in 500 MHz H NMR spectra to 
distinguish between different groups of basic residues and to study their 
involvement in protein-nucleic acid interactions. 
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CHAPTER V 
360 MHz 1H NMR STUDIES OF THE BINDING OF GENE-5-PR0TEIN TO OLIGODEOXY-
ADENYLIC ACIDS OF VARYING LENGTH 
V-l Introduction 
It has been demonstrated by circular dichroism (Day, 1973) and NMR studies 
(Coleman et al., 1976, Garssen et al., 1977, 1978, 1980, Coleraan & Armitage, 
1977, 1978; Hilbers et al., 1978; see also chapter IIDthat tyrosines and 
phenylalanines are involved in the gene-5-protein DNA binding. In chapter 
III we have presented a complete assignment of the aromatic H NMR spectrum of 
gene-5-protein by performing selective decoupling and Nuclear Overhauser 
experiments at 500 MHz. The assignments are in agreement with earlier 
assignments based on photo-CIDNP (Garssen et al., 1978; Hilbers et al., 
1978) and selective deuteration studies (Garssen et al., 1980). In addition 
an interpretation could be given of the 500 MHz H NMR spectrum of the gene-
5-protein-d(A) complex, which rests in part on the titration studies pre­
sented in this chapter. It was concluded from the 500 MHz study that one 
phenylalanyl and two tyrosyl residues are involved in the binding to d(A) . 
The titration studies that will be presented in this paper provide infor­
mation about the complexes that the gene-5-protein forms with oligodeoxy-
adenylic acids of varying length. 
In earlier studies it was found that the complex of gene-5-protein with 
polynucleotides, which is formed in a highly cooperative manner, contains 
four to five nucleotide residues per protein monomer (Day, 1973; Pretonus 
et al., 1975). To find out at what length the cooperativity becomes 
important, we have studied the binding to d(pA) , d(A) , d(A) and d(A) . 
4 о 12 lo 
The oligonucleotides d(pA) and d(pA) were included in this study to detect 
possible preferences for binding to a certain part of the binding groove 
of the protein. 
The data presented in this paper show that the complexes formed with these 
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oligonucleotides are different from the gene-5-protein polynucleotide 
complexes both with regard to the cooperativity of the binding and with 
respect to the number of nucleotides covered by one protein monomer (which 
turns out to be 4,3) . These differences will be related to recent results 
of DNA binding studies with the functionally related gene-32-protein of 
bacteriophage T4, and a possible function of the oligonucleotide binding 
mode will be indicated. 
V-2 Materials and methods 
V-2.1 Materials The isolation and purification of gene-5-protein were essen-
tially as described previously (Garssen et al., 1977). The protein concen-
tration was determined from the absorption at 276 nm using a molar absorption 
coefficient of 7100 M cm (Day, 1973). For NMR measurements the protein 
solution was concentrated by ultrafiltration and lyophilized two times from 
99.75% D O . 
The oligonucleotides d(pA) , d(pA) , d(pA) , d(A) and d(A) were synthe-
2 3 4 o \¿ 
sized using the phosphotnester method (Arentzen et al., 1979). d(A) was 
16 
purchased from P-L Biochemicals. All oligonucleotides were used as the Na 
salt. Excess salt was removed by passage over a Sephadex G-10 column. For 
concentration determination the following extinction coefficients (at 260 
о 
nm and 20 C) were used. 
-1 -1 .... „- „ „ ..-1 -1 d(pA) 24,500 M cm 
d(pA) 42,800 M" cm" 
d(A) 1 2 122,500 M"
1
cm"
1 
d(pA) 31,700 M cm 
3
 -1 -1 
d(A) 0 82,600 M cm ; 8
 -1 -1 d(A),„ 155,000 M cm 
16 
These values were obtained via a phosphorus determination (Böttcher et al., 
1971). Since the experiments required an accurate knowledge of the extinc-
tion coefficients, several of these values were confirmed by enzymatic 
degradation of the oligonucleotides with venom phosphodiesterase (Worthmg-
ton) (Cassani & Solium, 1969) using an extinction coefficient for AMP of 
15,300 M cm . The extinction coefficients obtained correspond within 
narrow limits to the values obtained by Cassani and Solium (1969). For NMR 
measurements the oligonucleotides were lyophilized three times from 99.75% 
D 0 • All other materials were of reagent grade. 
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V-2.2 Jnstrumentation 360 MHz H NMR spectra were recorded on a Bruker 
HX-360 spectrometer, operating in the Fourier Transform mode. The spectro­
meter was interfaced with a Nicolet BNC-12 computer unit. The D 0 signal 
2 
was suppressed by irradiating at the appropriate frequency in the pulsed-
homonuclear-decoupling mode. Chemical shifts are quoted relative to DSS. 
Downfield shifts are defined as positive. Spectra were resolution enhanced 
by a Lorentzian to Gaussian transformation (Ernst, 1966; Ferrige & Lindon 
1978), except for the spectra in Figure V-4. 
Ultraviolet absorption measurements were carried out with a Zeiss PMQ II 
spectrophotometer. The pH's reported are the uncorrected pH meter readings 
in D O solutions. 
V-2.3 Titration experiments Titrations were performed by adding small 
amounts of concentrated oligonucleotide solutions to a protein solution in 
0.05 M NaCl, 1 mM cacodylate, pH 7.0. 
During the titrations the protein concentration remained constant at 1.0 
+ 0.15 mM and pH variations were less than + 0.4 pH units. All titrations 
were carried out at 30 С. 
Simulations of NMR spectra were obtained by convolution of a stick spectrum 
with Lorentzian lines. The stick spectrum used in the simulation of the 
free protein spectrum was based on the assignments obtained by performing 
Nuclear Overhauser experiments at 500 MHz. Non-first order parts of the 
aromatic spectrum (resonances of Phe I and Phe III) were simulated with a 
spin simulation program using the approach of Castellano and Bothner-By 
(1964) (LA0CN3) . 
The relative intensities resulting from the spin simulations were used m 
the simulation of the complete spectrum. The scalar coupling constant be­
tween adjacent protons in an aromatic ring was taken as 8 Hz. 
V-3 Results 
V-3.1 General analysis of the titration experiments. In Figure V-l the 
aromatic part of the H NMR spectrum of the gene-5-protein recorded at 
360 MHz is presented. The assignments indicated in the figure were obtained 
with the aid of NOE experiments (see chapter III) performed 
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Figure V-l Aromatic part of the 360 MHz H NMR spectrum of gene-5-protein 
recorded at 30 С (resulting from 800 accumulated free induction decays). 
Peaks are numbered 1 to 15 m correspondence with tne numbering used m the 
500 MHz spectra. The assignments given above the spectrum were obtained 
via selective NOE experiments. Residue numbers are arbitrary. 
at 500 MHz. In contrast to the results obtained at 500 MHz, at 360 MHz 
peaks 12 and 13, peaks 9 and 10 and peaks 3 and 4 are no longer 
resolved. From earlier work by us (Garssen et al., 1977, 1978, 1980, 
Hilbers et al., 1980) and by others (Coleman & Armitage, 1977, 1978) 
we know that several of the aromatic ring proton resonances shift 
upfleld upon binding of oligonucleotides. A particularly clear 
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example is resonance 1 (see Figure V-l) of which the shift can be 
followed separately from all other resonances. The experiments described 
below provide additional insight into the mode of gene-5-protein oligonu­
cleotide binding. In a series of titration experiments the complex formation 
of the gene-5-protein with oligonucleotides varying in length from 2 to 16 
residues is studied. In all titrations the resolved resonance numbered 1 
shifts to high field. The shift of this resonance as a function of added 
mononucleotide is shown in Figure V-2A for the titrations with d(pA) , 
d(PA)o a n d d(P A)
a
>
 a n d l n
 Figure V-2B for the titrations with d(A) , d(A) 
and d(A) . By virtue of the cooperative binding properties of gene-5-protein 16 
(Alberts et al., 1972, Day, 1973, Pretonus et al., 1975) the apparent 
binding constant can be expected to increase with increasing chain length. 
This indeed follows from the results presented m Figure V-2. Proceeding 
from d(pA) to d(A) the binding curves become less shallow. On the other 2 16 
hand also some irregularities can be noted. The curves do not extrapolate 
to the same final level and no obvious dependence of this level on the 
length of the oligonucleotide is apparent (e.g. the binding curve for d(pA) 
lies between those for d(pA) and d(pA) ). 
The titration curves representing the complex formation between the protein 
and d(A) , d(A) and d(A).,_ are remarkably similar (Figure V-2B) . The maxi-8 12 16 
mum shift of resonance 1 is the same for each of the complexes. The stoichio-
metry of the binding can be deduced directly from the titration curves. 
Below we will elaborate this point. Here we merely note that in all three 
of these complexes one protein monomer covers close to three nucleotides 
(n=3) in contrast with the value reported for the complexes formed with 
polynucleotides, where η 'v 4 (Alberts et al., 1972, Day, 1973, Pretonus et al. , 
1975) The titration behaviour of the other (less resolved) resonances has 
been determined by simulation of the spectra in the following manner.First the 
aromatic part of the free protein spectrum was simulated with the aid of the 
assignments obtained at 500 MHz.The result of this nrocedure is shown in Figure 
V-3A. As can be seen there is excellent correspondence between the experi­
mental and the simulated protein spectra. Subsequently the spectra of the 
gene-5-protein with various amounts of added oligonucleotide were simulated. 
For the complex formation of the gene-5-protein with d(pA) an example of 
such a simulation is given in Figure V-3B. The simulations were subjected 
to the constraint that the ratio between the shift of each resonance and 
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Figure V-2 P i o t s of the shift (Δ&) of the 3,5-protons of Tyr I (peak 1) 
observed during the titrations of gene-5-protein with various oligonucleo­
tides. 
A) Titrations with d(pA) , (o) ; d(pA) ^, (A) ;and with d(pA)^, (Q). The drawn 
curves are the theoretical titration curves calculated with the binding para­
meters listed m Table 1 obtained from the best fit to the experimental 
points. For the titration with d(pA) no exact binding parameters could be 
obtained (see text) . 
B) Titrations with d(A) , (M);d(A) , (X) ;and with d W j 6 (0> • T h e solid 
line represents the binding curve for infinitely strong binding, with n=3. 
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the shift of peak 1 is constant throughout the titration. Only in this situa­
tion the shifts of all resonances reflect the same binding process. In all 
titration experiments analysed in this way, the titrations with d(pA) , 
d(pA) and d(A) , the resonances undergoing the largest shifts are those 
belonging to Phe I (peaks 12, 13 and part of peak 14), to Tyr I (peaks 1 and 
5) and to Tyr IV (parts of peaks 7 and 3), in accordance with the results of 
NOE experiments with the d(A) gene-5-protein complex performed at 500 MHz. 
о 
In addition the resonances of Phe III undergo small shifts, which was also 
observed previously for the gene-5-protein-d(A) complex (see chapter III). 
о 
A general description of the binding process is given by the following 
equations : 
Kl 
А
г +
 Ρ * A^P 
К 
ι 
А + iP ^ Α Ρ (V.1) 
К 
q 
А + qP ^ А, Ρ 
ι ι q 
where A is the oligonucleotide consisting of Ζ nucleotide residues, Ρ is 
the protein monomer and q is the maximal number of protein monomers that 
can bind to the oligonucleotide. К is the binding constant for the binding 
of ι protein monomers to the oligonucleotide. 
The intrinsic binding constant for the binding of one protein monomer to 
an empty DNA lattice is defined as К . Following the notation of McGhee 
int 
and Von Hippel (1974) for a cooperative binding process, the binding con­
stant for binding of a protein molecule adjacent to an already bound pro­
tein is given by Κ ω, where ω is a dimensionless cooperativity factor. 
int 
Hence, the К 's in equation V.l can be written as 
Ki = Si "lî/" 1 (V-2> 
where the simplification has been made that no gaps will be formed during 
the binding process. S is a statistical factor describing the number of 
ways an A7Ρ complex can be formed. 
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In general, the shift of peak 1 for a protein molecule bound in an A Ρ 
complex, need not be the same as the (average) shift of a protein In an 
A 7Ρ complex. The shift of peak 1 can therefore only be considered repre-L. q 
sentative of the total binding process if one of the following conditions 
is fulfilled 
a) q = 1 i.e. only a 1·1 complex can be formed. 
b) ω is sufficiently large so that only A, Ρ complexes are present in 
L q 
solution. 
As we shall see below, condition (a) applies to the shorter and condition 
(b) to the larger oligonucleotides. Since throughout all titrations the 
exchange remained rapid on the NMR time scale the observed resonance posi­
tion of peak 1 is given by: 
6 = f ó + f 6 
obs P P PA PA (V.3) 
where δ is the position of peak 1 in the free protein and δ its position 
in the complex, f and f are the fractions of protein present free in 
solution and in the complex respectively. Equation V.3 can be rewritten as. 
Δδ = f
 Λ
 Δδ (V.4) 
PA max 
where Δδ =δ - δ is the observed shift with respect to the position in 
obs Ρ 
the free protein spectrum and Δδ = δ„.- δ„ is the shift when all protein v v
 max PA Ρ 
is complexed. Making use of the assumption that A Ρ is the only possible 
Ζ q 
complex, f can be written as. 
f -
 q [
 W q[ Л7. V 
P A
 [ P ] + q t ^ l " [ P 0 ] ( V - 5 ) 
where [ Y\ IS the total protein concentration weighed into the sample. 
With reference to equation V.l we can write: 
q[ ^ P q ] = q K q [P]
 q
 [А
г
] (V.6) 
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Since 
\H\ =[A°] - [ A z P q ] (V.7) 
where [ k] is the total oligonucleotide concentration in the sample, 
equation V.6 can be written as. 
Я К [P] q[A°i 
q [ A7 PJ = 3 J— (V 8) 
К 
q 
г Ч
 1 + к r PI q 
Subsequently equations V.4, V.5 and V.8 can be combined to 
3-lA°L
 =
 _ i_
 + 1 (V.9) 
Л6[Р 0 ] Δ6 Κ [ Ρ ] 4 Δδ 
"
U l J
 max q max 
With the a id of equat ion V.4 [ P ] can be e x p r e s s e d in Да and [ p ] 
>] = (i - ^ > [ P 0 ] (v.io) 
max 
For simplicity, the equations above have been derived for a monomeric protein. 
For a dimeric protein (like the gene-5-protein) a similar derivation leads 
to the same equations. 
As will be demonstrated below appropriate combinations of equations V.9 
and V.IO can be used for analysing the titration curves. 
V-3.2 Titrations with d(pA} , d(pA) and d(pA) . In the experiments with 
d(pA) , d(pA) and d(pA) the spectral position of resonance 1 of the pro-
tein-oligonucleotide complex, Δδ , cannot be determined directly from 
max 
the titration curves (Figure V-2A). Assuming a value of q, Δδ and К 
max q 
can be calculated with the aid of equations V.9 and V.IO using an iterative 
procedure. Since in the gene-5-protein polynucleotide complexes one 
protein covers ^ 4 nucleotides, and this number has been found to be close to 
3 for the oligonucleotides d(A) 0, d(A), 0 and d(A),. (vide supra) it is 
ο 1 A lb 
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reasonable to assume that the protein forms a l l complex with d(pA) , 
d(pA)_ and d(pA) . Therefore, as a first try, q was taken equal to 1 in the 
calculations of К and Λδ . A first estimate of Δδ was obtained by q max max 
extrapolating to infinite nucleotide concentration in a plot of Δδ against 
the ratio of protein oligonucleotide. With this value of Δδ , [Ρ] was 
max 
calculated from equation V.10. A plot of the experimental value for the 
left term of equation V.9 against [ P] should yield a straight line with 
intercept ( Δδ ) and slope (Κ Δδ ) Indeed this is found for 
max q max 
d(pA) and d(pA) but not for d(pA) as will be discussed below. 
The Δδ obtained from the least squares fit of this line to the points 
max 
calculated for d(pA) and d(pA) is again used in Equation V 10 to compute 
[ P] and the procedure is repeated until the Δδ calculated from the 
max 
intercept in Equation V.9 is the same as that used for the calculation of 
( P] . This procedure will only be successful if there is indeed just one 
type of complex present in solution and if the correct value of q has been 
chosen. Thus the applicability of this approach forms a check for the 
correctness of the assumption made with regard to the binding process. 
In this way it was possible to calculate K, and Δδ characterizing the 
1 max 
binding of the protein to d(pA) and d(pA) . These parameters were then 
used to calculate the curves drawn through the data points in Figure V-2A, 
they are listed in Table V-l. 
Table V-lBinding parameters for the complex formation between gene-5-pro-
tem and various oligonucleotides 
oligo­
nucleotide 
d(pA) 
d(pA) 
d(A) 
d(A) 
d(A) 1 6 
A 6
m a x
( p p m ) 
0.43 + 0.02 
0.26 + 0.02 
0.35 + 0.005 
0.35 + 0.005 
0.35 + 0.005 
4_ 
1 
1 
2.6 
3.8 
5.4 
К (M - 4) 
q 
(1.7 + 0.5) χ 10^ 
(1.2 + 0.5) χ 10 1 1 
(5 + 2) Χ 10 1 6 
(23 + 14) Χ 10 
(0.02 - 10) χ 10 
Κ (Μ - 1) 
av 
(1.7 + 0.5) χ 10 4 
(1.2 + 0.5) χ 10 
(3.1 + 0.5) χ 10 
(3.6 + 0.7) χ 10 
(10 +"6) χ 10 
g is the number of gene-5-protein monomers that binds per oligonucleo­
tide; Λδ .is the shift of the resonance 1 m the complex, к is the bind­
ing constant for binding q protein molecuies to the oligonucleotide. К = 
\fy К is the average binding constant for the binding of one protein 
molecule. 
The error limits were obtained by considering the errors in the experimen­
tal shifts (0.01 ppm). 
For d(pA) binding, however, neither with q = 1 nor with q = 2 a value for 
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Δδ was found, that satisfied both equations V.9 and V.10. We therefore 
max 
conclude that in this case there is more than one type of complex present 
in solution. Hence, the shift of resonance 1 is not representative of the 
total binding process and we are not able to evaluate values for the bind­
ing constant and Δ6 from the titration curve. 
max 
One could take the relatively large shift of resonance 1 in the titration 
with d(pA) (Figure V-2A); Table V-l), as an indication for the binding of 
two d(pA) molecules per protein monomer. Analysis of the titration curve 
in this context shows however, that the data are not compatible with such 
a binding process. Inspection of Table V-l further shows that the binding 
4 -1 
constant determined for d(pA) (1.2 χ 10 M ) is a factor of 7 larger than 
3 - 1 
the binding constant for d(pA) (1.7 χ 10 M ). As noted by Kelly et al., 
(1976) there may be a difference between the number of bases covered by 
one protein monomer (n) and the number of (adjacent) nucleotide units ac­
tually participating in the binding (m). If m were 2 for gene-5-protein the 
apparent binding constant would only increase with a statistical factor of 
2 going from d(pA) to d(pA) . The experimental increase is larger than 2, 
suggesting that m is at least 3. The behaviour of the other resonances in 
the titrations with d(pA) and d(pA) has been analysed via simulations of 
the spectra (see Materials and Methods). For the titration with d(pA) the 
results of the simulations are presented in Figure V-3. Figure V-3A shows 
the experimental and simulated spectra of gene-5-protein and Figure V-3B 
shows the experimental and simulated spectra of gene-5-protein with 3 mole­
cules d(pA) added per gene-5-protein monomer. The curves between Figs. 
V-3A and 3B represent the shifts of the resonances during the titration. 
The dots in these curves indicate the positions of the shifting resonances 
at particular nucleotide to protein ratio's as determined by the simulations. 
The ratio's of the shifts of the individual resonances taken relative to 
that of peak 1 can be kept constant throughout the titration for both the 
gene-5-protein-d(pA)0 and the protein-d(pA) complex formation. This is 
^ 3 
additional evidence that a gene-5-protein forms a 1:1 complex with these 
oligonucleotides. The ratio's are listed in Table V-2. 
Owing to the presence of more than one type of complex of gene-5-protein 
with d(pA) , the ratio between the shift of peak 1 and the shift of any 
other peak need not be constant during the titration, which makes the 
analysis of the titration via simulation of the spectra unreliable. However, 
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Figure -3 Comparison of the aromatic parts of the 360 MHz Η NMR spectra 
recorded during the titration of gene-5-protein with d(pA) with simulations 
of these spectral regions. 
A) Experimental (upper) and simulated (lower) spectra of gene-5-protein in 
absence of oligonucleotides. The simulation is based on the interpre­
tation of the aromatic spectrum obtained via NOE experiments at 500 MHz 
(see chapter III). 
B) Experimental (upper) and simulated (lower) spectra of gene-5-protein with 
three molecules d(pñ) per protein monomer. 
Resonances belonging to the oligonucleotide are marked with an asterisk. 
The curves between Figs. ЗА and 3B represent the titration behaviour of the 
shifting resonances. The dots in these curves stand for the spectral posi­
tions of particular resonances at the indicated nucleotide to protein ratio, 
as determined by the simulations. 
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Table V-2 Ratio's of the shifts of resonances of Туг I, Tyr IV and Phe I 
with respect to the shift of peak 1 of Tyr I m the complexes of gene-5-
protein with d (рЛ) , d(pA) and d(A) . 2 J о 
Oligo­
nucleotide 
d(pA) 
d(pA) 
d ( A ) 8
3 
Residue 
Peak 1 
1 
1 
1 
Tyr I 
5 
0.71 
0.75 
0.71 
Tyr 
(part of) 3 
0.58 
0.59 
0.59 
IV 
(part of) 
0.33 
0.34 
0.44 
7 
Б 
12+13 
0.85 
1.17 
1.74 
'he I 
(pari : of) 
0.80 
1.11 
1.92 
14 
from a comparison with the experiments on d(pA) and d(pA) it can still be 
concluded that the same resonances undergo upfield shifts. 
V-3.3 Titrations with d(A) , d(A) and d(A) . The shift of resonance 1 as 
8 12 J.O 
a function of added d(A) , d(A) or d(A) is shown in Figure V-2B. The 
о 12 16 
form of the curves is close to that of an "ideal" curve expected for infini­
tely strong binding with η = 3 (solid line in Figure V-2B). The binding 
curves for the three different oligonucleotides are remarkably similar· 
a) Δ(5 = 0.35 + 0.005 ppm for all three complexes 
max -
b) one gene-5-protein monomer covers in each case close to three nucleotide 
residues. 
In addition, the aromatic regions of the Η spectra of the complexes arc 
identical, apart from differences in linewidths. In comparison with the 
binding to e.g. d(pA), the binding to these longer oligonucleotides is appre­
ciably stronger. This indicates that cooperativity effects influence the 
complex formation with these oligonucleotides. We will assume that the coope­
rativity is high enough to assure that the shift of resonance 1 is repre­
sentative of the total binding. The binding is so strong that equation V.9 
cannot be used for the evaluation of К in a plot of 
q 
qhS i A 7 ] r „, -q 
max I against[ P] . 
Δδ 
Therefore, to determine К from the titration curve we consider the shift 
q 
(Δ6 ) of resonance 1 at the point in the titration where q[ A ] = [ Ρ ] . 
eq ¿ 
For this situation equation V.9 can be written as: 
Δδ , 
—ϋϊϊ = ι
 +
 1
— (v.ii) 
q 
Κ [ Ρ] 
eq q1 J 
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Substituting equation V.10 for [p] and rearranging yields 
Δδ 
eq 
Δδ 
max (V.12) 
К = 
4
 Δδ q+1 
α - —
4 ) [ P 0 ] q 
Λδ 
max 
Δδ can be estimated from the titration curves, q has been obtained by 
eq 
multiplying the number of nucleotide residues, n, covered by one protein 
molecule with the number of nucleotide residues, constituting the oligo­
nucleotide. As has been mentioned above the number of nucleotides covered 
by one protein molecule is close to 3 A more exact value was determined 
from the titration curves by drawing straight lines through the experimen­
tal points representing the binding process in the infinitely strong binding 
situation, where η is equal to the value of the abcissa at the intersection. 
Subsequently, the values of К for the three oligonucleotides were calcu­
lated, they are listed in TableV-l In addition we calculated К (see Table 
av 
V-l) defined by К S Vy Κ , which can be considered as the average binding 
constant of binding one protein molecule to the oligonucleotide. 
Making use of equation V.2 
Κ = Κ ω \7 S /ω 
av int \/ q 7 
As expected for long chains К approaches Κ. ,ω, the binding constant for 
av int 
the binding of a protein molecule adjacent to a protein molecule already 
present on the nucleotide chain. 
For short chains К becomes a function of chainlength and increases with 
av 
increasing chainlength (assuming ω > S ) if ω and S are constants For the 
q q 
statistical factor this is not necessarily true. In our experiments 
it may vary between 1 and 2 Because of this and because of the strong 
binding, we cannot determine ω from the changes observed in К .An esti-
av 
mate of ω can be obtained if we assume that К is equal to the binding 
int 
constant of d(pA) . In this way we find ω л, 5. This value of ω is by it­
self not large enough to guarantee that Α,Ρ will be the only complex present 
in solution However, the binding is so strong that К [ P] >> 1 up to the 
q 
equivalence point so that this assumption is justified. 
The cooperativity of the binding is also reflected in the exchange broadening 
observed during the titrations the exchange broadening markedly increases 
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when going from the titration with d(A) to that with d(A) . The aromatic 
о 16 
part of the spectra of the gene-5-protein obtained during the titration with 
d(A) can be simulated in the same manner as that obtained during the titra-
σ 
tions with d(pA) and d(pA) (see Figure V-3). This shows that the resonances 
of Phe I which undergo the largest shifts upon complex formation (see chapter 
III) are subjected to an extra linebroademng of 10 to 15 Hz at the mid­
point of the titration. At this point the line-broadening can be set equal 
to 
. 2 
1 ι Δ υ
 (V.13) 
line broadening (Hz) = 
2 k d 
where Δυ is the difference in resonance position between the complexed and 
the free state (in Hz) and к is the rate constant characterizing the dis­
sociation of the protein from the complex. From the observed linebroademng 
3 -1 
к is estimated to be 7.2 χ 10 s for the d(A)„ protein complex. With the 
α о 
equilibrium constant of Table V-l this means that the rate constant for the 
association of a protein molecule to d(A) is close to the diffusion limited 
о 
value. 
In the titrations with d(A) and d(A) the linebroademng at the midpoint 
1¿ 15 
is much larger indicating a decreased к . This is shown in Figure V-4 where 
the spectra recorded at the midpoints of the titrations with d(A) , d(A) 
and d(A) are presented. The average resonance position of the resonances 
16 
of Phe I is indicated by an arrow. The increase in linebroademng is ob­
served as a decrease in resolution resulting in a relative decrease in 
signal height at this position. 
From Figure V-4 it can also be concluded that for none of the complexes a 
slow exchange situation is attained for peak 1. The decrease in к can there-
d 
fore be estimated with the aid of equation V.13 from the increase of the 
broadening of resonance 1 when proceeding from d(A)„ to d(A),_. The к ob-
3 8 16 d 
tained in this manner is 1.4 χ 10 for the protein-d(A) complex and 
3 
0.9 χ 10 for the protein-d(A) complex. These values of к are of the 
lb d 
same order of magnitude as the k, estimated earlier (Garssen et al., 1977) 
d 
for the gene-5-protein d(pCG) complex 
The simulation of the aromatic part of the protein spectra obtained during 
the titration with d(A) also yields the ratio's between the shift of peak 
a 
1 and the shifts of the other resonances. These ratio's which can be kept 
constant throughout the titration are listed in Table V-2. 
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ppm 
Figure V-4 Aromatic part of the 360 MHz H NMR spectrum (not resolution en­
hanced) recorded of the gene-5-protein under conditions where half of the 
protein is complexed to d(A) (A), d(A) . (B) or d(A) (C) . The shift of 
peak 1 is 0.18 ppm. The extent of exchange broadening increases going from 
the d(A) - to the d(A) - binding, as can be concluded from the increasing 
Imewidtn of peak 1 and from the decrease in intensity at the position in­
dicated by the the arrow, which is the average resonance position of the 
protons of Phe I. Resonances belonging to the oligonucleotide are marked 
with an asterisk. 
In order to estimate the dependence of the binding constant on the ionic 
strength, NaCl was added to a solution of gene-5-protein with a 4.2 fold 
excess of d(A) . The shift of peak 1 as a function of the NaCl concentra­
ti 
tion is given in Figure V-5. At an NaCl concentration of about 0.48 M half 
of the complex has dissociated. From this value and the К determined at 
av 
an NaCl concentration of 0.05 M it follows that: 
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Figure V-5 Plot of the shift (άδ) of peak 1 as a function of the NaCl con­
centration for a solution of gene-5-protein with a 4.2 fold excess of d(A) . 
S los К 
δ log[ NaCl] 
-1.65 + 0.35 
V-4 Discussion 
V-4.1 Binding parameters The experiments described in this chapter were 
undertaken with the aim to gain better understanding of the characteris­
tics of the gene-5-protein-DNA binding, in particular of the cooperative 
effects attending the complex formation. Since it was known from earlier 
binding studies that the gene-5-protein covers ъ 4 nucleotide residues when 
bound to single stranded DNA, the tetranucleotide d(pA) and multiples of 
this sequence i.e. d(A) , d(A) and d(A) 1_ were chosen to investigate these 
effects. As expected cooperativity becomes apparent when the protein binds 
to d(A) but surprisingly only three nucleotides are covered by the protein 
о 
in contrast to the stoichiometry found for polynucleotide binding. The same 
result was obtained in experiments with d(A) and d(A) . In order to 
establish that these findings were not caused by the quality of our protein 
the same batch was used to study the binding to poly(dA) in a fluorescence 
experiment (see chapter VII). These experiments showed that in this case 
close to 4 nucleotides were covered by the gene-5-protein in accordance 
with the results of others (Pretorius et al., 1975; Day, 1973). The differ­
ence in stoichiometry cannot be explained as to be caused by end-effects 
in case of oligonucleotide binding. Then end-effects would become less im­
portant with increasing chain length which is not observed in the experi­
ments. We therefore conclude that the binding of the protein to oligonucleo-
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tides (at least for oligoadenylic acids) is different from that to poly­
nucleotides. This is apparent from other binding characteristics as well. 
The salt dependence of the binding to oligonucleotides is much lower than 
that characterizing the binding to longer nucleotides. (Data for gene-5-
protein poly(dA) binding will be presented in chapter VII ) This suggests 
that in the complex of the protein with the polynucleotides one or more addi­
tional ionic interactions are present (Record et al., 1976; Record & Lohman 
1978). Furthermore, using the binding constant obtained for the binding of 
the protein to d(pA)- as the intrinsic binding constant (K ) we estimate 3 int 
that the cooperativity parameter ω has a value of about 5. This is substan­
tially lower than the cooperativity parameter characterizing the binding to 
polynucleotides. Alberts et al. (1972) have estimated this parameter to be 
at least 60. 
Up till now studies of the binding of the gene-5-protein to oligonucleotide 
have been restricted to a few isolated cases (Cavalieri et al., 1976; Coleman 
et al., 1976). We will refrain from a detailed comparison with these results 
because the conditions and oligonucleotides used in these experiments were 
mostly different from ours. 
V-4.2 Molecular aspects of the binding The resonances of Туг I, Tyr IV and 
Phe I shift upfield upon complex formation with all oligonucleotides. By 
double resonance experiments we have shown that these residues are situated 
in the DNA binding groove (see chapter III). The X-ray structure of the gene-
5-protein indicates that Tyr 26, Tyr 34, Туг 41 and Туг 56 as well as Phe 68 
and Phe 13 may be able to interact with the DNA. Phe 13, Tyr 34 and Tyr 41 
stack upon each other in the crystal structure, Tyr 34 being interposed be­
tween Phe 13 and Tyr 41 (McPherson et al., 1979, 1980). 
We have postulated that the residue designated Tyr I in the NMR spectrum 
(resonance 1 and 5) might correspond to Tyr 41 (see chapter III) . Our shift 
data suggest that the mode of binding of the protein to the longer oligo­
nucleotides d(A) , d(A) and d(A)... is different from the binding to the 
o i.¿ 16 
shorter nucleotides d(pA) and d(pA) . The maximum shifts of resonance 1 
2 о 
(Туг I) and of resonances 12 and 13 (Phe I) are different for the different 
complexes. In particular the shifts of the resonances of Phe I occurring 
upon binding of the longer oligonucleotides are roughly larger by a factor 
of 2 than the shifts observed for the smaller molecules. If we assume as 
100 
we have done up till now that the shifts are caused by the ring currents 
of the adenyl bases, then the observed differences presumably reflect differ­
ences in stacking interactions between the Phe I ring and the adenyl bases. 
It is interesting to note that the ratio's of the shifts of the resonances 
of Туг IV with respect to resonance 1 do not differ for the various oligo­
nucleotides (see Table V-2). These results combined suggest that the differ­
ences in the mode of binding between d(pA) and d(pA) on the one hand and 
the longer oligonucleotides d(A) , d(A) and d(A) on the other hand are 
ο ΙΔ lo 
related to the cooperativity effects observed for the binding to the longer 
oligonucleotides. Detailed comparison of the aromatic part of the protein 
Η spectra of the complexes with d(A) , d(A) and d(A) shows that these 
ο xZ 16 
are essentially the same indicating that all protein molecules including 
those at the end of the oligonucleotides, are bound in the same manner. This 
can be explained if we assume that the interactions between adjacent protein 
molecules in the complex are determinant for the protein-nucleic acid 
binding mode. 
V-4.3 Comparison with other studies The difference between the oligonucleo­
tide and the polynucleotide binding of gene-5-protein is not an isolated 
fact. Recently a similar behaviour has been observed for the gene-32-protein 
encoded by bacteriophage T4 (Kowalczykowski et al., 1980; Kowalczykowski et 
al., 1981; Newport et al., 1981). This protein is a functionally related 
helix destabilizing protein. The complex formed by this protein and oligo­
nucleotides also differs from the complex formed with polynucleotides. For 
the gene-5-protein as well as for the gene-32-protein, the salt dependence 
of the binding is reduced in the Oligonucleotide binding mode' (Kowalczykowski 
et al., 1980; Kowalczykowski et al., 1981). Whereas gene-5-protein oligo­
nucleotide binding constants still exhibit some salt dependence (see section 
V-3), gene-32-protein oligonucleotide complexes are almost salt independent. 
An important difference between the Oligonucleotide binding modes' (probab­
ly of physiological significance) is that only one gene-32-protein seems to 
bind to an oligonucleotide in this mode (Newport et al., 1981) whereas more 
than one gene-5-protein molecule (at least 5 as follows from the binding 
to d(A) ) can bind contiguously in the 'oligonucleotide binding mode'. A 
16 
more detailed discussion of the binding modes will be presented in chapter 
VIII . Here we merely note that the existence of an Oligonucleotide binding 
101 
mode' for both gene-5-protein and gene-32-protein suggests that this binding 
mode may be of physiological significance. In both cases at physiological 
ionic strength the intrinsic binding constant (K ) for the 'oligonucleo­
tide binding mode' appears to be in the same order of magnitude as the in­
trinsic binding constant for the 'polynucleotide binding mode' (compare 
chapter VII ). One can speculate therefore that the 'oligonucleotide binding 
mode' may be helpful in the nucleation process. 
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CHAPTER VI 
A 500 MHz H NMR STUDY OF THE STRUCTURE AND STRUCTURAL ALTERATIONS OF 
GENE-5-PROTEIN OLIGODEOXYADENYLIC ACID COMPLEXES 
VI-1 Introduction 
In chapter III we have demonstrated that it is possible to employ the 
Nuclear Overhauser Effect to obtain structural information about gene-5-
protein-DNA interactions. After preirradiation of the adenyl ring protons 
t 
and sugar H protons NOE's were observed for the ring protons of a phenyl-
alanyl and (a) tyrosyl residue(s). In this chapter these studies are ex­
tended. Previously we were not able to distinguish between H and H adenyl 
resonances. By making use of oligonucleotides deuterated at the С positions 
the H and H resonances can be identified. This enables us to derive additio-
2 о 
nal information about the structure of the gene-5-protein oligonucleotide 
complexes with the emphasis on the oligonucleotide structure. The experi­
ments were performed with d(A) and a mixture of longer oligonucleotides 
d ( A )25-30· 
In chapter V we have demonstrated that the gene-5-protein covers ^3 nucleo­
tide units when bound to d(A) , d(A) or d(A) . However in studies of the 
о 12 16 
binding of the gene-5-protein to polynucleotides a stoichiometry of ^ 4 
nucleotides per protein monomer is found (Alberts et al., 1972, Day, 1973; 
Preterms et al., 1975, Cavalieri et al., 1976, see also chapter VII). Hence 
upon increasing the length of the oligonucleotide a transition must be found 
between the two binding modes. In this chapter we will compare the complex 
formed between the gene-5-protein and the d(A) with a complex of the gene-
8 
5-protein with a mixture of longer oligonucleotides, d(A) . We will show 
that for the latter complex a transition between two different binding modes 
105 
can be observed. We identify these with the oligonucleotide and polynucleo­
tide binding modes (see chapter V) 
Vl-2 Materials and methods 
VI-2.1 Ilatenals. The isolation and purification of the gene-5-protein were 
essentially as described previously (Garssen et al., 1977). The octanucleotide 
d(A) was synthesized using the phosphotriester method (Arentzen et al , 
1979). d(A) „ , a mixture of oligoadenylic acids ranging in length from 
25 to 30 residues,was purchased from P.L.-Biochemicals. Oligonucleotides 
were used as the Na salts. Excess salt was removed by passage over a 
Sephadex G-10 column. In spite of this, the d(A) sample contained some 
impurities. These impurities did not interfere in the binding and their 
resonances have been removed from the spectra as indicated in the figures. 
For NMR measurements the oligonucleotides were lyophilized three times from 
99 75% D O . Replacement of the adenyl Η protons with deuterons was accom­
plished by incubation during 8 hours at neutral pH and 80 C. All NMR samples 
were contained in 99.75% D O . Concentrations were determined from U.V. 
-1 -1 
absorption using the extinction coefficients ε nm = 7100 M cm for 
2 7 6
-l -1 
the gene-5-protein (Day, 1973), ε„.-ηιη = 82,600 M cm for d(A) 0 and 
1 1 260 8 
e nm = 9500 M cm for d(A)„. (in mononucleotides). The extinction 
ZbU 25—30 
coefficients of the oligonucleotides were determined by enzymatic degra­
dation of the oligonucleotides with venom phosphodiesterase (Worthington), 
(Cassani & Bollum,1969) using an extinction coefficient for AMP of 15,300 
M cm . The concentration of d(A) is given in mol mononucleotide 
per liter 
VI-2.2 Jnstrumentation. Ultraviolet absorption measurements were carried out 
with a Zeiss PMQII spectrophotometer. The pH's reported are the uncorrected 
pH meter readings in D O solutions. 500 MHz H NMR spectra were recorded on 
a Bruker WM-500 spectrometer operating in the Fourier Transform mode. 
360 MHz H NMR spectra of d(A) were recorded on a Bruker HX-360 spectro-
Θ 
meter. Chemical sh i f t s are quoted relat ive to DSS. Downfield sh i f t s are 
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defined as positive. Spectra were resolution enhanced by a Lorentzian to 
Gaussian transformation (Ferrige and Lindon, 1978). 
Nuclear Overhauser experiments were performed by employing the pulse se­
quence (RD-Dec(t , ш.)-ГІО(+)-КО-Оес(і,, ω „)-FID(-) . After a relaxa-
^ 1 A 1 off η 
tion delay (RD)(l-2s) a selective presaturation pulse of duration t is 
1 
applied by the Η decoupler at a chosen resonance A with resonance frequen­
cy ω , This is followed by a nonselective observation pulse and the resul­
tant FID is recorded. After a second relaxation delay a presaturation pulse 
of the same duration t. is applied at an off-resonance position ω (at 
1 r off 
the edge of the spectrum) . Subtraction of the second FID from the first 
yields the NOE difference FID. The sequence is repeated appropriately for 
the desired signal to noise ratio. All measured NOE's were negative but 
transformed NOE difference spectra were phased so as to give positive peaks. 
NOE difference spectra were sensitivity enhanced by multiplication of the 
FID with a negative exponential resulting m a linebroading of 4 and 10 Hz 
in the NOE experiments performed with the gene-5-protein-d(A) complex and 
о 
the gene-5-protein-d(A) complex respectively. 
Unless indicated otherwise all spectra were recorded at 28 C. 
VI-3 Results 
VI-3.1 The spectrum of d(A) and of its complex with the gene-5-protein. 
In Fig. VI-1A the 500 MHz H NMR spectrum of d(A) is given. The assignment 
of the resonances to the different kinds of protons is based on the chemical 
shifts known from the literature (Olsthoorn et al., 1980). The numbering of 
the protons is shown in the inset in Fig. VI-1A. 
t 
The resonances of chemically equivalent protons e.g. the H protons do not 
coincide, indicating that the oligonucleotide does not have an averaged 
regular structure. The Η , resonances at 5.8 to 6.3 ppm that are resolved 
from the main H peak at 5.7 ppm can be assigned to terminal nucleotide 
residues, the lowest field resonance at 6.23 ppm belonging to the 3' ter­
minal nucleotide (Olsthoorn et al., 1980). An analogous conclusion can be 
drawn for other protons as well. H ' proton resonances overlap between 2.3 
and 2.6 ppm. The H ' resonances at 2.20 ppm which is resolved from the 
others can be assigned to the 5' terminal H ' proton (Olsthoorn et al., 1980). 
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Figure VX-I Л. 500 MHz Η NMR spectrum of 1.2 mM d(A) 
8 
B. Aromatic region of the 360 MHz Η NMR spectrum of 4 mM d(A) 
C. Aromatic region of the 360 MHz Η NMR spectrum of 3 mM 
8 
Η -exchanged d(A) 8 о 8 
The spectra were recorded at 30 C. 
and Η protons is given in B. The inset in A shows the numbering of the 
atoms in a nucleotide unit. 
The assignments of the resonances to Η 
8 
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Figure VI-2 Comparison of the spectral regions between 8.1 and 7.5 ppm of 
the 500 MHz Η NMR spectra of the complex of gene-5-protein (1 mM) with 
excess (0.6 mM) d(A) (A) and with excess (0.6 mM) Η -exchanged d(A) (B) . 
For convenience the peaks have been labelled al to ai3 in Fig.VI-2A. All 
samples contained 50 mM NaCl , 1 mM cacodylate (pH 7.2). The small differences 
in chemical shift of several of the equivalent peaks in the two spectra 
are caused by a small difference in the fraction free d(A) . 
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Also at 2.65 ppm a resolved resonance appears probably belonging to 
the 3' terminal H ' proton (vide infra). The upfield shifted H ' resonance 
at 3.76 ppm belongs to the 5' terminal nucleotide residue. 
The resonances of H and H protons fall between 7.4 and 8.3 ppm. To be able 
to distinguish between the H and H resonances also a spectrum was recorded 
о 2 
of d(A) in which the adenyl H protons were replaced by deuterons. Below, 
о о 
we will denote this material as H exchanged d(A) . In Figs. VI-1B and VI-1C 
8
 1 8 
the aromatic regions of the 360 MHz H NMR spectra of d(A) and H exchanged 
8 8 
d(A) are presented. Comparison of the two spectra allows assignment of 
о 
the resonances to H and H protons as indicated above the spectrum in VI-1B. 
о ^ 
The spectra of the complexes of gene-5-protein with excess d(A) and 
with excess Η exchanged d(A) are given in Figs. VI-2A and VI-2B respec­
tively. Again by comparison of the two spectra resonances can be assigned 
to Η or Η protons. Resonances of Η and Η protons have been numbered al 
to al3. Resonance M belongs to the C2 proton of the single histidine in the 
gene-5-protein. 
We have shown earlier that the complex formed between the protein and d(A) 
8 
is in fast exchange with the uncomplexed components (chapter III). Hence in 
a simple description for each of the ring proton resonances of d(A) the 
8 
experimental resonance positions may be considered a weighted average of 
the resonance positions in the free and the complexed states 
δ = f. δ, + f , δ . (VI.l) 
exp free free complex complex 
where f and f stand for the fractions of a certain d(A)_ proton free complex 8 
in the free and the complexed state respectively, δ is the observed 
exp 
resonance position and δ, and δ , are the resonance positions of the 
free complex 
proton in the free and the complexed states. The shortcomings of this des­
cription will be considered in the discussion. The chemical shifts of the 
Η and Η proton resonances in Fig. VI-2A are listed in Table VI-1 together 
with the chemical shifts of these protons in the free state. The assignment 
of a resonance in the spectrum of the complex to the same Η and Η proton 
8 2 
is in accordance with earlier titration experiments (chapter V) in which the 
resonances were followed as a function of the ratio d(A) protein. Because 
of the severe overlap and small changes in chemical shift of the Η resonances 
between 8.03 and 7.9 ppm, the correspondence between the resonances in the 
free and the (partly) complexed state cannot be determined unambiguously. 
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Table VI-1 Resonance positions of the И and H protons of d(A) free m 
~ ' " ) and of d(A) which is partly complexed with gene-5-protein 
8 
solution С 5 
(S ) exp 
free 
Assignment free 6 
exp 
8.197 
8.057 
8.030 
8.030 
8.000 
7.953 
7.912 
7.874 
7.780 
7.748 
7.705 
7.673 
7.646 
7.628 
Cresonance 
label) 
(al) 
(a2) 
(a3) 
(a3) 
<a4) 
(a5) 
(a6) 
<a7) 
(a8) 
(a9) 
(alO) 
(all) 
(al2) 
(al3) 
Δδ 
exp 
2H„ 
2H„ 
8.223 
8.108 
8.031 
8.019 
8.019 > 
7.987 
7.975 
7.835 
7.919 
7.643 
7.621 
7.497 
7.480 
7.448 
-0.026 
-0.051 
(-0.001)1 
(+0.011)1 
(-0.019)1 
(-0.034)1 
(-0.063)1 
+0.039 
-0.135 
+0.105 
+0.084 
+0.176 
+0.166 
+0.180 
Peak labels are as shown m Fig. VI-2A 
The correspondence between the resonances m the free and the partly 
complexed state cannot be determined unambiguously m this region; there­
fore Δδ 's have been placed between parentheses. 
In Table VI-1 these resonances have been arranged in order of their chemical 
shift. Interestingly, Figs. VI-2A and VI-2B show that the adenyl resonances 
have undergone differential broadening. The implications of the observed 
broadening and shifts of the resonances for the structure of the complex 
are considered in the discussion. 
Ill 
VI-3,2 The spectrum of d(A) and of its complex with the gene-5-protein 
The 500 MHz H NMR spectrum of d(A) is given in Fig. VI-3A. The reso­
nances of most of the chemically equivalent e.g. H or H protons coincide 
2 8 
at the same spectral position, indicating that the major part of the molecule 
folds into a regular structure which is probably B-DNA-like (Olsthoorn 
et al., 1980). The small resonances, that are resolved from the major re­
sonances belong to protons in residues to the ends of the oligomer, e.g. 
the most downfield shifted H ' proton resonance at 6.13 ppm can be assigned 
to the 3' terminal residue. 
The H_' and H ' resonances coincide at 3.98 ppm while the H ', and H * 
5 1 5 2 2 1 2 2 
resonances are resolved from each other at 2.30 and 2.45 ppm. The resonance 
of the 3' protons is obscured by the HDO signal under our experimental con­
ditions. The resonance positions of the H (7.37 ppm) and H protons (7.92 
2 8 
ppm) indicate that the structure of the oligonucleotide is not completely 
the same as the structure of poly(dA) in the poly(dA)•(dT) double 
helix where the H and H protons resonate at 6.88 and 7.80 ppm respectively 
л 8 
(Early et al., 1977); the complementary strand is expected to only 
marginally influence the chemical shift (Giessner Prettre et al., 1976; 
Arter & Schmidt, 1976). 
Additional structural information can be obtained by performing NOE experi-
periments. The results of the time dependent NOE experiments performed with 
this oligonucleotide are listed in Table VI-2. NOE's are given as 
area of observed peak in difference spectrum numbers of protons 
area of irradiated peak in difference spectrum irradiated 
The expected helical structure of the oligonucleotide will give rise to 
an anisotropic rotational correlation time, which makes a quantitative 
discussion of the observed NOE's not feasible. However, qualitative infor­
mation can be deduced from these experiments. On the basis of the NOE's 
observed between the H ' and H ' protons the lower field H ' resonance is 
assigned to the H„' and that at higher field to the H ' proton (see struc-
2 1 β 2 2 
ture in Fig. VI-1A). After 0.15s preirradiation of Η ' no NOE is observed 
at the Η ' position, whereas after 0.4s a relatively large NOE is observed 
at this position. This can be understood when it is realized that magneti­
zation may be first transferred to the (not observed) Η ' proton and from 
there to the Η ' proton. After preirradiation of a Η resonance a strong 
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Figure VI-3 Α. 5θΟ MHz H NMR spectrum of 5 mM d(A) in 5 mM caco-
dylate рЦ 6.7 . 25-30 
500 MHz. H NMR spectrum of gene-5-protein (1 mM) with excess 
(^6 mM) ^(A>25_10 i" 50 mM NaCl, 6 mM cacodylate. 
500 MHz H NMR spectrum of the gene-5-protein d(A) 
complex from the same sample as used for the spectrum m 3B. 
-4 
were suppressed by making use of 
'his spectrum has not been reso-
Signals of excess d(A) 
spindiffusion (see text). 
lution enhanced. 
The asterisks indicate peaks that have been removed from the spectra; the 
HDO peak (at ^4.7 ppm), the cacodylate resonance (at ^1.7 ppm) and impurities 
from the d(A) sample. The spectral positions of the resonances of the 
free oligonucleotide are indicated by vertical lines. 
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Table VI-2 Selective NOE's m the 500 MHz H NMR spectrum of d(A) 
25-30 
Irradia ted 
resonance 
2 1 2 2 
observed preirra-
resonance diation 
time 
0.15 
0.4 
0.15 
0.4 
0.15 
0.4 
0.15 
0.4 
0.15 
0.4 
0.15 
0.4 
0.15 
0.4 
V 
v 
V 
" 2 ' 
2 2 
1 
1 
_ 
0.08 
0 . 2 3 
-
0 . 1 0 
-
0.14 
0 .14 
0 . 3 0 
0 .15 
0.35 
1 
1 
-
0.05 
-
0 . 0 1 
-
0 . 0 4 
-
-
-
-
0.07 
0 . 1 3 
0.04 
1 
1 
0.07 
0.08 
0.08 
0.16 
0 .15 
0 .19 
0.06 
0.12 
0 . 0 3 
_ 
0.05 
0.06 
1 
1 
0 . 1 3 
0 .27 
-
0 . 0 6 
-
0 . 0 4 
0 . 0 6 
0 . 0 2 
0 . 0 8 
0 . 1 2 
0 . 2 1 
0 . 2 6 
2 
2 
0 . 0 5 
0 . 1 0 
-
_ 
0 . 1 1 
0 .22 
_ 
0 . 1 3 
0 .24 
-
0.06 
-
0 . 1 1 
1 
1 
0 . 1 6 
0 . 3 2 
0.14 
0.28 
_ 
0 . 1 0 
0.24 
-
0.18 
0.14 
0 . 3 3 
0 . 2 3 
0 .39 
1 
1 
The assignment of the resonances is shown in Fig. VI-3A. The listed 
values of the NOE's are equal to [ (area of observed peak in difference 
spectrum) / (area of irradiated peak in difference spectrum)]χ (number 
of protons irradiated). 
NOE is expected for the Η ' proton of the same nucleotide residue and 
another strong NOE for the Η ' proton of the adjacent nucleotide re­
sidue at the 5' position when the oligomer is in a B-DNA-like confor­
mation. Hence, the observation of strong NOE's for both Η ' protons is 
compatible with the presumed B-DNA-like structure of this oligomer. The 
small NOE's observed after preirradiation of the Η resonance, meaning 
that the Η protons are far removed from the other protons, are also in 
accordance with a B-DNA-like structure. We will compare the NOE's ob­
served in the free oligonucleotide with those observed for the gene-5-
protein -d(A) „ complex in a following section. 
When d(A) is added in excess to the gene-5-protein a high molecular 
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weight complex (estimated weight ^140.000 daltons) is formed. This is illus­
trated by the broadness of the resonances in the spectrum of this complex 
(Fig. VI-3B). Comparison of this spectrum with that of the free oligonu­
cleotide reveals that resonances of the free oligonucleotide are visible 
at their original positions (indicated by the lines drawn between Figs. 
VI-3A and VI-3B. Separately additional nucleotide resonances of the 
d(A) present in the protein-DNA complex are visible in the spectrum 
This is more clearly seen in the extended form of the aromatic part of the 
spectrum presented in Fig. VI-4B. The resonances belonging to the oligo­
nucleotide are lettered aal to aa5. From comparison of Figs. VI-3A and 
VI-3B resonance aa5 is assigned to the H ' protons, aa3 to the H protons 
and (part of) resonance aal to the H protons of the free oligonucleotide. 
о 
Assignments of resonances aa2 and aa4 are obtained with the aid of Fig. VI-4C. 
The spectrum in Fig. VI-4C is that of a complex formed by the protein and 
H exchanged d(A) „ . In the latter case only a slight excess of the 
D ¿о—OU 
oligonucleotide is present. Therefore the resonance at 7.78 ppm (aa2) comes 
from the adenyl H protons and aa4 at 5.76 ppm from the H ' protons of the 
2 1 
oligonucleotide in the bound state. Note that the resonance at 8.03 ppm is 
from the C2 proton of His-64 of the gene-5-protein. It is interesting that 
the adenyl H resonance in Fig VI-4C is relatively narrow. Also the signals 
from the terminal H resonances visible in the spectrum of the free oligo­
nucleotide are now clustered at this position. This indicates that all H 
protons are in the same magnetic environment which m turn indicates that 
the oligonucleotide has a regular structure in the protein-DNA complex 
Moreover complex formation causes a downfield shift of 0.435 ppm for most 
of the adenyl H resonances indicating that in the complex the adenyl bases 
are less stacked than in the free nucleotide. 
The situation for the adenyl H resonances is different. This can be demon-
8 
strated by a comparison of Fig VI-3B and Fig. VI-3C. As described already 
(vide supra) the spectrum in Fig. VI-3C depicts oligonucleotide resonances 
from the complex as well as from the free oligonucleotide. The resonances 
that belong to the complex can be distinguished from those of the free oli­
gonucleotide in an experiment that makes use of the strong spin diffusion 
in the high molecular weight complex. For this experiment the same pulse 
sequence was used as for an NOE experiment (see materials and methods) 
except that a preirradiation pulse of relatively high power and long dura­
tion (2 seconds) was used. It was applied at 1.0 ppm where no protons of 
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Figure VI-4 Comparison of the spec­
tral regions between 8.3 and 5.0 ppm 
of complexes which gene-5-protein 
forms with d(A) , 
H -exchanged d(A) 8 
d(A)25-30 a n d 
25-30' 
A. Spectrum of the gene-5-protein-
d(A) complex; the region between 
8.2 and 7 ppm is the same as 
shown m Fig. VI-2A. 
The peaks belonging to protein 
resonances have been labelled A-M 
in accordance with former experi­
ments (chapter III). The assign­
ments of the peaks are given 
above the spectrum. Supplementary 
to the labels in Fig. VI-2 и ' 
resonances have been labelled 
al4-al6. 
B. Spectrum of the gene-5-protein 
d(A) complex, the aromatic 
region or VI-3B. 
The protein resonances that 
deviate from the resonances in 
(A) are labelled B' and C'. The 
resonances originating from the 
oligonucleotide are labelled 
aal to aa5. 
C. Spectrum of the gene-5-protein 
(1.0 mM) with Я„-exchanged 
d(A) 25-30 71$,) ("M mM) in 50 mM NaCl, 6 mM cacodylatc (pH 6.9). 
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the oligonucleotide resonate. The resonances that belong to the complex will 
then become saturated as a result of strong spin diffusion. The resonances 
belonging to the free oligonucleotide are only influenced to a small extent 
by saturation transfer, caused by the'slow exchange between the free and the 
complexed states. The spectrum recorded immediately after the preirradiation 
pulse therefore only contains those resonances that have not been saturated. 
Subsequent subtraction of this spectrum from the reference spectrum yields 
the spectrum shown in Fig. VI-3C. Comparison with Figs. VI-3A and VI-3B 
shows that virtually only the resonances of the free oligonucleotide have 
disappeared in Fig. VI-3C. The resonances of the H ', H ' and H ' protons 
of the complexed oligonucleotide are obscured by protein resonances. The 
resonances of the H ' protons can be observed in Fig. VI-3C at 5.76 ppm 
(aa4 in Fig. VI-4B). As in Fig. 4C the adenyl H resonance is at 7.78 ppm. 
The broad resonances downfield from this peak are from the adenyl H pro­
tons. Note that the C2 proton resonance of His-64 is superimposed on this 
signal. A difference spectrum of Figs. VI-4B and VI-4C (not shown) suggests 
that the H resonances from the complexed d(A) are spread out between 7.8 8 8 
and 8.0 ppm. As will be discussed below this spread in adenyl H resonance 
о 
positions is probably caused by the different shifts originating from the 
stacking of the tyrosyl and phenylalanyl rings upon the adenyl rings. It 
does not invalidate the conclusion that the structure of the oligonucleotide 
is regular in the complex. We now return to Fig. VI-4 where the eîfect of 
complex formation between d(A) and the protein on the aromatic part 
of the spectrum (Fig. VI-4B) is compared with that for d(A) -protein complex 
formation (Fig. VI-4A). In both cases excess of oligonucleotide was present. 
The assignment of the H and H adenyl resonances in Fig. VI-4A has been 
2 о 
presented already in Fig. VI-2. The assignment of the protein resonances, 
based on previous NOE studies (chapter III) is given above Fig. VI-4A. As 
before, the peaks are labelled A to L; the histidyl C2 proton resonance is 
designated M. The resonances belonging to Phe I, Tyr I and Tyr IV undergo 
large upfield shifts upon binding of the oligonucleotide while small shifts 
have been observed for the resonance of Phe III. 
We first note that the exchange of d(A) between the free and the complexed 
о 
state is fast on the NMR time scale while that of d(A) _
n
 is slow. The 
decreased dissociation rate constant in the latter case reflects enhanced 
cooperativity of the binding of the protein to d(A) . The aromatic part 
of the spectrum of the complexed protein in the d(A) gene-5-protein 
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complex (Fiß. VI-4B) is apart from the increased linewidth quite similar 
to that of the d(A)e complex for peaks A and D to L For convenience we 
will indicate resonances occurring at the same spectral position with the 
same labels (A to M). Unfortunately it proved impossible to confirm the 
equivalence of the peaks by performing NOE experiments since the differ-
ence in chemical shift of most coupled resonances is not much larger than-
their linewidths. Only the NOE occurring for resonance E/F after preirra-
diation of peak K/I (and vice versa) could be reproduced in the d(A) 
complex. A distinct difference between Figs. VI-4A and VI-4B is observed 
for peaks В and C. They have been labelled B' and C' in Fig. VI-4B. In the 
gene-5-protein d(A) complex peaks В and С contain the 2,6 resonances of 
Tyr I, the 3,5 resonances of Tyr II and Tyr IV and the resonances of Phe I. 
A considerable amount of the intensity comprised by these resonances has 
shifted upfield by an amount of "vO.lS ppm in the spectrum of the gene-5-
protein α(Α)„_ complex. This shift suggests that d(A)„_ binds in a 
25-30 25-30 
somewhat different manner to the protein than d(A) Peak A belonging to 
ъ 
the 3,5 protons of Tyr I remains at the same spectral position Hence it 
is unlikely that the 2,6 protons of Tyr I contribute to the observed shift. 
Also the 3,5 resonances of Tyr II are unlikely to shift since these reso­
nances have remained unaffected by the binding of d(A) . Therefore we 
tentatively conclude that the resonances of Phe I are responsible for the 
shift while the 3,5 resonances of Tyr IV may also contribute. 
VI-3.3 NOE experiments with the gene-5-protein d(A) complex. Previously 
we have described NOE experiments carried out to assign the aromatic proton 
resonances of the gene-5-protein (chapter III). In the same series of ex­
periments transfer of magnetisation was observed between protein and d(A) 
resonances in the protein-d(A) complex. 
Now that we have assigned the Η and the Η resonances in this complex 
(see Fig. VI-2) we can extend t'he experiments to obtain a more complete 
picture of the protein-d(A) interaction. To this end NOE experiments were 
8 
performed in which individual Η or Η proton resonances as well as sugar 
resonances were specifically pre-irradiated. Due to the fast exchange con­
ditions, protons of both the free and the complexed d(A) molecules are 
saturated upon preirradiation. Since for free d(A) ωτ ^1 no Overhauser 
effects are expected from the free state. Hence, only d(A) molecules to 
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Figure VI-5 NOE difference spectra 
of the complexes of gene-5-protein 
with d(A) „ (B,C,F) and H -exchanged 
d(A)0 (D i,G, 
8 H). For comparison the 
500 MHz 'H NNR spectrum of the gene-
5-protein d(A) complex is given in A. 
Peak labelч are as given m Figs. 
VI-2A and VI-4A. Conditions are as 
given in Fig. VI-2. The preirradiation 
frequencies are indicated by arrows. 
The assignments of peak al-al3 are 
given in Table VI-1. 
A. Spectrum of the gene-5-protein-
d{A) complex. 
о 
B. Presaturation of peak a5 
during 1.0 s 
C. Presaturation of peak al 
during 1.0s 
D. Presaturation of peak M 
during 0.2 s 
E. Presaturation of peak al3 
during 4.0 s 
F. Presaturation of peak al3 
during 1.0s 
G. Presaturation of peak al5 
(belonging to Η ' sugar protons) 
during 0.3 s 
H. Presaturation of the H ' sugar 
protons during 0.1 s 
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which at least one protein is bound contribute to the observed Nuclear Over-
hauser effects. This is one of the reasons for the relative weakness of the 
NOE's. Therefore different and in many instances quite long preirradiation 
times were chosen so as to optimize the NOE's, while at the same time keep­
ing aspecific spin diffusion as low as possible. Even with prolonged irra­
diation times the intensity of the observed NOE's is only about 5 - 25% of 
the intensity of the irradiated peak, which is much smaller than the NOE's 
observed within the aromatic residues of the protein (chapter III). Examples 
of these experiments are presented in Fig. VI-5. 
VI-3.3.1 Preirradiation of H protons. In general preirradiation of the 
8 
H resonances during 1 s gives rise to NOE's for the resonances B/C in the 
о 
aromatic region of the protein spectrum and at sugar resonance positions, 
e.g. for the H ' resonances between 5.8 and 6.3 ppm for the H ' resonances 
around 2.5 ppm, for the H ' resonances at 5.0 ppm and the H ' and H ' re­
sonances around 4.2 ppm. An example of such an experiment is presented in 
Fig. VI-5B. The NOE's observed in this difference spectrum were obtained 
after 1 s of preirradiation of resonance a5 (for lettering see Fig. VI-2). 
However not all of the H resonances give rise to Overhauser effects of 
the same intensity, e.g. the effects obtained after irradiation of a6 are 
about the same as those obtained for a5, while preirradiation of peak a8 
gives rise to even weaker effects. This latter observation is remarkable 
because resonance a8 has been significantly broadened and shifted upon 
complex formation indicating that the corresponding H proton is strongly 
о 
influenced by binding. 
Large NOE's are observed after irradiation of a2 and a3. Since these reso­
nances are partly overlapping with resonance M, part of the effects will 
be the result of saturation of resonance M (see below). 
Preirradiation of resonance al (the H resonance observed at the lowest 
field position) gives rise to NOE's presented in Fig, VI-5C. Comparison 
with Fig. VI-5B learns that the magnitude of the Overhauser effects is 
clearly less. Interestingly the effect observed for the H ' sugar reso­
nances is now mainly at 6.2 ppm, the resonance assigned to the 3' terminal 
adenyl residue (vide supra). Also the appearance of the NOE for the sugar 
H ' resonances is different from the NOE's found after irradiation of the 
other H protons in that an extra resonance is observed downfield from the 
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normal NOE's observed at the H ' resonance positions. This downfield reso-
nance most likely corresponds with the 3' terminal H ' sugar proton. This 
assignment is compatible with the findings of Olsthoorn and collaborators 
(1980) who found that the 3' terminal H ' sugar proton of triadenylic acid 
resonates at lower field than the other H ' protons. Therefore resonance al 
most likely belongs to the H protons of the 3' terminal adenyl ring. This 
also provides an explanation for the relatively small Overhauser effects: 
this terminal nucleotide is probably even if a protein is bound to the 
d(A) only for a small fraction in the direct neighborhood of the protein, 
and relatively mobile (see discussion). 
VI-3.3.2 Preirradiation o£ resonance M- Resonance M has been assigned to 
the C2 proton of His-64. It overlaps with the H resonances a2 and a3. The 
relatively large NOE's found after irradiation of resonances a.2 and a3 
(vide supra) suggests that these NOE's originate (in part) as a result of 
the simultaneous saturation of resonance M. Therefore the influence of 
resonance M was studied separately for the complex with H exchanged d(A) . 
о В 
(compare Fig. VI-2A and VI-2B). The effect of a 0.2 s preirradiation pulse 
on this resonance is shown in Fig. VI-5D. It is clear that NOE's are ob­
tained at the spectral positions of the H ', H '/H ' and H ' sugar reso­
nances. In addition there are NOE's at positions 3.1 and 1.6 ppm which we 
cannot assign at the moment. A short preirradiation time was chosen for 
this experiment to be certain that the observed NOE's were primary effects 
belonging to protons in the close proximity of the His C2-proton. This was 
confirmed by the observation that only the beginning of an NOE is found for 
the C4 proton of His (peak I, visible in an expanded form of Fig. VI-5D) 
which is one of the protons closest to the C2 proton within the histidyl 
residue (distance ^4.5 A). These results show that His-64 is in or near 
the DNA binding groove. Interestingly no effects are observed for the H ' 
protons. 
VI-3.3.3 Preirradiation of H resonances. Preirradiation of the H reso­
nances performed with the complex with H exchanged d(A) leads to Over-
hauser effects in most cases only after a saturation pulse of 4 s in length. 
An example is given in Fig. VI-5E. Effects are seen for B/C, the H ' sugar 
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resonances as well as the H '/H ' sugar resonances The effect on the H ' 
sugar resonances overlaps with NOE's of protein resonances The sharp H 
resonances a4 and a6 yield no NOE's even after 4 s of irradiation. Reso­
nances all and al3, which yielded the largest NOE after 4 s preirradiation, 
also gave rise to an NOE in an experiment with 1 s preirradiation and pre-
longed time averaging. (Fig. VI-5F). The specific effect found for peak 
B/C proves that those H protons are far removed from all other protons in 
the complex, the closest protons being those resonating in peak B/C. 
VI-3.3.4 Preirradiation of sugar protons. By irradiating the adenyl ring 
protons NOE's were obtained on sugar protons. It is therefore worthvhile 
to carry out the reverse experiment i.e. preirradiate the sugar protons. 
In chapter III we have already presented an experiment with the unexchanged 
d(A) -gene-5-protein complex m which the sugar H ' protons were preirra-
σ 1 
diated. In this experiment NOE's were observed for the other sugar protons, 
for protein resonances A, B/C and K/I, and for adenyl ring protons resona­
ting at 8.06 and 7.79 ppm. The NOE observed at 8.06 ppm can now be assigned 
to the H resonances a2,a3 and probably to resonance M; the NOE observed 
о 
at 7.79 ppm originates in part from H resonance a8 and for a small part 
from H resonances. This is shown in Fig. VI-5G, which displays the NOE 
difference spectrum recorded after 0.3 s preirradiation of the H ' protons 
in the complex with H exchanged d(A) . Now the total spectrum is shown 
and it is clear that Overhauser effects on the other sugar protons are 
much higher than those on the adenyl H protons and the protein resonances 
I, B/C and A. Therefore these latter NOE's may be secondary effects. In 
our earlier experiments we were not able to assign the NOE at resonance 
K/I. Since we now know that the His C2 proton is close to the sugar H ' 
proton it is reasonable to assume that the NOE observed at this position 
originates from the His C4 proton. 
Irradiation of the other sugar protons may give rise to less straight­
forward results since they overlap with protein resonances, so that quite 
easily spin diffusion may occur. Upon preirradiation at the resonance 
position of H ' and H ' protons also Ca protons are saturated. It can be 
expected that magnetization from these Ca protons spreads rapidly over 
the protein. Therefore only those NOE's may be concluded to arise from 
coupling with H ' (or H ') protons that are already present after short 
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excess d(A). 
Conditions are"as given in Fig.VI-iB and VI-4C". Fig. 6A shows ï A e ' î O O MHz 
~ ^ ' ' ^ . · , - - . _ Peak labels are 
, (B,C and E) and with excess H -exchanged d(A) (D), 
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H NMR spectrum of the gene-5-protein d(A) complex. 
as shown in Fig. VI-4B. The duration of the preirradiation pulse was O.OB s 
in all experiments. The preirradiation frequencies are indicated by arrows. 
A. 
B. 
Spectrum of the gene-5-protein d(A) 
25-3C 
complex. 
Presaturation of peak aal (resonances or the free and complexed adenyl 
H -protons) 
Presaturation of peak aa2 (resonances of the complexed adenyl H protons 
and part of the complexed adenyl H protons) 
Presaturation of peak aa2 (resonances of the complexed adenyl H protons) 
Presaturation of peak aa4 (resonance of the complexed sugar H ' protons 
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preirradiation times and belong to protons that can be expected to be lo­
cated far from the Ca protons. This is true for the effects observed for 
peak M, which is together with the effects at 5.1 and around 5.9 ppra the 
most prominent features in the NOE difference spectrum recorded after 0.1 s 
of preirradiation at the resonance position of the H ' protons (Fig. VI-5H). 
This observation is in accordance with the experiment shown in Fig. VI-5D. 
The time dependence of the NOE's is such that the effect for the H ' reso­
nances starts growing after the effect observed for the H ' and H ' reso­
nances, indicating that the effect on the H ' resonances arises (partly) 
via H *. The specific NOE for resonance M is absent after preirradiation 
of the H ' resonance. 
VI-3.3.5 Preirradiation of resonance B/C . As observed in Fig. VI-5 irra­
diation of a resonance of d(A) gives in many cases rise to an NOE for the 
protein resonance B/C. Therefore the reverse experiment, i.e. preirradiation 
of resonance B/C was also carried out. A strong spindiffusion is observed in 
this experiment and all resonances of d(A) seem to give to rise to NOE's. 
о 
Measurement of NOE's as a function of the preirradiation time suggests that 
these NOE's arise simultaneously; they are present already after 0.1 s 
preirradiation. This is understandable if we realize that in peak С all 
aromatic protons of Phe I resonate, which span a width of "^ 5 A and can be 
near to different protons of the d(A) . 
VI-3.4 NOE experiments with the gene-5-protein d(A) complex. In com­
parison with the gene-5-protein d(A) complex the gene-5-protein d(A) ,-
complex has a much larger molecular weight and therefore NOE experiments 
may be much more easily complicated by spin diffusion effects. To be able 
to observe specific NOE's in spite of the expected strong spin diffusion 
only short preirradiation pulses can be applied. The optimal pulselength 
turned out to be 0.05 s and this was used for all experiments. Examples of 
NOE difference spectra are presented in Fig. VI-6. Even with the short 
saturation pulses the occurrence of some spin diffusion could not be pre­
vented; its influence is mainly observed as a broad resonance intensity in 
the methyl region of the spectrum (see Fig. VI-6). The intensities of the 
Overhauser effects measured in these experiments are between 2 and 10% of 
the intensity of the irradiated peak. 
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VI-3.4.1 Preirradiation of H adenyl resonances Fig. VI-6B presents the 
8 
NOE difference spectrum recorded after irradiation of resonance aal (see 
Fig. VI-4). At this position the resonances of the adenyl H protons of 
о 
the free and the complexée! d(A) overlap, so that also NOE's are ex-
pected for resonances of the free oligonucleotide. This is indeed the case 
for the H ' resonances of free d(A) at 5.60 ppm (aa5) though its 
1 25—30 
intensity is less than that of the H ' resonance at 5.76 ppm (aa4), which 
comes from the complexed oligonucleotide. This is to be expected since the 
transfer of magnetization is faster in the high molecular weight particle. 
Other NOE's are observed for the H'/H ' resonances around 4 1 ppm and for 
4 5 
the H ' resonances around 2.3 ppm. Possible effects in the H ' resonances 
2 3 
are obscured by the HDO peak. The NOE observed for the B'/C' resonances 
is small relative to the corresponding situation in the protein-d(A) 
о 
complex (see Fig. VI-5B). Presaturation of the C2 proton of histidine 
(resonance M) carried out with the H exchanged d(A)„_ __ gene-5-protein 
8 25-30 
complex does not give rise to Overhauser effects in contrast to the re­
sults found for the gene-5-protein d(A) complex. 
VI-3.4.2 Preirrad-iation of adenyl H resonances- Saturation of the adenyl 
H resonances was carried out with the complex of gene-5-protein with H 
2 8 
exchanged d(A) . Preirradiation at 7.80 ppm (resonance aa2) yields the 
NOE difference spectrum presented in Fig. VI-6D. Comparison with Fig. VI-6B 
shows that apart from some spin diffusion effects the NOE's are now signi­
ficantly smaller than after irradiation of the H resonance at 7.9 ppm in 
8 
accordance with the results obtained for the d(A) -protein complex. As has 
8 
been indicated above part of the intensity of the adenyl H resonance is 
extending beneath the adenyl H resonance. This is clearly seen when the 
protonated material is irradiated at 7.80 ppm (Fig. VI-6C). Now the ob­
served NOE's are much stronger which we interpret to arise from the satur­
ation of the H resonance beneath the H resonance. In addition the NOE 
8 2 
observed for the B'/C' resonance is much more pronounced than in the ex­
periment represented by Fig. VI-6B. This indicates that the H protons 
resonating at or close to the H resonance position are in the proximity 
125 
of Phe I or Туг IV in the complex. Note that the position of the NOE has 
shifted with respect to that in the protein d(A) complex just as the B 1/ 
resonance has shifted with respect to the B/C resonance (vide supra). 
VI-3.4.3 Preirradiation of the sugar protons. Preirradiation at the posi­
tions of the Η ', H ' and H ' resonance positions gives rise to such strong 
spindiffusion effects that no structural information can be obtained from 
the experiments. Saturation of the H ' resonances at 5.76 ppm yields more 
favorable results. NOE's at the H '/H ' and H ' positions can now be dis­
tinguished (Fig. VI-6E). Downfield from the irradiation frequency the effect 
on the B'/C' resonance and on H /H resonances is clearly visible. When 
o ¿ 
the same experiment was performed with the complex with H exchanged mate-
o 
rial a small NOE for the H resonance was observed , in accordance with the 
reverse experiment (Fig. VI-6D). This means that most of the intensity 
around 7.8 ppm in Fig. VI-6E is coming from H protons, clearly showing 
that the H resonances are spread out (vide supra). 
VI-3.4.4 Preirradiation of resonance B'/C' . A strong spin diffusion is 
observed upon preirradiation of peak B'/C'. This prohibits the derivation 
of structural information from these experiments. 
VI-3.5 Changes occurring in the gene-5-protein-d(A) ... - complex upon 
addition of excess protein , In section VI-3.2 it was indicated that in a 
situation of excess d(A) there is slow exchange of the oligonucleo-
tide between the free and the complexed state. The opposite turns out to 
be the case when excess protein is present in solution. This is shown in 
Fig. VI-7. In Fig. VI-7A the spectrum of the protein d(A) , complex is 
presented. Only a slight excess of oligonucleotide (H exchanged material) 
is present (see also Fig. VI-4C). Fig. VI-7B presents a situation in which 
excess protein is present. If the slow exchange situation would be main-
tained upon addition of excess protein, one would expect resonances of the 
uncomplexed protein to appear in the spectrum and the resonances of the 
free oligonucleotide to disappear from the spectrum, while the resonances 
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Figure W-7 Jiiustration of the changes in the H NMR spectrum between 
8.5 and 5 ppm of the gene-5-protein d(A) complex upon addition of 
excess protein. 
A. 500 MHz H NMR spectrum of the complex of gene-5-protein with excess 
H -exchanged d(A) , (same spectrum as shown m Гід. 4C) 
B. 500 MHz H NMR spectrum of the complex of gene-5-protein hu th H -ex­
changed d(A) !-_ after addition of excess protein 
C. 50O MHz H NMR spectrum of the complex of gene-5-protein with d(A) 
m the presence of excess protein 
D. Difference spectrum C-B 
The shifts of the oligonucleotide resonances are indicated. 
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of the complex remain unchanged. This is not observed; the resonances of 
the free oligonucleotide indeed disappear from the spectrum, but the reso­
nances of the complexed oligonucleotide do not remain at the same spectral 
positions. Upon addition of gene-5-protein the H and H protons shift 0.045 
and 0.08 ppm downfield to 7.845 and 5.84 ppm respectively (compare Fig. 
VI-7A and VI-7B). Addition of more protein causes no further shifts of these 
resonances. 
Fig. VI-7C shows the spectrum of the gene-5-protein with unexchanged 
d(A) in the presence of excess protein. The spectral position of the 
H„ resonances can be inferred from the difference spectrum in Fig. VI-7D, 8 
which was obtained by subtracting Fig. VI-7B from Fig. VI-7C. Despite the 
poor signal to noise ratio of this spectrum it can be concluded that the 
H protons give rise to two broad peaks centered at about 7.8 and 8.0 ppm. 
This resembles the situation found in the presence of excess oligonucleo­
tide although at that time we could not exactly determine the position of 
these resonances because they overlap with the resonances of the H of the 
8 
free oligonucleotide and the H of the bound oligonucleotide (vide supra). 
The changes in the resonance positions of the H and H ' protons indicate 
that in the presence of excess protein the structure of the complex formed 
differs from that in the presence of excess d(A) . As to the protein 
resonances, in the presence of excess protein peaks B'/C' and (to a lesser 
extent) peak A shift downfield (for lettering see Fig. VI-4A), while even 
at a twofold excess of protein no resonances of free protein are visible 
m the spectra. E.g. the Phe I resonances would be expected to appear as 
sharp peaks around 7.4 ppm (see chapter III). This and the form of the aro­
matic part of the protein spectrum suggests that the protein is in fast or 
intermediate exchange between the complexed and the free state. 
VI-4 Discussion 
VI-4.1 The complex of the gene-5-protein with d(A) m the presence of 
8 
excess d(A) The binding characteristics of the gene-5-protein to d(A) 
8 о 
have been described in chapters III and V. It turned out that, m contrast 
to the binding of the protein to polynucleotides, 'ьЗ nucleotides were 
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covered by one protein monomer, when the d(A) was saturated with protein 
Moreover the exchange phenomena connected with the formation and dissocia­
tion of the protein d(A) complex were rapid on the NMR time scale. This 
о 
is what we see also in the present experiments. Using the binding parameters 
determined m chapter V the fraction of complexed d(A) is calculated to 
о 
be ^0.62 with the amount of oligonucleotide added to the sample. Since the 
cooperativity parameter characterizing the binding to d(A) is ^5, this 
о 
result means that there will be d(A) molecules in solution that are only 
8 
partly saturated. Theoretical studies by Epstein indicate that in such 
cases the protein molecules tend to bind in the center of the oligonucleo­
tide (Epstein, 1978). 
Since one protein monomer covers three nucleotides, nucleotide protons will 
be located at three different sites in the DNA binding groove of the protein. 
In general in each site the nucleotide protons will experience a different 
magnetic environment giving rise to different shifts of the nucleotide 
resonances. For the present situation of fast exchange one would expect that 
these differences would be averaged out unless there is a preferential 
binding of the protein to a certain part of the DNA, which is suggested by 
the results. In particular the relatively large upfield shift of the H 
о 
proton that is already the most upfield resonating H in the free state 
suggests that the protein indeed binds preferentially to the centre of 
the oligonucleotide (resonance a8; Table VI-1; Fig. VI-2) . Also the differ­
ential broadening of the H and H proton resonances in Fig. VI-2 may be 
2 о 
interpreted as an indication for preferential binding although exchange 
effects may also be the cause of the observed broadening. In the presence 
of preferential binding there will be a number of complexed adenyl resi­
dues located adjacent to an uncomplexed adenine. Therefore the H and H 
о 2 
protons of these complexed adenines will have resonance positions that 
deviate from the resonance positions characteristic for the regular com­
plexed state. Also resonances of the adjacent free adenines will have 
shifted from the resonance position of the free state. For this reason eq. 
VI-1 cannot be employed to determine the degree of saturation of the oligo 
d(A) 8. 
Also for the interpretation of the observed NOE's we have to take into 
account the presence of partially saturated d(A) molecules. A fully un-
o 
occupied d(A) does not contribute much to the NOE owing to the value of 
о 
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the rotational correlation time of this molecule. But unoccupied adenyl 
residues in a partly saturated d(A) molecule may contribute to the NOE and 
8 
these NOE's may incorrectly be considered as coming from the complexed 
state. Fortunately the small magnitude of the NOE observed after irradia­
tion of resonance al indicates that the unoccupied residues probably have 
a large degree of internal mobility and contribute therefore to a minor 
extent to the observed NOE (resonance al belongs to the H proton of the 
о 
3' terminal adenyl residue which is probably only for a small fraction 
covered by the protein). We will return to the discussion of the Overhauser 
effects m VI-4.4. 
VI-4.2 The cooperativity of protein binding to d(A) and d(A) is 
different. As indicated above, with excess of d(A) molecules present in 
solution the oligonucleotides will be only partly saturated with protein 
molecules. This is in striking contrast to what is observed for protein 
binding to d(A) When excess of this material is present signals of 
25-30 
the bound and free oligonucleotide are visible separately (Fig. VI-4B) 
Moreover in the bound state all H protons are in the same magnetic en­
vironment even those that give rise to end effects in the free oligonu­
cleotide. These results show that, contrary to the binding to d(A) , a 
о 
situation is approached in which the d(A)„
r
 „„ molecules are either fully 
25-JU 
covered with protein or totally empty. This indicates that in this case 
the binding is much more cooperative than for complex formation with 
d(A) . In the present experiments we were not able to determine the 
о 
cooperativity parameter. 
VI-4.3 The binding of gene-5-protein to d(A) in the presence of 
excess d(A) differs from that m the presence of excess protein. 
The complexes formed between d(A) , d(A) or d(A) and gene-5-protein 
о 12 16 
are independent of the ratio protein to oligonucleotide at least when 
proceeding from a very low oligonucleotide concentration up to a twofold 
excess of oligonucleotide (chapter V). However, on the basis of the 
changes in chemical shifts observed for the nucleotide resonances and the 
observed changes in exchange characteristics when excess protein is added 
to d(.\) we concluded that the complex in the latter situation is 
25—3U 
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different. These observations can be rationalized in view of our results 
obtained in chapter V. In the complex of gene-5-protein with d(A) d(A) 
or d(A) one protein monomer covers three nucleotide units, on the other 
16 
hand in a gene-5-protein polynucleotide complex one protein covers 4 nucleo-
tide residues (Alberts et al., 1972, Day, 1973, Pretorius et al., 1975, see 
also chapter VII). Therefore it is expected that a transition between the 
two binding modes will take place when the oligonucleotide exceeds a certain 
length. The observation of two types of complexes of gene-5-protein with 
d(A) suggests that we have indeed observed the expected transition. 
This conclusion is based on the following reasoning. If a protein can bind 
to a nucleotide chain in two binding modes, theory predicts that the mode 
in which the smallest number of nucleotide units is covered, prevails at high 
concentrations of free protein (Schwartz & Stankowski, 1979). Given favorable 
conditions, a switch to a mode in which a higher number of nucleotides is 
covered can be obtained when one proceeds to low free protein concentrations 
We therefore interpret the properties of the complex formed between gene-
5-protein and d(A) m the presence of excess oligonucleotide as being 
characteristic of the gene-5-protein polynucleotide complex (in the follow-
ing designated the n=4 binding mode). In the situation of excess protein 
the complex with d(A)„,_ „„ is thought to be similar to the gene-5-protein 
¿5- JU 
d(A) complex (n=3 binding mode). This is consistent with the experimen-8 
tally observed differences between the d(A)0 complex and the d(A)„,_ 
8 25-30 
complex formed with excess d(A) . In addition, the transition between 
the two binding modes provides an explanation for the observed changes of 
the kinetics of the binding process. It can be concluded that the product 
of the intrinsic binding constant К and the cooperativity parameter ω 
int 
is at least an order of magnitude smaller for the n=3 binding mode (chapter 
V) than for the n=4 binding mode (chapter VII). This explains the obser­
vation that the exchange situation changes from a slow into a fast or 
intermediate exchange situation after formation of the n=3 complex. Inter­
mediate exchange for the n=3 complex is expected on the basis of the obser­
vation that d(A) binding occurs in intermediate exchange (chapter V). 
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VI-4.4 Structural features of gene-5-protein DNA binding. In chapter III 
we have shown by performing NOE experiments that the Tyr I, the Phe I and/or 
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the Туг IV residue reside in the DNA binding groove of the protein and 
take part in complex formation with DNA by stacking upon adenyl bases The 
NOE experiments discussed in the present chapter extend these observations. 
Measurements on H exchanged and normal d(A) and d(A) have shown that 
о 8 25—30 
the H protons of the adenyl bases are far removed from all other protons, 
protein as well as DNA protons. For most of the H resonances only after 
4 s of preirradiatlon NOE's for the B/C resonance are observed in the gene-
5-protein d(A) complex, while for the complex with d(A) only very 8 25-30 
small effects are seen on peak B'/C'. In addition the narrowness of the H 
resonances in the high molecular weight complex indicate that there are 
no relaxing protons m the direct surroundings of the H protons. Neverthe­
less their resonance positions are influenced by the binding of the protein. 
When the oligonucleotides are saturated with protein (d(A) as well as 
d(A) ) the H proton resonances shift to a common position although 
л0 — JU ¿ 
the adenyl residues may be located at 3 or 4 different sites in the protein. 
This shows that it is not the direct influence of residues of the protein 
but a decrease of mutual influence of the adenyl bases that causes the 
observed shifts. Clearly the adenyl bases are destacked in the protein 
DNA complex. Presumably no complete destacking is achieved because the H 
resonance has not reached the position of the H proton of AMP. In contrast 
the H resonances do not shift to a common position upon complex formation. 
о 
This can be deduced from the experiments with d(A) (e.g. see Fig VI-7D 
and VI-6E). and is also suggested by the results of Table VI-1 for the 
d(A) complex. The main intensity of the H resonances lies around 7 9 ppm 
β 8 
while part of it extends to ^7.8 ppm overlapping with the H resonance. 
This spread in chemical shift is not unreasonable because some of the 
adenyl bases are stacked upon the Phe I residue while neighboring bases 
are stacked upon Tyr I and/or Туг IV residues in the binding groove. It 
is interesting to note that in the protein-d(A) complex the H reso-
25—30 8 
nances overlapping with the H resonance are fairly the only H resonances 
2 о 
giving rise to an NOE on the B'/C' resonance. We conclude that those H 
protons are closest to the protons resonating in peak B'/C'. 
There are some differences between the protein d(A)„_ complex and the 
25-30 
protein d(A) complex (which has the same structure as the complexes 
formed between the protein and d(A) and d(A) ). One is the shifted 
12 16 
resonance position B'/C' of the d(A)0_ complex with respect to the 
25-30 
B/C resonances of the d(A) complex We have argued above that most 
8 
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probably the resonances of Phe I and perhaps also the 3,5 resonances of 
Туг IV are responsible for this shift. Apparently there is a difference 
in stacking of the Phe I and/or Tyr IV residue upon the adenyl bases in 
the two complexes. It Is also noteworthy that the NOE experiments show 
that the His-64 C2 proton is close to the sugar H ' protons In the protein 
d(A) complex. The His-64 C4 proton is probably located near a sugar H ' 
proton. This explains the NOE's observed for peak I after irradiation of 
the sugar H ^ protons in this chapter and chapter III. No such effects 
were observed for the protein d(A) complex in the presence of excess 
of d^os-ao 1 I n t h e х~ г аУ structure of the gene-5-protein the histldyl 
residue is located in the loop that is involved in the dimer interaction, 
(McPherson et al., 1979, 1980) but it seems to be close enough to the 
presumed binding groove not to be in contradiction with our results. 
VI-4.5 A possible structure for poly(dA) m the poly(dA)-gene-5-protein 
complex. To obtain a more pictorial view of the DNA gene-5-protein complex 
a structure will be proposed which conforms to the results discussed above 
To this end we will assume that the complex formed between the protein and 
d(A) „. with excess oligonucleotide has the same characteristics as that 
formed between the protein and the poly(dA). Moreover we will need data 
available from electron microscopy and neutron diffraction measurements. 
For the helical gene-5-protein fd DNA complex the following structural 
features were derived from these studies (Torbet et al., 1981). With a 
stoichiometry of 4 nucleotides per protein monomer, it is estimated that 
^24 nucleotide residues are present per helical pitch of ' ЭО A. This is 
equivalent to a 3.75 A axial rise and a 15 degrees axial rotation per nu­
cleotide unit. For a phosphate-phosphate distance of 6-7 A the radial co­
ordinate of the phosphate may have values between 18 and 22 A. Given an 
outside diameter of 100 A for the complex, the main part of the protein 
must be located outside of the polynucleotide helix. 
X-ray data indicate that the basic amino acid residues that are possible 
candidates for interaction with the phosphates are located primarily in 
the interior of the DNA binding groove of the protein, while the aromatic 
residues that may interact with the bases are situated at the exterior of 
the groove. Hence, the (adenyl) bases are most probably located in the 
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interior of the complex, closer to the helix axis than the phosphates 
From our NMR experiments we know that the nucleotide adopts a regular 
structure m which the H protons are situated relatively far from the 
protein. The H and sugar protons are located closer to the protein. Addi-
tional information can be derived from the NOE experiments. Surveying the 
results of Table VI-2 and Fig VI-6 it can be stated that the relative 
magnitudes of the observed NOE's within the complexed oligonucleotide are 
approximately the same as in the free oligonucleotide, indicating that no 
dramatic changes have taken place in the relative distances of protons that 
were available for investigation. The sugar proton resonances undergo only 
small shifts upon complex formation. The H ' resonances shift 0.16 ppra 
downfield. The approximate resonance positions of the sugar protons reso­
nating at higher field can be determined from the experiments shown in 
Figs. VI-6B and VI-6E. The combined intensity of H ' and H ' remains at 
about the same spectral position as in the spectrum of the free oligonu­
cleotide (^ 4.1 ppm). The intensity belonging to the H ' proton resonances 
in the complex is centered at 2.3 ppm indicating that the H ' (or all 
H ') resonances have undergone a small upfield shift, In a separate experi-
31 
ment it was established that the Ρ resonance of the complexed d(A) 
does not deviate from the normal diester position (0.8 ppm upfield from 
20% Η PO ). The above data suggest that the conformation of the sugar-
phosphate backbone in the complex differs somewhat, though not dramatically 
from the conformation in the free state. Yet, the small changes in the 
sugar phosphate backbone may give rise to a large overall structural alter­
ation of the DNA m the complex. Below we will assume that the helical 
structure has the features outlined above. 
For a further characterization of the nucleotide conformation we will now 
make use of the resonance positions of the H and H protons in the complex. 
2 8 
The H and H resonances have shifted upfield by 0.435 and 0 53-0 66 ppm 2 в 
respectively with respect to their positions in pAp (Olsthoorn et al., 1980). 
These shifts will be caused by the ring currents and anisotropic suscepti­
bilities of neighboring bases and by interactions with the protein for the 
H resonances. We estimate that the ring current contribution to these 
shifts is between 0.3 and 0.5 ppm for the H protons and between 0.3 and 
0.7 ppm for the H protons. These shifts can be computed with the aid of 
ring current calculations (see chapter II) for a particular helical struc­
ture of the poly(dA). Within the constraints of the helical structure 
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Figure VI-8 Possible conformation of a detail of the gene-5-protein 
poly(dA) complex. The drawings show the spatial orientation of three adenyl 
bases and the phenyl ring of the phenylalanyl residue that is stacked upon 
the central base. 
A. The view is along the helix axis of the complex. The N9 atom of the 
central adenine is 19 A displaced from the helix axis. 
B. The complex is viewed along a direction which yields a minimal overlap 
of the atoms. 
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indicated above, a great number of conformations can be generated which give 
all rise to shifts within these ranges However the magnitude of the shifts 
observed for the protein resonances imposes extra restrictions on the con­
formation of the poly(dA) With a radial distance of the N9 atoms of 13-21 !? 
and the main part of the adenyl bases lying closer to the helix axis, the 
distance between two adjacent adenyl bases cannot become as large as 6,8 A 
in a regular helix. This precludes intercalation of an aromatic protein 
residue between two bases. Since we experimentally found an average upfield 
shift of the aromatic resonances of Phe I of 'ьОЛ ppra upon binding, this residue 
must stack efficiently upon an adenyl base. On the other hand we have con­
cluded that the position of the adenyl H resonance is virtually not influ­
enced by the protein. Thus, the center of the Phe I aromatic ring must be 
located relatively far from the H proton. The helical nucleotide confor­
mation must therefore leave enough space for the aromatic protein residues 
to stack upon the adenyl five-membered ring The shift of all the aromatic 
protons of Phe I cannot be generated by a single adenyl residue. Hence there 
must be an additional adenyl base that contributes to the shift of the Phe 
protons. These requirements severely restrict the range of possible confor­
mations of the polynucleotide chain. 
A conformation that conforms to the features outlined above is depicted in 
Fig. VI-8. Fig. VI-8A shows three of the adenyl bases, with a phenyl ring 
stacked upon the central base, viewed along the helix axis. In Fig. VI-8B 
the same part of the complex is drawn, now seen from a direction in which 
the overlap of atoms is at a minimum. It is clear from these drawings that 
in this particular conformation the planes of the adenyl bases are parallel 
to the helix axis. The phenylalanyl ring is assumed to be parallel to the 
central adenyl base. A slight tilt of the Phe ring might be needed to 
diminish the ring current shift that the Phe ring exerts on the H proton 
of the uppermost adenyl base. The H proton belonging to central adenine 
is expected to undergo an upfield shift. In the proposed conformation the 
о glycosidic torsion angle (Х
Г
м'
 i s
 about 0 , and the sugar proton that is 
closest to the Phe is the H proton. 
In spite of the general agreement between the conformation drawn in Fig. 
VI-8 and the experimental observations, we cannot present this conformation 
as the conformation that actually exists in the complex. The proposed con­
formation must be considered as a possible one, which is consistent with 
the data available to date. 
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CHAPTER VII 
FLUORESCENCE STUDIES OF THE COMPLEX FORMATION BETWEEN THE GENE-5-PROTEIN 
AND POLYNUCLEOTIDES; IMPLICATIONS TOR THE IN VIVO BINDING PROCESS 
VII-1 Introduction 
During the last decade it has become clear, that the process of DNA replica-
tion is a much more complicated sequence of events than originally 
thought. A number of proteins, among which the helix destabilizing pro-
teins, have to interact with the DNA at the right sites and the proper 
time, in order for the process to proceed correctly. To obtain a basic un-
derstanding of these processes, not only the structural details of the 
protein DNA interactions have to be known, but also quantitative data for 
binding and kinetic parameters should be available. In this chapter a 
start is made with the collection of these data for the gene-5-protein DNA 
binding. 
It has been shown by Pretorius and collaborators (1975) that the fluores-
cence of the tyrosines in the protein is quenched upon binding to DNA. 
From these experiments it was deduced that a protein monomer covers four 
nucleotides in the protein DNA complex, in accordance with earlier results 
(Alberts et al., 1972; Day, 1973). As was described in chapter V, H NMR 
studies indicate that the binding of the gene-5-protein to oligoidAVs of 
8, 12 or 16 nucleotides in length results in a complex in which one pro-
tein monomer covers ^ 3 nucleotides. In chapter VI we have shown that two 
types of complexes can be formed between the gene-5-protein and oligo-
d(A) . We postulated that the complex formed in the presence of 
25-30 r 
excess oligonucleotide corresponds to the complex of gene-5-protein 
with polynucleotides. It was not feasible to obtain quantitative binding 
parameters from the H NMR experiments owing to the large linewidths appea-
ring upon formation of the high molecular weight complex, and the conco-
mitant slow exchange situation (see chapter VI). In this chapter we will 
describe the quantitative determination of the binding parameters of gene-
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5-protein polynucleotide binding, making use of the above mentioned 
fluorescence quenching effect. The results will be compared with the data 
available for related DNA binding proteins ι the gene-32-protein encoded by 
bacteriophage T4 (Newport et al., 1981; Kowalczykowski et al., 1981) and 
the E.coli DNA binding protein I (Molineux et al., 1975; Ruyechan & Wetmur, 
1975, 1976; Krauss et al., 1981). 
VI1-2 Experimental 
VII-2.1 Materials Gene-5-protein was isolated as described previously 
(Garssen et al., 1977). The protein concentration was determined from the 
absorption at 276 nm using a molar absorption coefficient of 7100 M cm 
(Day, 1973). For fluorescence measurements the protein was dissolved in 
10 mM cacodylate pH 7.0 to which the desired amount of NaCl was added. 
Poly(dA) was obtained from Boehringer as a preparation free from salts and 
low molecular weight nucleotides. It was used without further purification. 
Poly(dT) was purchased from P.L.-Biochemicals and passed over a Sephadex 
G-50 column to remove contaminating oligonucleotides and salts. 
M13 phages were recovered from the supernatant of a M13 infected E.coli 
K37 culture according to the method of Yamamoto and collaborators (1970) 
and purified as described by Konings and collaborators (1973). For the 
isolation of the DNA from the M13 phages also the method of Konings and 
collaborators (1973) was used. 
The concentrations of the polynucleotides were determined from UV absorp­
tion using the following extinction coefficients: poly(dA) 9300 M cm at 
260 nm; poly(dT) 8700 M~ cm" at 265 nm; M13 DNA 7400 M~ cm" at 259 nm 
(in 0.015 M sodiumcitrate, 0.15 M NaCl, pH 8.0).The extinction coefficients 
of poly(dA) and poly(dT) were determined by enzymatic degradation with 
snake venom phosphodiesterase (Worthington) and are in agreement with the 
values found by Cassani & Bollum (1969). For M13 DNA the extinction 
coefficient was assumed to be equal to that of fd DNA (Berkowitz & Day, 
1974). 
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VI1-2.2 Instrumentation Ultraviolet absorption measurements were carried 
out with a Zeiss PMQII spectrophotometer. Fluorescence measurements were 
performed with a Perkin Elmer fluorescence spectrophotometer MPF-4 equip­
ped with a 150W Xenonlamp. Excitation was at the absorption maximum (276 
nm) of the tyrosines and the fluorescence was measured at the emission 
maximum at 303 nm. 
Fluorescence titration experiments were performed by adding small volumes 
of a concentrated protein solution from a microburet (Metrohm E475) to a 
solution of the polynucleotide in a thermostatted cuvet with a 5 mm ab­
sorption pathway. Because of the instability of the gene-5-protein, in 
particular at low concentration and low ionic strength, precautions had to 
be made to avoid artefacts due to denaturation of the protein. Mixing was 
obtained by gently shaking of the cell. The measurements were carried out 
at 5 С unless indicated otherwise. The fluorescence measured was corrected 
for losses of exciting light by absorption and for dilution. The protein 
and polynucleotide concentrations were also corrected for dilution. For all 
experiments it was checked that the manipulations during the titration did 
not lead to protein denaturation. 
VII-2.3 Quantitative evaluation of the data The fluorescence intensity Fl 
measured during the titration can be expressed in the following parameters 
Fl = F. [Ρ], + (1 - Q ) F. [Ρ] . . (VILI) 
free free max free complexed 
where [ Ρ] . and [ P] , , are the concentrations of uncomplexed and free complexed 
complexed gene-5-protein (expressed in monomers) , F is the fluorescence 
free 
intensity per mol of free protein monomer and Q is the fraction of the 
max 
protein fluorescence quenched upon binding. Consequently, F (1 - Q ) 
is the fluorescence per mol of complexed protein monomer. 
Using 
[P] = [P] + [P] 
Jt l Jfree l J complexed (VII.2) 
where [ P] is the total protein concentration, it is straightforward to 
show that: 
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and 
F 1
 [РІЛ1 - Q,,,,,^ ) t max 
•
p l ^ » » = " — - • (VII.3) 
free „ „ F Q Q free max max 
[ P]
 t Π 
Ρ] „ = - (VII.4) 
complexée!
 р 
max free max 
The degree of saturation v, defined as 
[P] 
complexed 
Nucl]
 t 
may then be written as. 
Fl 
[ P , t - F - — 
ν = free 
[Nucl] Q 
t max 
(VII.5) 
Where [Nucl] is the total concentration of DNA expressed in mononucleo­
tides. Combination of eqns (VII.3), and (VII.5) yields. 
ν [ Ρ] . -t F . f r e e ( V I I . 6 ) 
[ P ] f r e e [ N u c l ] t ( [ P ] t ( Q m a x - 1 ) + T — ) 
free 
By rearrangement of (VII.6) we obtain for the fluorescence intensity: 
1 +
 ЫТ
-
'
1
"^
 ( 1
 "«max > 
Fl 4 îïSÎ ) [Ρ]. P. 
ν ί ., -,ι / * free 
1
 +
 щ-— [Nucl] / 
free 
(VII.7) 
The binding of the gene-5-protein to polynucleotides will be interpreted 
ν 
with the aid of the theory of McGhee & Von Hippel (1974) in which T-^ J 
1
 free is expressed as (compare chapter II) 
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n-1 2 
/(2ω-1)(1-ην) + v-R\ /l-(n+l)v+R 
with 
Га =
 Kint ( 1 - n V \ ) ) (VU·8) 
^
Jfree Ч 2(ω-1)(1-ην) / \ 2(l-nv) / 
2 i 
{[l - (η + 1)ν] + 4ων (1 - ην)Γ (VII.9) 
and η = the number of nucleotides covered by one protein monomer. 
K. = the intrinsic binding constant for binding of a protein to a int 
defined site on the DNA. 
ω = the cooperativity parameter i.e. the factor by which К .is 
int 
multiplied for a protein that binds adjacent to an already bound 
protein. 
By substitution of eq. (VII.5) for ν in the right hand side of eq. (VII.8) 
ν 
т-г\ is expressed in the parameters Κ, ω. η, F^ , and О . and m the [ PJ . free max free 
experimentally determined values of [ P] , [ Nucl] , and in Fl. Subsequent 
substitution of the resulting expression in eq. (VII.7) yields an expression 
for Fl in terms of these parameters, which is in the following designated 
Fl , , . .. The parameters К ., ω, η, F. and Q were determined m 
calculated int free max 
an iteration procedure in which Fl , . . was fitted to the experimental 
calculated 
points. The fitting procedure which makes use of the non-linear minimiza­
tion program MINUIT (CERN, Geneve), involves the search for the minimum 
value of: 
Σ (Fl - Fl ) 2 
„ j observed calculated (VII.10) 
all data-
points 
In the fit the five parameters К . ω, Q , η, and F. , turn out to be 
int max free 
dependent on one another. By conversion to a new set of parameters, 
Κ ^ω, К ы, Q /η, η, and F_ , the dependency is reduced. The choice int int max free r J 
of this new parameterset was indicated by the fact that Κ ω and Q /n 
int max 
can be related to well defined characteristics of the titration curve. 
The procedure for the determination of these parameters was as follows. 
η could be determined directly from the titrations performed at low ionic 
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strength (_< 0.06 M NaCl), where binding is essentially stoichiometric. For 
these conditions η was found to be 4.0 +_ 0.3. Fitting procedures for ti­
trations at higher ionic strength were started with η fixed at a number of 
values in this range. After determination of the best values of the other 
parameters, η was adapted to yield the minimum value for eq. (VII.10). 
Usually no large changes in the originally adopted values of η were found. 
VI1-3 Results 
We s h a l l f i r s t present two t y p i c a l t i t r a t i o n experiments, the binding of 
the gene-5-protein to poly(dA) at low and at high i o n i c s t r e n g t h . Fig.VII-lA 
о 
И , x105 
[Ρ], »Ю5 
Figure VII-1 Titration experiments in which gene-5-protein is added to a 
solution of 3 χ ICT^Mpoly (dA) dissolved in a buffer with O.Ol M Na-cacody-
late and different amounts of added NaCl at pH 7.0. The fluorescence 
measured at 303 nm is given as a function of the total protein concentration. 
A Total [Na+] 0.06 M 
В Total [Ma'"] 0.20 M 
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shows a fluorescence titration experiment performed at relatively low ionic 
strength (total [ Na] = 0.06 M). In this experiment the gene-5-protein was 
-5 
added to a solution of 3 χ 10 M poly(dA). The titration curve consists of 
two parts. The left hand part with the lowest slope indicates the increase 
of the fluorescence intensity with increasing gene-5-protein concentration 
bound to the poly(dA). The right hand part represents the increase of the 
fluorescence intensity with increasing concentration of the gene-5-protein 
free in solution after complete saturation of the poly(dA). Under these 
conditions [ P] . , is constant and it follows immediately from eq. 
complexed 
(VII.1) that the slope of the right hand part of the binding curve is equal 
to Γ„ . Moreover it can be concluded that under these conditions free 
[ Nucl] 
[P] = -
complexed η 
With the aid of eqns. (VII.l) and (VII.2) the fluorescence intensity at 
the right hand side of the binding curve can be written as: 
[Nucl] 
Fl = [P]. F. - Q F
x
 (VII. 11) 
t free max free η 
Extrapolation of this line to the situation where Fl = 0 yields 
Q [PL 
η [Nucl] 
The straight lines drawn through the experimental points represent the 
curve for infinitely strong binding. Hence at the intersection of the two 
lines the quotient [Nucl] / [ P] is equal to n. For this particular expe­
riment η = 4.05 and Q = 0.62. Because the binding is so strong only a 
max 
lower limit of K. .to can be derived from the experiment at 0.06 M Na , int 
yielding Κ. ω > IO7, (for determination, see below). int — 
A typical titration curve obtained at higher ionic strength ([ Na 1= 0.20 M ) 
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is given in Fig. VII-1B. After attaining complete saturation the curve 
is again a straight line, for which eq. (VII.11) is valid. Hence the ratio 
Q / η can be obtained directly from the titration curve. The straight 
max 
line drawn through the origin parallel to the final line, represents the 
increase of the fluorescence with increasing protein concentration if no 
binding would occur. The first experimental points and this line coincide 
indicating that in the beginning of the titration virtually no protein 
binds to the poly(dA). For [ P] ^ЗрМ the experimental points start to de­
viate from this straight line, indicating the beginning of complex forma­
tion. The binding curve presented in Fig. VII-1B is typical of a strongly 
cooperative binding process. The data were further interpreted by fitting a 
theoretical binding curve to the experimental points employing the theory 
of McGhee and Von Hippel (1974), (see Experimental section). 
The experimental points have also been plotted in the form of a Scatchard 
plot (Fig. VII-2).The theoretical Scatchard plot calculated on the basis of 
0.3 
^ x10"5 
[Pi free 
0.2 
0.1 
/ 
/ 
У 
Figure VII-2 Scatchardplot for the 
titration experiment shown in Fig. 
VII-lB. The curve drawn is the best 
fit to the experimental points curve. 
Binding parameters derived from this 
experiment are listed in Table VII-1. 
. / \ 
0.1 0.2 
^ LHcomplexed 
[poly (d A)] 
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eq. (VII.6) using the binding parameters obtained from the fitting proce­
dure has been drawn through the experimental points. It is clear that 
McGhee and Von Hippel's theory yields an excellent fit to the experimental 
points. Another useful representation of the binding process is provided 
by a plot of the degree of saturation, ν, as a function of [ Ρ] , . This 
free 
plot can be constructed using eq. (VII.5) and the values of Q and F„ 
max free 
In Fig. VII-3 such saturation curves are presented for different titration 
experiments. The influence of the ionic strength on the binding is clearly 
free 
Figure VII-3 Plot of the degree of saturation (v) of the polynucleotide 
chain against the free gene-5-protein concentration, as derived from 
titration experiments. The curves drawn are the best fits to the experi­
mental points. (Binding parameters are given in Table VII-1). 
(·) binding to polg(dA); [Na+\ = 0.22 M 
( ) binding to poly(dA); [ Na+] = 0.185 M 
(χ) binding to poly(dA); [ Na+] =0.11 M 
(о) binding to M 13 DNA; [ Na+] = 0.20 M 
i n d i c a t e d ; f o r i n c r e a s e d [ Na ] a l a r g e r f r e e p r o t e i n c o n c e n t r a t i o n i s n e e d e d 
t o i n i t i a t e t h e s a t u r a t i o n of t h e p o l y n u c l e o t i d e . F u r t h e r m o r e i t i s demon­
s t r a t e d t h a t b i n d i n g t o M13 DNA i s somewhat s t r o n g e r t h a n t h e b i n d i n g t o 
poly(dA) a t t h e same s a l t c o n d i t i o n s . The b i n d i n g p a r a m e t e r s o b t a i n e d from 
t h e e v a l u a t i o n o f t h e d i f f e r e n t t i t r a t i o n s h a v e b e e n c o l l e c t e d i n T a b l e V I I - 1 . 
Q was found t o v a r y around 0 . 6 5 f o r b i n d i n g t o p o l y ( d A ) , a r o u n d 
max
 &
 ^
 J
 ' 
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Table VII-1 Binding parameters for the binding of the gene-5-protcin to 
poly(dA), poly(dT) and M13 DNA determined at 50C. 
[ Na+] (M) 
0 . 0 6 
0 . 1 1 
0 . 1 3 5 
0 . 1 7 
0 . 1 7 5 
0 . 1 8 5 
0 . 2 0 
0 . 2 1 
0 . 2 2 
0 . 2 1 
0 . 2 1 
0 . 2 6 
Κ ω ί Μ
- 1 ) 
i n t 
2 1 0 7 
2 . 7x I O 6 
І . б х Ю
6 
β 
6 . Зх 10 
2 . 5 х 1 0 5 
2 . l x I O 5 
2 . Ox I O 5 
1 . 7 x l 0 5 
l . l x l O 5 
> i o 7 
1 . 2 x l 0 6 
5 . 7x I O 5 
ω 
_ 
5 0 
5 0 
6 0 
2 9 0 
9 0 
1 8 0 
1 5 0 
1 4 0 
-
2 0 0 
7 0 
η 
4 . 0 + 0 . 3 
4 . 2 
3 . 9 
4 . 0 
4 . 0 
4 . 0 
4 . 1 
4 . 0 
4 . 0 
4 . 0 
3 . 7 
4 . 1 
p o l y n u c l e o t i d e 
p o l y d A 
p o l y d A 
p o l y d A 
p o l y d A 
p o l y d A 
p o l y d A 
p o l y d A 
p o l y d A 
p o l y d A 
p o l y d T 
M13 DNA 
M13 DNA 
0.70 for binding to M13 DNA, and around 0.80 for binding to poly(dT). In 
a d d i t i o n to the remarks made above i t i s noted t h a t the binding of gene-5-
p r o t e i n to poly(dT) i s two orders of magnitude s t r o n g e r that the binding t o 
poly(dA). 
The values of Κ ω (which are equal to the r e c i p r o c a l of the free p r o t e i n i n t 
concentra t ion at hal f s a t u r a t i o n ) can be determined r a t h e r a c c u r a t e l y . On 
the o ther hand the values of the individual parameters К ^ and ω are sub-
int 
ject to somewhat larger errors, in particular for the titrations at low 
ionic strength. Nevertheless it is clear that for poly(dA) binding К 
changes by about two orders of magnitude when proceeding from 0.06 M to 
0.22 M Na , while ω may increase by a factor of 3 in this concentration 
range. The uncertainty in the absolute value of ω is illustrated by a compa­
rison of the measurements in 0.17 and 0.175 M Na (Table VII-1). It is 
clear that the salt dependence of Κ ω is mainly stemming from the sensiti­
vity of the intrinsic binding constant for the ionic strength. According to 
Record and coworkers (1976) the ionic strength dependency of Κ ω is given 
d log ( Κ ω ) by int ,, 
•J - — • = m y + a 
d log [ NaCl] 
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where m'¿ i s the number of Na ions re leased from the DNA and a i s the 
number of CI ions re leased from the p ro t e in upon complex formation. I t i s 
assumed that the number of Na ions bound to the uncomplexed poly(dA) 
(equal to ψ which i s 'ь 0.78 for poly(A) per phosphate (Record e t a l . , 
1978)) and the number of CI ions bound to the uncomplexed p r o t e i n at the 
relevant binding s i t e s are independent of the i o n i c s t r e n g t h in the expe­
rimental range. In Fig . VII-4 values obtained for Κ. ω are p l o t t e d ver-
int 
sus log [ Na ] . The slope of the straight line through the points is 
d log(K ω) ipt 
d log[ Na ] 
= 4.7 + 1. 
-Ш -0.8 -0.6 
logfNa*] 
Figure VII-4 Plot of the value of 
log (Κ. ω) against log [ Na+] . 
Since the protein molecule covers ^4 nucleotides a maximum of 4 electro­
static interactions between protein and phosphate groups can be formed, re­
sulting in the release of 4ψ(=:3) Na ions. Hence, upon complex formation 
also anions are expected be released from the protein. In view of the salt 
dependence of K. . it is likely that the ionic interactions contribute int 
mainly to the value of K. .. 
int 
We have further characterized the gene-5-protein poly(dA) binding by deter­
mining the temperature dependence (5 - 25 C) of Κ. ω at 0.175 and 0.21 M Na 
which is in the range of the physiological ionic strength (Kao-Huang et al., 
1977). From the Van 't Hoff plots the binding enthalpies (ΔΗ ) were calcula­
ted. Values for AS were subsequently obtained from the values of ΔΗ and 
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, о 
AG . The thermodynamic parameters are collected in Table VII-2. It is clear 
that ЛН is rather small, the main factor that stabilizes the complex being 
the entropy of binding. Hence, under physiological conditions, electrostatic 
interactions, which result in favorable binding entropies, dominate the bin­
ding process. The changes in Κ. ω are too small over the experimental tempe-
i n t 
r a t u r e range to determine which of the two parameters i s predominantly i n ­
fluenced. 
Table VII-2 Thermodynamic parameters characterizing the binding of the 
gene-5-protein to poly(dA) at 250C. 
[ N a + ] ( M ) Κ. ω ί Μ - 1 ) AG0 ( k c a l m o l " 1 ) ΔΗ0 ( k c a l m o l " 1 ) Δ30 ( c a l mol" K~ ) 
int 
0.175 3.5 χ 10 - 7.6 + 2 32 
0.21 1.3 χ IO5 - 7.0 - 2 17 
VII-4 Discussion 
VII-4.1 Binding parameters As a starting point for our studies of gene-
5-protein polynucleotide interactions we have chosen poly(dA) as a sub­
strate, so as to obtain well-defined binding parameters, neither modulated 
by basepaired regions nor by varying base sequences. We have shown that 
there is excellent agreement between the linear lattice binding theory of 
McGhee and Von Hippel (1974) and the experimental results obtained for the 
gene-5-protein poly(dA) binding. This may be used as an argument in favor 
of the validity of this theory. In the next chapter we will discuss its 
limitations. 
The fluorescence binding experiments yield quantitative values of the bin­
ding parameters of the gene-5-protein binding to poly(dA). The effective 
7 + 5 
binding constant К. ш varies from >10 at 0.06 M Na to 1.1 χ 10 at int — 
0.22 M Na (see Table VII-1). In conjunction with the results of the tem­
perature dependent studies at 0.175 and 0.21 M Na this indicates that 
ionic interactions play a major role in the stabilization of the protein-
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poly(dA) complex (see Table VII-2). If we extrapolate the line of Fig. 
VII-4 to the situation in which log [ Na ] = 0, we obtain a value for Κ. ω 
int 
at the usual standard state. The free energy associated with this Κ. ω 
int 
(AC? = - 2.5 + 1 kcal/mol) differs from the intrinsic free energy estimated 
for four phosphate-lysine interactions (ΔΟ = + 0.8 kcal/mol) under the 
same conditions (Lohman et al., 1980). If it is assumed that the intrinsic 
free energy of an arginine-phosphate interaction is about equal to that of 
a lysine-phosphate interaction, other than electrostatic interactions must 
contribute % 3.3 kcal/mol to stabilize the gene-5-protein poly(dA) complex. 
Part of the binding energy is provided by the cooperativity factor ω. The 
magnitude of this parameter, being between 50 and 300, is much less sensi­
tive to variations in ionic strength, indicating that the interactions con­
tributing to the cooperativity of the binding are primarily non-electrosta­
tic. The contribution of ω to the free energy is ^  - 2.5 kcal/mol and can 
within the accuracy of the experiment account for the non-electrostatic 
components of the gene-5-protein poly(dA) binding. 
From NMR experiments (chapters III, V and VI) we know that in the complex 
there is a significant stacking between aromatic rings of amino acid resi­
dues and the adenyl rings. This suggests that these interactions should 
result in a significant enthalpy contribution to the free energy of bin­
ding, in contrast to the experimental findings, (see Table VII-2). The re­
sults can be reconciled, when it is realized, that stacking of the protein 
residues onto the adenyl rings is only possible when the considerable 
stacking between the adenyl bases in the free poly(dA) is reduced in the 
complex. Indeed this is what we see in the NMR spectra of the gene-5-рго-
tein oligo(dA) complexes (compare chapter VI). This conclusion is further 
corroborated by the gene-5-protein M13 DNA and poly(dT) binding experiments. 
It is known that the bases in poly(dT) are not stacked. Hence, stacking in­
teractions between amino acid residues and the thymine rings may favorably 
contribute to the binding, resulting in a higher binding constant, as is 
indeed observed (see Table VII-1). 
At this point it is interesting to compare the binding characteristics of 
.the gene-5-protein with those of two other helix destabilizing proteins, 
i.e. the E.coli DNA binding protein I and the gene-32-protein encoded by 
bacteriophage T4. Also for both of these proteins the binding to ]3oly(dT) 
has been found to be a factor of ^ 100 stronger than the binding to 
poly(dA) (Krauss et al., 1981; Newport et al., 1981). However, this differ-
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enee in binding affinity can probably not be attributed to the absence of 
stacking interactions in poly(dT) alone, in view of the observation that 
the binding of gene-32-protein to poly(dU) (which is also not stacked in 
the free state) is much weaker than binding to poly(dT). 
VII-4.2 The switch from RF replication to single stranded DNA synthesis 
It is now generally accepted that the gene-5-protein plays a crucial role 
in the phage DNA replication process. When the protein has been accumulated 
to sufficiently high concentrations in the cell, it induces a switch from 
RF replication to single stranded DNA synthesis by binding to the viral 
strand. In Fig. VII-3 the curve representing the binding of gene-5-protein 
to M13 DNA suggests that such a switch may take place at a gene-5-protein 
-6 
concentration of about 0.8 χ 10 M. 
We expect that in vivo this switch will take place at somewhat higher con­
centrations. There is strong evidence that replication of the viral RF DNA 
can only take place in the presence of the E.coli DNA binding protein I 
(Van Dorp et al., 1979). A switch from RF replication to single stranded 
DNA synthesis requires the displacement of E.coli DNA binding protein I by 
the gene-5-protein. Indeed in vitro the gene-5-protein is able to displace 
totally the E.coli protein (Geider, 1978). This cannot simply be attributed 
to a smaller affinity of the E.coli binding protein for DNA. In fact the 
8 11 -1 
effective binding constant of the E.coli protein is 10 to 10 M 
(Molineux et al., 1975; Ruyechan & Wetmur, 1975, 1976; Krauss et al., 1981), 
two to four orders of magnitude higher than the effective binding constant 
of the gene-5-protein to M13 DNA (see Table VII-1). This can be reconciled 
with the aid of the theory of Schwartz and Stankowski (1979) which can be 
used to calculate the degree of saturation of a polynucleotide chain by two 
competing binding proteins (see chapter II). On the basis of the study of 
Krauss and collaborators (1981) we estimate that (К. ^ иЬ)
т
 characterizing 
int i 
the binding of the E.coli DNA binding protein I may vary between 25 and 
4 
10 . The number of nucleotides covered (n) is estimated to be 35. These 
data in conjunction with those obtained for the gene-5-protein (see Table 
VII-1) enable us to calculate the degree of saturation of a polynucleotide 
chain with the two proteins as a function of the gene-5-protein concentra­
tion in the cell. The results are shown in Fig. VII-5. At gene-5-protein 
concentrations below 2.75 μM the polynucleotide is completely saturated 
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0.2-
0.1· 
d ^ 
[p] ) r e exio f 
10 
Figure VII-5 Displacement of E.coli DNA binding protein I from the DNA by 
the gene-5-protein. Calculated degree of saturation (v) of DNA with the 
E.coli binding protein I and the gene-5-protein as a function of the 
concentration of gene-5-ρ rote in; ( ) degree of saturation of the DNA with 
E.coli DNA binding protein J. ( ; degree of s a t u r a t i o n of the DNA with 
gene-5-protein. In the calculations the concentration of free E.coli DNA 
binding protein was assumed to be constant with (KíntiúL) = IO4. The binding 
parameters used for the gene-5-protein were Kint = 5 χ ГО3 and ω = 200. 
with the E.coli binding protein. Then, for concentrations between 2.75 and 
3 μΜ of the gene-5-protein,the E.coli DNA binding protein I i s completely 
displaced from the polynucleotide which becomes saturated with gene-5-рго-
te in . Some remarks with respect to these resu l ts are in order. The calcu-
4 lat ions were performed with a constant value of (Κ. ω L)_ = 10 . It turns int I 
out that the gene-5-protein concentration at which the switch from satura­
tion with E.coli binding protein to saturation with gene-5-protein occurs 
is only weakly dependent upon the exact value of (Κ ω L) . The gene-5-
protein concentration at which the switch occurs varies by a factor of 1.5 
4 
when (Κ. ω L) T changes between 25 and 10 . The increase in the free con-int I 
centration of the E.coli DNA binding protein I as a result of its displace­
ment from the DNA (which was not taken into account in the calculations) 
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will therefore have a minor effect on the position of the switch in Fig. 
VII-5. The gene-5-protein concentration that is needed for the displace­
ment of the E.coli DNA binding protein Ι (^.βδμΜ, see Fig. VII-5) may be 
considered as a good estimate of the concentration in the cell at which the 
switch between RF replication and single stranded DNA synthesis occurs. 
At the first sight it may seem contradictory that the E.coli DNA binding 
protein I is displaced by the gene-5-protein in spite of its much higher 
binding constant. This can however be understood if we take into account 
the number of nucleotides covered by each of these two proteins (n = 4 and 
(n) = 35). The effective binding constant for the gene-5-protein per nu­
cleotide will therefore become larger than that for the E.coli DNA binding 
protein I, under conditions where the gene-5-protein concentration is large 
enough to cover the whole DNA chain. This might be a much more general me­
chanism involved in the replacement of the one DNA binding protein by the 
other. 
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CHAPTER Vili 
CONCLUSIONS 
Vlll-l Elements of the депс-5-protej.n that are important for the formation 
of the two types of protein DNA complexes 
The invesngations described in this thesis have contributed new information 
about the properties of the gene-5-protein and its binding to DNA. From the 
NMR experiments we have obtained detailed data about amino acid residues 
that are located in the DNA binding groove. 
Out of the ten basic residues one to two lysines and two to three arginmes 
most likely interact with the negatively charged phosphates of the DNA 
(chapter IV). The number of lysines and argmines found to be involved in DNA 
binding is in accordance with the X-ray data, which indicate that lysines 24 
and 46 and arginmes 21, 80 and 82 are located in the DNA binding groove 
(Me Pherson et al., 1979, 1980). 
According to the X-ray data four tyrosines and two phenylalanines are m a 
position to interact with the DNA. Our data indicate that in fact two tyro­
sines and one phenylalanine interact with the DNA by stacking upon the bases. 
The role of the single histidine in the binding is not clear. Observed NOE's 
indicate that the histidyl residue is located close to a sugar unit of the 
oligonucleotide in the complex with d(A) but in the complex of the gene-5-
8 
protein with d(A) no evidence for this has been obtained. Therefore we 
cannot conclude whether this histidine is important for the stability of the 
gene-5-protein DNA complex. 
In particular one of the three Phenylalanines (designated Phe I in this 
thesis) appears to be very sensitive to the details of the structure of the 
complex. Upon binding of the protein to oligo(dA) of lengths increasing from 
two to eight nucleotides the upfield shift observed in the H NMR spectrum 
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for the resonances of this residue increases. The complex formed with d(A)g 
appears to be a favorable one since no further effect on the shift of the 
resonances of Phe I is observed upon increasing the length of the oligonucleo­
tide to 16 nucleotide residues. Also the stoichiometry of binding remains 
constant at 3 nucleotides per protein monomer in the complexes with d(A) , 
d(A) and d(A) (chapter V). However the binding characteristics found for 
binding of the gene-5-protein to polynucleotides are quite different from those 
found in the studies with oligonucleotides. The stoichiometry of binding is 
4 nucleotides per protein monomer for polynucleotide binding (chapter VII, 
Day, 1973, Pretorius et al., 1976, Alberts et al., 1972). While the coopera-
tivity parameter is estimated to be ^5 for oligonucleotide binding (chapter V) 
its value is 50 to 300 for polynucleotide binding (chapter VII). 
Moreover, under comparable experimental conditions ([ NaCl] = 0.05 M ) the 
product of the intrinsic binding constant К and the cooperativity factor ω 
int 
is estimated to be at least a factor of 10 larger for poly(dA) binding than 
for oligo(dA) binding. Also the ionic strength dependence of the binding 
constant is different (compare the values given in chapters V and VII). From 
these observations it is concluded that the complex formed with oligo(dA) is 
different from that formed with poly(dA) . This conclusion was confirmed by 
the observation that for oligo-adenines of intermediate lengths (25-30 resi­
dues) two types of complexes are possible (chapter VI). One of these complexes 
is formed with high cooperativity in the presence of excess d(A) , an 
additional upfield shift of the resonances of Phe I is observed with respect 
to the shift for the protein d(A) complex (vide supra), for the protein m 
this complex. The other complex which is formed in the presence of excess 
protein is distinguished from the former by downfield shifted spectral 
positions of the adenyl H and the sugar H resonances, and by an increased 
dissociation rate. The fact that for the d(A) complex but not for the 
d(A) complex NOE's were observed between the oligonucleotide and the 
histidine may be related to the difference in binding mode of these oligonucleo­
tides The theory of Schwartz and Stankowski (1979, chapter II) predicts 
that in the presence of excess protein the binding mode is preferred in which 
the protein covers the smallest number of nucleotide residues. It is there­
fore concluded that the type of complex which is highly cooperatively formed 
is similar to the polynucleotide gene-5-protein complex, while the complex 
observed in the presence of excess protein is most likely equivalent to those 
between the gene-5-protein and d(A) , d(A) or d(A) . This is also in 
8 12 16 
qualitative agreement with the conclusion drawn in chapter II that the binding 
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mode in which a ligand covers the smallest number of nucleotides is favored 
when the ligand binds to oligonucleotides as compared with the binding to 
polynucleotides . 
Vlll-2 The limitations of linear lattice binding models 
Throughout this thesis we have made extensive use of linear lattice binding 
theories. In chapter VII it was shown that excellent agreement could be ob­
tained between the experimental points and theoretical binding curves (based 
on the theory of McGhee & Von Hippel (1974)) fitted to these points. These 
results can be used as an argument for the validity of the theory. On the 
other hand we know that the viral DNA gene-5-protein complex forms a helical 
structure in which protein-protein interactions may extend beyond the nearest 
neiphbors Therefore it may be legitimately asked whether the quality of the 
above mentioned fits is not fortuitous, since in linear lattice binding 
theories only nearest neighbor interactions are taken into account. Below 
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Figure VIII-1 Theoretical binding curve for the binding of a protein to an 
oligonucleotide of 16 residues m length when two binding modes are allowed. 
These modes are character17ed by the binding parameters п., Κ ω and η 
1, mt-l ,1 . , 2 
"líele 
to be lOOO. In the plot the number of protein monomers bound per mononucleotide 
m binding mode 1 ( ) and binding mode 2 ( ) are given as a function 
of log(K w L), where L is the concentration of protein free m solution. 
The bar indicates the range of values of log(K іш,Ь) encountered during 
the NMR experiments. Note that according to this calculation the 'polynucleotide 
binding mode' is predicted to be present m this concentration range, contrary 
to the observations. 
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we will show that indeed sometimes the linear lattice theory fails to make 
correct predictions. As mentioned in the previous section the product of 
Κ ω for binding of the gene-5-protein to poly(dA) is at least 1000 times 
int 
larger than the Κ ω found for d(A),„. We can calculate the degree of int 16 
saturation of d(A) m the two different binding modes with the experimental 
16 
binding parameters available for the two modes with the aid of equation (II.9) 
given in chapter II. The results of these calculations are presented in 
Fig.VIII-1, where the degree of saturation of d(A) is given as a function 
16 
of the Κ ω L characterizing the polynucleotide binding mode. The left int-1 1 
hand side of the curve (K
 t_ l
l i l
1
L
 < 10 ) is representative of the 'polynucleo-
13 
tide binding mode'( η = 4). For К
 1
U
1
L >
 Ю
 t t i e
 'oligonucleotide binding 
mode' is expected to dominate. The range of values of Κ ω, L encountered 
int-1 1 
during the NMR experiments discussed in chapter V is indicated by the horizon­
tal bar in Fig.VIII-1 These results show that the 'polynucleotide binding 
mode' should prevail even under the conditions of the NMR experiments con­
trary to our observations. 
The results can be reconciled by considering a proposal by .McPherson and 
collaborators ι who postulated that small oligonucleotides up to eight nucleo­
tides in length trigger the gene-5-protein to form a disklike crystal struc­
ture, consisting of six protein dimers. As indicated already in the complex 
of gene-5-protein with fd-DNA (a polynucleotide) the protein subunits are 
arranged in a helical structure (Torbet et al , 1981) with "42 subunits (6 
dimers) per helical pitch. We therefore postulate that the protein-protein 
interactions and the protein-nucleic acid interactions present in the inves­
tigated gene-5-protein-oligo(dA) complexes resemble those present in the 
disklike structure, found in the crystals. The parameters determined for the 
gene-5-protein poly(dA) complex will be representative of the helical form. 
We surmise that complex formation between an oligonucleotide and gene-
5-protein can also occur in the 'polynucleotide binding mode', i.e. under 
formation of a helical structure with a coverage of 4 nucleotides per protein. 
However, if the oligonucleotide is not long enough protein-protein interactions 
between subsequent helical turns cannot be formed, resulting in a reduction 
of Κ ω for the 'polynucleotide binding mode' (n = 4). As a result, for such 
short oligonucleotides the 'oligonucleotide binding mode' (n = 3) may be 
favored. Hence for the helical complexes protein-protein interactions between 
subsequent helical turns also contribute to ω, in contrast to the assumptions 
in the linear lattice binding theories. The cooperativity parameter ω must there-
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fore in this case be interpreted as the ratio between the average binding 
constant of the first protein monomers (in the initiation complex) and the 
binding constant of a protein monomer on top of a complex where at least one 
turn of the helix has been generated. The relative occurrence of initiation 
and elongation events in the formation of the helical structure will be 
somewhat different from predictions by the linear binding theory, since more 
protein monomers are involved in the initiation step. For 'infinitely'long 
chains and large cooperativity the influence of the altered statistics will 
probably be apparent only at the very beginning and the very end of the 
titration experiment (McGhee Si Von Hippel, 1974). This explains why the fits 
of the linear lattice theory to the experimental binding curve is still good. 
The values of К and ω obtained however are complex parameters with К 
int int 
determined bv protein-nucleic acid as veil as protein-nrotein interactions 
and ω only byprotein-protein interactions, they should be interpreted as 
such. This interpretation is fully m accordance with the observation that 
ω is fairly independent of the ionic strength and of the type of polynucleo­
tide used (chapter VII), while K. depends on the ionic strength and on the 
int 
type of polynucleotide. In particular it has a much larger value for Doly(dT) 
than for poly(dA). It appears that this is a common feature of several DNA 
helix destabilizing proteins (chapter VII). In part this can be explained 
by different stacking interactions in the polynucleotides. Other contributions 
to variations in К ^ may also be important. int 
VIII-3 Is m vivo and m vi tro binding of gene-5-protein to DNA different? 
The experiments discussed in chapter VII as well as in vitro binding expen-
nents by others have shown that one gene-5-protein molecule covers close to 
4 nucleotides in a protein-polynucleotide complex. On the other hand Pretorius 
and collaborators (1975) have found that in vivo a protein monomer seems to 
cover 4.7 nucleotides. This difference m binding has been the subject of 
some discussion m the literature. Below we shall show how these differences 
may be reconciled using the quantitative binding parameters now available. 
5 
Oey & Knippers (1972) have estimated that at least 1.2 χ 10 gene-5-protein 
molecules are present per infected E.coli cell. Pratt and collaborators (1974) 
observed that about 5/6 of these molecules are complexed to DNA. If we take 
the volume of an E.coli cell to be equal to ^ 1.6 χ 10 1 it follows that 
-4 the total concentration of the gene-5-protein is ^ 10 M and the free concen-
-6 
tration ^17 χ 10 M. In vivo the ionic strength is equivalent to ^ 0.2 M NaCl 
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(Kao-Huang et al., 1977). For systems exhibiting relatively strong cooperative 
binding (as the binding of gene-5-protein to DNA) the saturation of the DNA 
as a function of the free protein concentration is fairly independent of the 
DNA concentration (Kowalczykowski et al., 1981). Therefore the gene-S-nrotein 
M13 DNA binding curve presented in Fig.VI1-3 may be considered representative 
for the in vivo binding (leaving for the moment the presence of other DNA 
binding proteins out of consideration). The estimated free protein concentration 
in the E.coli cell is sufficient to guarantee full saturation of the single 
stranded DNA (see Fig.VII-3). However, we find that 4 nucleotides are covered 
by a protein monomer (chapter VII) contrary to the findings for the in vivo 
situation of Pretorius and collaborators (1975). The stoichiometry found by 
them corresponds to 85 % saturation (v = 0.213) in a binding mode with η = 4. 
To be able to make a comparison between their findings and our results, we 
will briefly consider some crucial aspects of their experiment. 
The in vivo gene-5-protein fd DNA complex was isolated by lysing infected 
g 
E.coli cells in a concentration of 10 cells per ml in a buffer with 0.1 M NaCl. 
During this process the cell contents are diluted by a factor of ΊΛ500 yielding 
-7 
a total gene-5-protein concentration of 1.6 χ 10 M. If during this process 
no protein would have dissociated from the complex, the free protein concen-
-7 
tration would be 0.27 χ 10 M. We estimate from our binding parameters 
7 (chapter VII) that Κ ω = 4 χ 10 under these condition (assuming that the int 
ionic strength dependence of Κ ω for binding to fd DNA is the same as for 
int 
poly(dA)). К u)L would then have a value of about 1. This corresponds to a int 
non-equilibrium situation: in equilibrium the degree of saturation would be 
^50%. Hence, full saturation cannot be maintained after lysis and some protein 
will dissociate from the DNA. It is concievable that this results in a de­
crease of the degree of saturation to 85% as observed by Pretorius et al. 
(1975). 
The theory of McGhee and Von Hippel (1974; chapter II) predicts for this 
situation (with ω = 150) that the probability of a row of unoccupied nucleo­
tides (P , g > 1) is 0.063, the rows having an average length of 11 nucleo-
g 
tides. Though high, the value of the cooperativity parameter is not sufficient 
to assure complete saturation of the DNA chains, and the binding process 
cannot be approximated as an all or none process. Thus, each of the M13 DNA 
chains (consisting of 6407 nucleotides (.Van Wezenbeek et al., 1980)) is 
predicted to be partially unsaturated in this situation and will be isolated 
as such. Although from the present available data we cannot calculate the 
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exact number of dissociated protein molecules it seems not unreasonable that 
the in vivo and in vitro complexes have the same stoichiometry, i.e. one 
protein molecule covering 4 nucleotides. From their electronmicroscopic and 
neutron diffraction experiments also Torbet and collaborators (1981) find 
that the in vivo and in vitro complexes are highly similar. However, the 
considerations above suggest that their complexes are not fully saturated 
with protein. 
We are now at a point to ask whether also the η = 3 binding mode has a function 
in vivo. This latter binding mode may occur in stages in the phage replication 
process in which ample excess protein is present in the surroundings of the 
complex. Such a situation may exist in the stage of phage assembly, when the 
gene-5-protein is replaced by the gene-8-protein. This assembly process takes 
place at the membrane of the bacterial cell. In the gene-8-protein DNA complex 
the proteins are arranged in a 5-start helix with a 5-fold rotational symmetry 
axis. From the symmetry of this particle Makowski & Caspar (1981) concluded 
that the replacement of the gene-5-protein with the gene-8-protein must take 
place in discrete steps, per step 116 or ^32 nucleotides are thought to be 
drawn into the membrane and subsequently covered with gene-8-protein. We have 
postulated before that the η = 3 mode may correspond to the disklike aggregates 
proposed by McPherson and coworkers (1980). Such a structure consisting of 
discrete units may be more adequate for discrete steps than the helical 
aggregate. At the membrane, the gene-5-protein molecules displaced from the 
DNA may provide a sufficiently high free protein concentration to induce a 
local transition from the helical to the disklike structure. Further studies 
are needed to elucidate this point. 
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SUMMARY 
DNA protein interactions play an important role in the cellular processes 
of living organisms. Therefore it is essential to acquire a detailed under­
standing of these interactions. The aim of the investigations described in 
this thesis is to answer some of the underlying questions. The gene-5-pro-
tein encoded by bacteriophage M13, which is a single stranded DNA binding 
protein, has been chosen as a model since it has a function in a relatively 
simple process and can be isolated in ample quantities. 
By NMR experiments we were able to determine which amino acid residues are 
involved in the binding process. To achieve this first an interpretation of 
the proton NMR spectrum was needed. Nuclear Overhauser experiments yielded 
the interpretation of the aromatic part of the proton NMR spectrum both for 
the free protein and the protein complexed to the octanucleotide ^(А) 
(chapter III). It could be concluded that the resonances of one phenyl­
alanine and two tyrosines shift significantly upfield upon oligo(dA) binding. 
This conclusion is based on the results of the Overhauser experiments as 
well as on those of titration experiments in which we studied the changes 
in the H NMR spectrum of the gene-5-protein upon addition of oligonucleo­
tides (presented in chapter V). From these titration experiments it also 
follows that the stoichioraetry of binding to small oligonucleotides is 
different from the stoichiometry of binding to polynucleotides. Furthermore 
the binding to oligonucleotides is less cooperative and less salt dependent 
than the polynucleotide binding (chapter VII). This is interpreted to indi­
cate that there are two different binding modes, the oligonucleotide and 
the polynucleotide binding mode. 
In addition to the interaction with aromatic amino acid residues also the 
interaction of oligonucleotides with the basic amino acid residues lysine 
and arginine could be studied by H NMR. In chapter IV it is concluded that 
one to two lysines and two to three arginines are involved in the binding. 
In chapter VI additional Overhauser experiments yield a more detailed 
description of the DNA binding region. Furthermore information is derived 
about the relative orientation of the adenyl bases in the complex of gene-
5-protein with d(A) . Two types of complexes are observed with these 
latter oligonucleotides depending on the ratio protein: oligonucleotide. 
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It is concluded that the complex observed in the presence of excess oligo-
nucleotide most likely is similar to the complex formed with polynucleo-
tides, while in the presence of excess protein a complex is generated that 
exhibits the characteristics of the complexes with smaller oligonucleotides. 
In chapter VII we describe the determination of the parameters characteri-
zing the binding of the gene-5-protein to polynucleotides with the aid of 
fluorescence experiments. It is concluded that two types of interactions 
are important for DNA binding. These are ionic interactions and Van der 
Waals interactions (e.g. stacking interactions). Protein-protein inter-
actions are determinant for the cooperativity of the binding. By comparing 
the binding parameters found for the gene-5-protein with those of the E.coli 
DNA binding protein I we are able to explain theoretically the displacement 
of the E.coli protein by the gene-5-protein which occurs in vivo. 
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SAMENVATTING 
DNA-eiwit interacties spelen een belangrijke rol in de cellulaire proces-
sen van levende organismen. Het is daarom van fundamenteel belang deze in-
teracties tot in detail te leren begrijpen. Het onderzoek dat in dit proef-
schrift beschreven is, levert een bijdrage hiertoe. Het gen-5-eiwit van 
bacteriofaag M13, dat bindt aan enkelstrengs DNA, is gekozen als modelsys-
teem, omdat het functioneert in een relatief eenvoudig proces en omdat het 
in vrij grote hoeveelheden te isoleren is. 
Aan de hand van NMR-metingen kon worden vastgesteld welke aminozuurresiduen 
betrokken zijn bij de binding. Daartoe was het noodzakelijk eerst tot een 
interpretatie van het NMR spectrum te komen. Door middel van Nuclear Over-
hauser experimenten werd dit bereikt voor het aromatische gedeelte 
van het proton NMR spectrum van zowel het vrije eiwit als het eiwit gebon-
den aan het octanucleotide d(A)_ (hoofdstuk III). Verder kon worden gecon-
cludeerd dat de resonanties van één phenylalanine en twee tyrosines een 
aanzienlijke hoogveld verschuiving ondergaan bij binding. Deze laatste con-
clusie werd getrokken mede op grond van resultaten van titratie experimen-
1 
ten, waarin de veranderingen van het H NMR-spectrum werden gevolgd na toe-
voeging van kleine hoeveelheden oligonucleotiden (beschreven in hoofdstuk 
V). Uit deze titratie-experimenten volgt ook dat de stoichiometrie van de 
binding aan kleine oligonucleotiden verschilt van die van de binding aan 
polynucleotiden. Bovendien is de oligonucleotide-binding veel minder coöpe-
ratief en minder zoutgevoelig dan de polynucleotide-binding (hoofdstuk VII). 
Hieruit concluderen we dat we te doen hebben met twee verschillende bin-
dingstypes . 
Behalve de interactie van de nucleotideketen met aromatische aminozuurresi-
duen kon ook de interactie met de basische aminozuurresiduen lysine en argi-
nine m.'j.v. NMR bestudeerd worden. In hoofdstuk IV is beschreven hoe gecon-
cludeerd werd dat een à twee lysines en twee tot drie arginines betrokken 
zijn b^j de binding. 
In hoofdstuk VI wordt een wat duidelijker beeld van het DNA-bindende gebied 
van het eiwit verkregen d.m.v. aanvullende Overhauser-experimenten. Boven-
dien worden uit NMR-experimenten gegevens afgeleid omtrent de oriëntatie 
van de adeninebasen in het complex van gen-5-eiwit met oligo-d(A) _ . 
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Voor deze oligonucleotiden worden twee soorten complexen gevonden afhanke-
lijk van de concentratieverhouding eiwit : oligonucleotide. Het complex 
dat gevormd wordt bij ondermaat eiwit is zeer waarschijnlijk gelijk aan 
het complex dat gevormd wordt met polynucleotiden. Bij overmaat eiwit ont-
staat een complex dat de kenmerken heeft van de complexen die met kleinere 
oligonucleotiden gevormd worden. 
In hoofdstuk VII beschrijven we hoe de bindingsparameters voor gen-5-eiwit 
polynucleotide binding konden worden bepaald m.b.v. fluorescentie-metingen. 
Twee soorten interacties leveren een bijdrage tot de DNA-binding, nl. 
ionogene interacties en Van der Waals-interacties (b.v. stacking inter-
acties) . Eiwit-eiwit interacties bepalen de cooperativiteit van de binding. 
Door vergelijking van de bindingsparameters van gen-5-eiwit met die van het 
E.coli DNA bindend eiwit kunnen we een theoretische beschrijving geven van 
de vervanging van het E.coli eiwit door het gen-5-eiwit op de DNA-keten. 
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STELLINGEN 
1 
Torbet et al. bestudeerden de structuur van het gen-5-eiwit fd DNA complex. 
Zij hebben echter niet overtuigend aangetoond, dat hun resultaten met 
beïnvloed worden door de verzadigingsgraad van het DNA in het onderzochte 
complex. 
Torbet, O., Gray, D.M., Gray, C.W., Marvin, Ό.Λ. & Siegrist, Η. (1981) 
J. Mol. Biol. 46, 305-320. 
Dit proefschrift. 
2 
13 
Ganapattiy et al. stellen dat vaste stof С NMR spectra van bepaalde 
biomolekulen alleen verkregen kunnen worden na toevoeging van paramagne-
tisch materiaal. Zij hebben echter nagelaten alternatieve puissequenties 
te beproeven. 
Ganapatiiy, S. , Naito, A. & McDowell, C A . (1981) J. Am. Chem. Soc. ЮЗ, 
6011-6015. 
3 
Het onderzoek van molekulaire interacties is gebaat bij een veelvuldig 
gebruik van ruimtelijke modellen. 
4 
Patel en Gabbay gebruiken de resultaten van berekeningen van Giessner-
Prettre en Pullman onjuist wanneer zij verschuivingen in het H NMR 
spectrum van poly(dA'dT) interpreteren als een verandering van de 
glycosidische torsiehoek. 
Patel, D.J. & Gabbay, E.J. (1981) Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 78, 1351-1355. 
Giessner-Prettre, С. & Pullman, В.(1977) J. Theor. Biol. 65, 171-188. 
5 
De toepasbaarheid van de zogenaamde "extreme narrowing" benadering voor 
de beschrijving van relaxatieverschijselen bij vloeistof H NMR experi­
menten is sterk beperkt door het huidige gebruik van hoge magneetvelden. 
6 
Het verdient aanbeveling de inbouw van ijzer in chalcopynet verbindingen 
nader te onderzoeken. 
Von Bardeleben, Я.J., Goltzéné, Α. , Schwab, С, rriedt, J.M. & Pomsot, R. 
(1975) J. Appi. Pbys. 46, 1736-1738. 
Korteweg, G.A. & Van Reijen, L.L. (1981) J. Pbys. Chem. Solids 42, 987-993. 
7 
Guéron en Weisbuch voorspellen zeer hoge tegenion concentraties in de 
direkte nabijheid van een polyelektrolyt. Bij deze concentraties kan het 
van belang zijn de ionen niet langer als puntladingen te beschouwen. 
Guéron, M. & Weibbuch, G. (1980) Biopolymers 19, 353-382 
8 
Bij de bestudering van gen-32-eiwit poly(rA) binding vinden Kowalczykowski 
et al. dat de lonsterkteafhankelijkheid van de bindingsconstante verandert 
met het aanwezige anion. De verklaring die zij hiervoor geven is onjuist. 
Kowalczykowski, S.C., Lonberg, N., Newport, J.W. á Von Hippel, P.Η. (1981) 
J. Mol. Biol. 145, 75-104 
9 
Het functioneren van één vrouw in een beroep dat traditioneel wordt 
aangemerkt als een mannenberoep maakt evenmin een geëmancipeerde samen-
leving als één zwaluw zomer maakt. 
N.C.M. Alma-Zeestraten, 2 april 1982. 



